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COMMENDATIONS

The following Assistant United States Attorneys have been commended

Steven Bauer and Sean Berg California Lois Davis Pennsylvania Eastern District

Central District by Charlie Parsons Special by Mitchell DVM Director Office of Sur

Agent in Charge FBI Los Angeles for their veillance and Compliance Center for Veterinary

success in prosecuting five Los Angeles County Medicine Food and Drug Administration De
Sheriffs deputies and one of their wives for partment of Health and Human Services Rock-

stealing drug money ville Maryland for her excellent representation

and for bringing permanent injunction case to

Vicki Zemp Behenna Oklahoma Western Dis- successful conclusion

trict by Jon Novak Regional Inspector

General for Investigations Department of Christine Witcover Dean North Carolina Eas

Agriculture Temple for her successful efforts tern District was nominated for the Chief

in an FHA collateral conversion case where the Inspectors Award by Clauson Chief

defendants laundered cash from illegal Postal Inspector U.S Postal Service Wash-

secured collateral sates ington D.C and Richard Metz Inspector in

Charge Postal Service Charlotte for her

Sandra Bower Florida Middle District by outstanding efforts and valuable assistance in

William Courtney Supervisory Special Agent the prosecution of number of employee drug

FBI Jacksonville for her prompt and efficient cases in Raleigh and Fayetteville since 1985

action in processing federal warrant charging

an individual with making threatening telephone William Edwards Ohio Northern District by

calls to local radio station personality and for Robert Guttman Assistant Secretary for

developing contingency plan if the individual Labor-Management Standards Department of

makes bond or is released Labor Washington D.C for his successful

prosecution of two labor union officials for

John Caidwell Special Assistant United embezzlement and aiding and abetting

States Attorney Texas Western District by

Major Andrew Soisson Chief GYN Oncology Elizabeth Farr District of Arizona by David

Service Department of Obstetrics and Gyne- Lincoln Small Supervisory Special Agent FBI

cology William Beaumont Army Medical Center Phoenix for her demonstration of professional-

El Paso for his excellent lecture on medical ism and legal skill in the preparation of several

malpractice litigation at quality assurance cases and particularly for her successful pros-

session for physicians at the Medica Center ecution of difficult case involving the sexual

abuse of minor

Gilmore Childers and William Pollard

New York Southern District by John Elizabeth Wallace Fleming Michigan Eastern

Pritchard Ill Inspector General Metropolitan District by Raymond Buday Jr Regional

Transportation Authority New York for their Counsel Department of Housing and Urban De
excellent presentations at staff meeting on velopment Atlanta for her outstanding success

federal statutes and investigative resources in securing dismissal of loan fraud case thus

available within the U.S Attorneys office averting risky and expensive civil trial

Jonathan Conklin California Eastern Dis- Alan Gershel and Craig Weler Michigan

trict by Linda Davis Chief Criminal Section Eastern District by James Hitter Super-

Civil Rights Division Department of Justice visory Special Agent FBI Detroit for their out-

Washington D.C for his successful prosecu- standing success in the prosecution of former

tion of case involving racially-motivated Detroit police .chief who was convicted of em-

stabbing of an African-American in Oildale bezzling $1.3 million in public monies
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Joel Goldstein Pennsylvania Eastern Dis- Michael Kawahara District of Hawaii by

trict by Connell McGeehan Resident Agent George Roberts District Director U.S Customs

in Charge Drug Enforcement Administration Service Honolulu for his excellent presentation

Allentown for his professional and legal skills on the importance of non-drug evidence at

in successfully prosecuting methamphetamine seminar for U.S Customs Inspectors

conspiracy case In which an elaborate clandes

tine laboratory was seized and dismantled Stephen Kunz Florida Middle District by

Also seized were two properties an airplane Robert Merriner Area Administrator Office of

three vehicles $1000 portable telephone Labor-Management Standards Department of

and $4495.00 In U.S currency Labor Washington D.C for his outstanding

success in the prosecution of former Jack

Marc Haws District of Idaho by sonville developer and his co-conspiratorsin

Clark Regional Administrator Federal Highway highly complex and sophisticated fraud case

Administration Department of Transportation

Portland Oregon for his successful efforts in Robert Lelght Pennsylvania Western Dis

obtaining the dismissal of case in favor of the trict by William Perry Special Agent in

Federal Highway Administration Also by Charge FBI Pittsburgh for his valuable

Col Robert Volz Army Corps of Engineers assistance and cooperative efforts in the

Walla Walla Washington for obtaining favor- successful prosecution of major drug traf

able decision in hydroelectric company law- ticker with ties to the Call Cartel In Columbia

suit as result of their Issuance of Section

404 permit under the Clean Water Act Samuel Longorla Texas Southern District

by Douglas Payne District Director Food

James Hubert Florida Middle District by Van and Drug Administration Department of Health

Vandivier Deputy Regional Counsel Federal and Human Services Dallas and Margaret

Bureau of Prisons Atlanta for his outstanding Jane Porter Chief Counsel Food and Drug Ad-

efforts In recovering over $9000 for the ministration Department of Health and Human

government for medical care services rendered Services Washington D.C for obtaining

to prisoner at an outside hospital landmark decision in case Involving good

manufacturing practice regulations for medical

Brad Howard Texas Southern District by devices This victory establishes important

Charles Harwood Regional Director Federal precedent for the medical device manufacturing

Trade Commission Seattle for his valuable industry and represents major contribution to

assistance and advice in the prosecution of the protection of public health QQ 256 of

civil case which led to last minute settlement this Bulletin for summary of this case

Cynthia Jorgenson District of Arizona by Marjorie Miller New York Southern District

Derle Rudd Regional Inspector IRS Dallas for by James Fox Assistant Director In Charge

her valuable assistance In forfeiture pro- FBI New Rochelle for her professionalism and

ceeding Involving 1990 Chevrolet Corvette legal skill in the successful prosecution of

the purchase of which had been structured to complex criminal case involving bankruptcy

avoid the laws of the United States fraud perjury social security fraud and money

laundering

Richard Kaufman District of Colorado by

Robert Weller Agent in Charge Federal Joe Mlrsky Texas Southern District by

Communications Commission Lakewood for Laurence McWhorter Director Executive

his outstanding assistance in preparing Office for United States Attorneys Department

technical warrant for seizure in rem of various of Justice Washington D.C for his valuable

contraband computers from retail enterprise assistance to the Financial Utigation Staff In

the subject of numerous public complaints and preparing legal policy opinions directives and

criminal and civil investigations by federal state regulations to collect fines and restitutIon

and local authorities
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Jose Angel Morena Texas Southern District Crandon Randell District of Alaska by Robert

by Roberto Serna District Attorney and Robert Maynard Assistant Regional Attorney Pacific

Lee Little Assistant District Attorney 293rd Region Department of Agriculture Juneau for

Judicial District Eagle Pass Texas and Ser- his outstanding success in obtaining the first

geant Doyle Hoidridge Texas Rangers Corn- convictions In over decade for theft of Nation

pany Laredo for his demonstration of pro- al Forest timber in Alaska and for quality

fesslonal and legal skill in the capital murder support from the Assistant United States Attor

trial of Dimmit County Sheriff for which the neys In related criminal and civil litigation

deferidant was sentenced to death

Rudolf Renfer Jr and Norman Acker

Michael Morrlssey District of Arizona by North Carolina Eastern District by Peggy

Robert Rogers Special Agent in Charge Deans Clerk U.S Bankruptcy Court Raleigh

Bureau of Land Management BLM Depart- for their valuable assistance during the course

ment of the Interior Phoenix for his out- of recent case and for their contributions

standing assistance and successful efforts in toward an excellent working relationship be-

case in which the defendant was found guilty tween the Court and the United States Attor

of interfering with firefighters and interfering with neys office

BLM officers in the performance of their duties

Mar Rigdon Michigan Eastern District by

Steven Nisbet and the Financial Litigation Bankruptcy Judge Walter Shapero U.S District

Unit Staff Florida Middle District by Richard Court Detroit for her high quality repre

Sponseller Associate Director Financial sentation in civil case involving two Bank-

Litigation Staff Executive Office for United ruptcy Court employees

States Attorneys Department of Justice Wash-

ington D.C for an outstanding job in carrying Alex Rokakis Ohio Northern District by

out the responsibilities of the Financial Litigation Hatem El-Gabri Regional Counsel Small

Unit and for sending videotape entitled Business Administration Chicago for his

Noeadbeat Doctors excellent representation and invaluable services

in two actions filed against the agency involv

Carla Oppenheimer Missouri Western Dis- ing several millions of dollars in alleged claims

trict by James Esposito Special Agent in

Charge FBI Kansas City for her professional- Whitney Schmidt Florida Middle District by

ism and legal skill In the interception of Allen McCreigtit Special Agent In Charge

communications investigation which resulted in FBI Tampa for his excellent representation in

guilty verdict after three-day trial number of difficult civil actioris with short

deadlines and for his continuing cooperation

Thomas ORourke District of Colorado by with the Principal Legal Advisor and respective

Joseph Davis Assistant Director-Legal Coun- case agents in the Tampa office

sØl FBI Washington D.C for his valuable

contribution to the success of the New Agents Wevley William Shea United States Attorney

Moot Court held recently at the FBI Academy in and Staff District of Alaska by Janice

Quantico Virginia Lienhart Victims for Justice Coalition for

Victims of Crime Anchorage for attending the

Susan Poswistilo District of Massachu- Victim Rights Week Tree Ceremony and for

setts by Francis Skeiber Chief Contract providing continued assistance and support to

Operations Defense Contract Management the Victims for Justice organization Also by

Command Defense Logistics Agency Depart- Mike Nielsen President Alaska Peace

ment of Defense Boston for her special efforts Officers Assn Farthest North Chapter

in negotiating favorable settlement in Fairbanks for attending and speaking at the

defense procurement fraud ôase International Crime Conference the first

conference of this kind in Alaska
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Steven Skrockl and Karen Loeffler District of Stephen West and Thomas Swalm North

Alaska by Stephen Marica Assistant In- Carolina Eastern District by Daniel Heinz

spector General for Investigations Small Busi- Instructor/Coordinator Law Enforcement De
ness Admihistration SBA Washington D.C partment North Carolina Justice Academy

for their successful efforts in obtaining the Salemburg for their excellent instruction to

conviction of an individual for making false students from twenty five agencies on tech-

statements to the SBA to obtain unauthorized niques of drug law enforcement

disaster loan funds and Illegally selling the

agencys collateral Masy Ann Woodward of Frank Whitney North Carolina Western

the secretarial staff provided valuable District by Betty Marshall Acting Group

assistance Manager Criminal Investigation Division IRS

Charlotte for his valuable assistance and

William Soisson Michigan Eastern District by cooperation in the field of asset forfeiture and

William Esposito Chief White Collar-Crimes particularly the seizure of assets associated

Section FBI Washington D.C for his excellent with Operation Jaybird an OCDETF case

presentation on complex health care issues at

health care fraud training seminar held in Fort Michael Wicks and his secretary Beryl

Lauderdale for FBI Special Agents and Assist- Robbins Michigan Eastern District by John

ant United States Attorneys Dunne Assistant Attorney General Civil

Rights Division Department of Justice Wash-

Sandra Teters California Northern District by ington D.C for their invaluable assistance and

Raymond Shaddick Assistant Director lnves- hospitality to members of the Civil Rights Divi

tigations U.S Secret Service San Francisco sion during the course of month-long trial

for her professionalism dedication and aggres- conducted in Detroit

sive spirit In the successful prosecution of an

organization involved in fraudulent credit card Guy Womack and Joanne Doherty Texas

scheme Southern District by Andrew Duffin Special

Agent in Charge FBI Houston for their suc

Lee Thompson United States Attorney Dis- cessful prosecution of complex bank fraud

trict of Kansas by Paul Maloney Senior case involving the service of approximately 40

Counsel for Policy Criminal Division Depart- grand jury subpoenas the examination of

ment of Justice Washington D.C for his numerous documents and exhibits and the

outstanding accomplishments in OSHA enforce- coordination of expert witnesses from the Office

ment in the District of Kansas where there of the Comptroller of the Currency and the

may be more guilty verdicts in OSHA criminal Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

cases than any other single federal judicial

district George Wu and Scott Park California

Central District by Brigadier General Sebastian

Presilano Torrez District of New Mexico Coglitore Commander Headquarters 30th

by George Proctor Director Office of Space Wing Vandenberg Air Force Base for

International Affairs Criminal Division their excellent representation in highly

Department of Justice Washington D.C for his complex case and for obtaining favorable

excellent representation of the interests of the judgment for the Air Force Base

Government of Argentina in complex extra

dition case Warren Zimmerman Florida Middle Dis

trict by Annette Hamburger Attorney Public

Lanny Welch and Jim Flory District of Kan- Health Division Department of Health and

sas by Charles Quinn Jr Resident Agent Human Services Rockville Maryland for ob
U.S Secret Service Wichita for their excellent taming $15000 settlement of an estate case

representation and outstanding legal skill in for the benefit of the National Institute of Mental

bringing criminal case to successful con- Health

clusion
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SPECIAL COMMENDATION FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

Amy Reynolds Hay Assistant United States Attorney for the Western District of

Pennsylvania was commended by Homer Byrd District Counsel Department ofVeterans Affairs

Pittsburgh for her excellent representation and outstanding legal counsel In medical malpractice

action against the VA Medical Center in Pittsburgh The plaintiff alleged that the VA physicians had

misdiagnosed and improperly treated the patient over ten year period for condition which

involved altered states of consciousness The litigation involved extremely subtle and complex

medical diagnostic issues regarding organic based seizure disorders psychologically based

psuedoseizures and the overlap of coexistence of the two conditions The defense of the case was

made even more difficult when the plaintiffs medical expert witness attempted to obfuscate matters

with theories based upon endocrine disorders in addition to theories Involving the fields of neurology

and psychiatry

The successful defense of this litigation not only required Assistant United States Attorney

Hay to assimilate and master the complex body of medical knowledge applicable to the case but

also to fashion its presentation in manner in which the court would appreciate the diagnostic and

treatment difficulties and issues of standard of care through the testimony of defense experts who

were themselves not in agreement on some very significant points at Issue The one crucial

common ground held by the defense experts was that there had not been breach of the standard

of care in this case

SPECIAL COMMENDATION FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

John McEvoy Administrative Officer Central District of California was commended by

Laurence McWhorter Director Executive Office for United States Attorneys EOUSA Department

of Justice Washington D.C for his valuable assistance to EOUSA staff in arranging for the

successful production of security training video The video narrated by Richard Dysart of

Law fame was filmed in Los Angeles Mr McEvoy negotiated for the use of court room obtained

commercial transportation services served as liaison with other federal agencies Involved and made

Innumerable other arrangements necessary for such an endeavor The production is now

completed and the final product is an outstanding training aid which will materially assist the United

States Attorneys in fulfilling their mission

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE HIGHLIGHTS

Department Of Justice Official Organization Chart

Attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit is the official signed and approved

Department of Justice organization chart dated May 19 1992 The new organization chart shows

the re-establishment of the Office of the Associate Attorney General and the newly created Office

of Policy and Communications
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Manuel Antonio Norleaa

On July 10 1992 Manuel Antonio Noriega was sentenced in the U.S District Court for the

Southern District of Florida to 40 years for federal narcotics violations Mr Noriega was convicted

on charges of exploiting his official position as head of the intelligence section of the Panamanian

National Guard and as then-Commander-In-Chief of the Defense Forces of the Republic of Panama

to receive payoffs In return for assisting and protecting International drug traffickers Attorney

General Barr noted that this conviction demonstrates that no drug kingpin is above the law

ATTORNEY GENERAL HIGHLIGHTS

Crime Summit In The District Of Kansas

On July 17 1992 Attorney General William Barr and FBI Director William Sessions

were the featured participants at Crime Summit in Topeka Kansas More than 250 law

enforcement officials from throughout the state attended the Summit which was organized by

Senator Bob Dole R.Kan and moderated by Lee Thompson United States Attorney for the District

of Kansas

Attorney General Barr and Director Sessions made brief remarks outlining Department of

Justice priorities in the areas of gangs drugs and violent crime The floor was then opened for

lively exchange of questions and answers fielded by General Barr Director Sessions Senator Dole

and United States Attorney Thompson The topics discussed included the establishment of localized

violent crime and drug task forces juvenile justice reform unique problems related to rural law

enforcement negotiations on the Presidents crime bill and DNA identification programs As result

of the Summit the Kansas Law Enforcement Coordinating Committee is preparing an implementation

plan for the task forces recommended by the Attorney General After more than two hours of

questions and answers the Crime Summit adjourned to reception forthe law enforcement officials

which included police chiefs county sheriffs and members of the Kansas Highway Patrol

Attorney General Appears Before The Senate Judlclaiy Committee

On June 30 1992 Attorney General William Barr testified before the Senate Committee

on the Judiciary concerning the Department of Justice Authorization for FY 1993 In his testimony

the Attorney General discussed some of our ihitiatives and accomplishments over the last seven

months in the areas of violent crime the war on drugs enforcement of civil rights laws financial

fraud and white-collar crime as well as the Immigration and Naturalization Service and the integrity

of our Immigration laws In conclusion the Attorney General stated as follows

Mr Chairman when was sworn-in as Attorney General stated that it was an

honor for me to work with the career employees at the Department who have

always demonstrated in my experience the highest level of professionalism and

devotion My experience In the last seven months has clearly reaffirmed that view

am proud of what the Department has accomplished and enthusiastic aboutthe

possibilities for the future It remains my goal to leave the Department of Justice

more effective and more professional institution
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CRIME ISSUES

Attorney General Releases Wolent Crime Report

On July 28 1992 Attorney General William Barr released blueprint for fighting violent

crime at the state and local level ma report entitled Combating Violent Crime 24 Recommendations

to Strengthen Criminal Justice The report copy of which has been forwarded to each United

States Attorney highlights the success of tough law enforcement and the need for continued legal

reform

The report is an important part of the Administrations attack on violent crime The Attorney

General stated repeatedly in recent months that successful strategy for fighting violent crime must

include reforming the federal and state criminal Justice systems maxImizing resources for law

enforcement seeking the greatest impact possible through cooperative efforts by federal state

and local law enforcement aimed at specific problems such as organized crime gangs drug

trafficking felons who use firearms and the capture of fugitives and integrating law enforcement

with social and economic revitalization in targeted inner-city neighborhoods The 24 recom

mendations contained in the report were developed in conjunction with state and local law

enforcement experts and are divided into six groups establishing pretrial detention providing

effective deterrence and punishment of all adult offenders providing effective deterrence and

punishment of juvenile offenders providing efficient trial appeal and collateral attack procedures

providing for effective prevention and detection of crime and providing adequate protection for

victims rights Included in these groups are specific recommendations to

Adopt mandatory minimum penalties for gun offenders armed career criminals and

habitual violent offenders

Provide sufficient prison and detention capacity to support the criminal justice system

Adopt drug testing throughout the criminal justice system

Increase the ability of the juvenile justice system to treat the small group of chronic

violent juvenile offenders as adults

Permit victims to require HIV testing before trial of persons charged with sex offenses

Also included in the report is tear-out citizens checklist containing questions which should

be posed to state and local leaders about their criminal justice systems The list addresses such

issues as asset forfeiture victim restitution and victim rights and allowing admission of

defendants sexual violence history in cases of rape or child molestation

Attorney General Barr emphasized that the first duty of government Is to protect the safety

of Its citizens He said Ninety-five percent of violent crime in America is handled at the state and

local level The primary goal of the criminal justice system must be to identify and incarcerate the

hardened chronic offenders who are responsible for staggering number of crimes in this country

Unfortunately unless we reform state criminal justice systems we will be unable to achieve that

goal

Single copies of the report Combating Violent Crime 24 Recommendations to Strengthen

Criminal Justice NCJ-1 37713 may be obtained from the Bureau of Justice Statistics

Clearinghouse Box 6000 Rockville Maryland 20850 The toll-free telephone number is 1-800-

732-3277
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Attorney General Discusses Wolent Crime And Street Gangs On Capitol Hill

In his testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee on June 30 1992 Attorney General

William Barr addressed the problem of violent crime He stated that although it Is primarily the

responsibility of state and local law enforcement aggressive federal Involvement Is vital part of

this struggle Longstanding priorities In federal law enforcement such as organized crime must

be maintained as our decade-long string of successes against LCN leaders Including John Gottl

clearly reveals

On the subject of violent street gangs the Attorney General stated that we have found that

tough federal firearms statutes drug statutes and RICO statutes can greatly help local law

enforcement to combat violent street gangs The remarkable success in Philadelphia with our pilot

Violent Traffickers Project and F.A.S.T initiative Federal Atternative to State Trials 38 gangs

wiped out 600 federal convictions convinced him to expand this strategy of federal and local

cooperation

General Barr said the changing world situation allowed him to shift 300 FBI agents from

foreIgn counterintelligence to work on violent gang squads and anti-gang task forces with agents

from the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms BATF The FBI agents have been assigned

to 39 cities across the country to augment the work of the 1600 FBI already assigned to vIolent

crime This represents one of the largest re-allocations of resources in FBI history The Bureau

is also working jointly with BATF in setting up new National Gang Analysis Center Twenty five

DEA agents have been shifted from Washington headquarters to drug-related homicide task forces

in the field Furthermore in the wake of the L.A riots 50 FBI agents were recently assigned to

violent gang squads In California Finally 150 new INS criminal investigators have been added to

focus on criminal aliens Involved in violent street gangs

The Attorney General said uOur ongoing offensive against violent street gangs engaged In

the drug trade has completely eradicated entire gangs in cities such as Philadelphia Chicago

Boston Detroit and Washington D.C In prosecuting the war on drugs we have fought successfully

against these violent traffickers

Juvenile Records In Criminal Histori Reports

On July 1992 Attorney General William Barr signed an order authorizing the Federal

Bureau of Investigation to include in its national criminal history information system criminal offenses

committed by juveniles The Attorney General said the change was necessary and Important

step in Implementing an element of President Bushs comprehensive violent crime control initiative

The Presidents initiative calls on the states to maIntain records and report on all serious crimes

committed by juveniles who frequently continue their criminal careers Into adulthood but often

escape early Identification as repeat offenders and recidivists because their juvenile records are not

reported

The change which was published for public comment In the Federal Register June 1991
would not compel states to forward juvenile records to the FBI for Inclusion In the national system

The amendment would give the FBI the same authority to receive juvenile records and Include

them In Its records system that it currently has concerning adult records The types of records to

be forwarded who would be responsible for forwarding them and other issues of this type would

depend on state law and policy
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The Attorney General said the unavailability of such records was substantial concern He

said for example the Bureau of Justice Statistics Department agency estimated that 55 percent

of armed robbers In state prisons in 1986 were sentenced previously to probation or Incarceration

as juvenile and that 15 percent had prior juvenile but no adult sentence The FBIS Uniform

Crime Reports also reported 1.6 million arrests of persons under the age of 18 in 1988 The

previous provision excluded offenses committed by juvenile offenders unless the juvenile was tried

as an adult

Household Crime

On July 19 1992 the Bureau of Justice Statistics Office of Justice Programs reported that

almost one In every four of the nations households experienced or had member who experi

enced rape robbery assault theft burglary or motor vehicle theft In 1991 The proportion of

households victimized by crime was unchanged from 1990

The National Crime Victimization Survey the nations second largest ongoing household

survey conducts interviews in almost 50000 U.S households twice year gathering Information

on any criminal victimizations experienced by household members who are 12 years old or older

The survey counts both crimes that victims say were reported to law enforcement agencies as well

as those that were not reported Since 1975 when results from the National Crime Victimization

Survey were first used to estimate crime among households the percentage of households

sustaining crime has fallen from about 32 percent to just under 24 percent From 1975 through

1991 the percentage of households with at least one member becoming violent crime victim has

dropped from 5.8 percent of all U.S households to 4.9 percent During 1975 7.7 percent of all

households experienced burglary whereas In 1991 the percentage had fallen to 4.7 percent one

of the lowest estimates in the 17-year period

While households across the nation experienced an overall decline in the percentage that

sustained crime each year from 1975 to 1991 the magnitude of the decline differed accordIng to

household characteristics such as the race of the head of the household About the same

percentage of white households experienced crime each year from 1.985 to 1989 but that

percentage tell to 23 percent In 1990 and 1991 By contrast from 1985 to 1989 black households

experienced an Increasing level of victimization and the 27 percent of black households victimized

by crime in 1991 was relatively unchanged from the levels of 1989 and 1990

In 1991 as in prevIous years households in central cities were more likely than those In

suburbs or rural areas to fall victim to crime reported to the survey 29.1 percent of urban

households compared to 22.8 of those in suburbs and 17.4 percent of those outside metropolitan

areas The percentage of households victimized was lowest in the Northeast 19.3 percent and

highest In the West 28.8 percent

Generally as household Income increased so did the households susceptibility to personal

theft For example 14 percent of the households with income of $50000 or more experienced

personal theft sometime during the year compared to less than percent of househotds havIng

an annual Income below $7500 Lower income households however experienced higher levels

of violent crime 6.3 percent of households with incomes under $7500 compared to 3.9 percent

of households earning $50000 or more
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OPERATION WEED AND SEED

The Weed And Seed InltiativV By The Attorney General

Attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit is an article by Attorney General

William Barr entitled The Weed and Seed Initiative which appeared in the June/July 1992

newsletter of the National Association of Attorneys General

Weed And Seed Action In The District Of New Jersey

On July 16 1992 Michael Chertoff United States Attorney for the DistrIct of New Jersey

announced that three members of crack cocaine drug gang known as The New York Boys

received federal prison sentences from 57 to 210 months for admitting their connection to the

operation of Trenton crack house fourth member is still awaiting sentencing and fifth member

pleaded guilty last year Mr Chertoft said that this sentencing marks the first major federal

sentencing under the Weed and Seed program

In August 1991 the City of Trenton was designated as pilot site for the Weed and Seed

Initiative The drug charges to which the The New York Boys pleaded guilty orIginate in the

Weed portion of the program one that is designed to target certain violent offenders and prosecute

them in federal court where penalties are often harsher than local law allows The Seed portion

of the program includes community policing and Safe Haven schools in which neighborhood

schools become after-school activity centers for youngsters and other members of the community

under the watchful eye of law enforcement to insure that the participants do not become the victims

of crime or the targets of drug dealers

Mr Chertoff noted that parole has been eliminated for federal crimes committed after

November 1987 Under the Sentencing Guidelines defendants must serve nearly all their terms

before being eligible for release after which they must also serve period of supervision The case

Is being handled by Paul Shapiro Assistant United States Attorney Criminal Division Trenton

Weed And Seed Action In The District Of Columbia

On July 21 1992 Jay Stephens United States Attorney for the District of Columbia

announced the conviction of three leaders of the Street drug gang of federal drug firearm and

murder charges The three individuals were convicted under the federal drug kingpin statute of

running continuing criminal enterprise conspiracy to possess and distribute narcotics and second

degree murder Mr Stephens said this verdict sends clear and power message to drug dealers

operatIng in Washington that they wIll be arrested they will be prosecuted and they will spend the

rest of their life in federal prison

The defendants along with 19 other alleged members of the Street gang were indicted

in superceding indictment returned by federal grand jury on October 23 1991 The 115-count

indictment alleged that the Street gang major cocaine heroin marijuana and PCP distribution

ring operated from May 1983 to March 1991 in Northeast Washington D.C The gang consisting

of leaders of the organIzation 11 lieutenants associates suppliers and one stash house

operator generated an estimated $50 million in illegal drug receipts Sentencing Is scheduled in

October
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Weed And Seed Action In The Western District Of New York

On July 1992 Dennis Vacco United States Attorney for the Western District of New

York announced the filing of 73 count indictment charging Donald Sly Green and 25 others with

operating major Buffalo based drug ring which violated federal racketeering laws by distributing

large quantities of cocaine and heroin United States Attorney Vacco credited officials of the

Shawangunk Correctional Facility in Wallkill New York with alerting law enforcement authorities in

Western New York about narcotic trafficking which was being directed from inside the Correctional

Facility At the time the information was received from the Shawangunk officials Donald Sly Green

was incarcerated at the facility serving life term of imprisonment for murder conviction of

Jefferson Avenue woman previously served prison term for his role in an armed bank

robbery and at the age of fifteen was treated as juvenile delinquent for his role in the 1973

slaying.J

The indictment represents major inroad Into the narcotics trafficking and related violent

street crime in the City of Buffalo It charges individuals who in addition to their narcotic trafficking

have increased the level of violence in Buffalo and more particularly have concentrated their

criminal activity in the East Side of Buffalo neighborhoods The indictment also accuses an entire

street gang organization for full panoply of criminal activity and states that this Street gang was

operated in structured and organized fashion patterned after the more traditional organized crime

model the La Cosa Nostra The indictment accuses Donald Sly Green as being the self-proclaimed

godfather of this mob-like gang which was referred to as the L.A Boys Green allegedly

recruited members from Los Angeles to join his circle of narcotics traffickers and also attempted

to establish crime commission to consolidate and coordinate the drug distribution activities of

illegal Street gangs operating in Buffalo and upstate New York This gang is also accused of

extortion in an effort to collect money from people who were threatened with phyÆical harm or death

The indictment alleges that activities such as drive by shootings kidnappings and threats of murder

were part of these extortionate acts

The investigation was coordinated by Assistant United States Attorneys Richard Endler

and William Hochul

HEALTH CARE FRAUD

Operation GoIdpIIl

On June 30 1992 Attorney General William Barr and FBI Director William Sessions

announced that more than 1000 FBI agents and .120 other law enforcement officers carried out

early morning raids in Over 50 cities nationwide as part of Operation GoIdpill the most widespread

criminal fraud investigation of the health care industry

The investigation was conducted by 16 FBI field offices -- Albany Atlanta Chicago Cleveland

Columbia Detroit Indianapolis Jacksonville Miami New Orleans New York Pittsburgh Portland

San Francisco San Juan and Washington Metropolitan field office The FBI closely coordinated

its work with the Food and Drug Administration Drug Enforcement Administration Department of

Health and Human Services Postal inspection Service state Medicaid fraud control units state and

local police investigative units State Attorney Generals offices state Boards of Pharmacy state

Medical Licensing Boards Blue Cross and Blue Shield Special Investigative Units pharmaceutical

industry managers and the United States Attorneys The investigation uncovered two schemes

Illegal diversion of non-controlled pharmaceutical medications and fraudulent billings
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In the Illegal diversion scheme individuals who are eligible to receive Medicaid obtain

prescrlptions
for expensive medications through an unscrupulous physician who may have recruited

the patient The physician would bill Medicaid for extensive office visits by these patients who are

not Ill and may only stay five minutes or less just long enough for the doctor to write out the

prescription The patients then have the prescription filled by pharmacist who is involved in the

scheme Medicaid is also billed for the medicine The patient then turns around and sells the

prescription drugs for approximately ten percent of their value to unonconN man street term for

criminals who trade in non-narcotic prescription medication The non-con men or diverters

purchase the drugs for resale to other non-con men or sometimes pharmacies which in turn then

sell them to the unsuspecting public In most cases the drugs are repackaged to disguise the

origin of the medications FBI investigations show this criminal activity Is occurring In many

metropolitan areas throughout the United States

In fraudulent billing prescriptions are filled with generic drugs and billed for the more

expensive brand name products Medicaid and insurance carriers are billed multiple times for the

same prescription or the prescription is never filled Sometimes only portion of the prescriptions

are filled causing the patients to return at later date for the rest of the medication By splitting

the prescription the pharmacist is paid two dispensing fees instead of the one he normally receives

when he fills prescription

Attorney General Barr said Heath care fraud is serious crime that cheats the government

and private industry taking vast numbers of dollars from the pockets of Americans who pay taxes

and Insurance premiums This type of fraud hurts all who use the health care system and

particularly endangers those least capable of protecting themselves the aged and the Infirm

The Attorney General stated that this is only part of our ongoing efforts in this Important area

The health care fraud Initiative was first announced on February 1992 See United

States Attorneys Bulletin Vol 40 No at 37

Health Care Fraud In The Eastern District Of Louisiana

On June 30 1992 Hany Rosenberg United States Attorney for the Eastern District of

Louisiana announced that five former administrators of the North Shore Regional Medical Center

Slidell Louisiana including Tammany Parish Assessor were indicted for their roles In schemes

that defrauded the hospital of $2 million to $3 million Indicted were the Chief Executive Officer

Associate Administrator Assistant Financial Officer and the Director of Marketing The indictment

alleges that from January 1985 until June 1991 the five defendants engaged In conspiracy

where North Shore Regional Medical Center and the United States were defrauded of substantial

sum of money The indictment further states that the defendants created number of corporations

that they used to submit fraudulent invoices to the Medical Center for services that were never

rendered to the hospital The allegations are as follows

In 1985 Kirk Wascom the Chief Executive Officer and Randall HellØr Director of

Marketing created Healthcare Communications and in 1987 Media Brokers to perform consulting

and marketing work for the hospital They then Inflated invoices to the hospital by 25 percent

caused other persons to approve the Invoices and then submitted false invoices from the shell

corporations for work not performed The 15 percent inflated prices were added to the false Invoice
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In 1987 Ralph Flood Chief Financial Officer discovered the fraudulent scheme and

agreed to participate He allegedly asked for and received $1000 month on the false Invoices

In June 1990 Flood asked for and received raise of $5000 monthly and later began receiving

$40000 quarterly through May 1991

Daniel Himel Associate Administrator formed St Tammany Domestic Services to provide

cleaning service for the hospital The hospital was billed approximately $160710 for services

never performed Wascom received $49000 and Himel kept the remaining $111170 in fraudulent

payments The same procedure was used for lawn services typing services recruiting nurses

computer hardware repair as well as furniture and hospital equipment

John Coerver Jr Assistant Financial Officer discovered the fraudulent scam and

allegedly Joined In for which he received $1000 monthly from the shell corporations and also

formed dummy corporation of his own for which he received $50000 in fraudulent payments

United States Attorney Rosenberg said Health care fraud is serious crime that robs both

taxpayers honest health care providers and insurance policy holders This type of fraud is

endangering the existence of our health care system The Federal government therefore has

taken an aggressive role in this important case

FiNANCIAL INSTITUTION FRAUD

Unprecedented Success In White Collar Crime and Fraud In Financial Institutions

In testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee on June 30 1992 Attorney General Barr

stated that we have continued to experience unprecedented success Having over 1600 FBI

Special Agents and prosecuting attorneys dedicated to financial institution fraud the Department

has prosecuted more than 3100 defendants in major financial institution fraud cases over the past

1/2 years More than 1000 of these defendants have been prosecuted in connection with major

savings and loan cases and more than three-fourths of those convicted have gone to jail

8CC

On July 29 1992 the Department of Justice announced that federal grand jury has

indicted Clark Clifford and Robert Altman former top officials of the First American Bank on

charges of conspiring to defraud the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System FED
and concealing material facts In connection with the FEDs investigation of the Bank of Credit and

Commerce International BCCI

The three-count indictment returned in U.S District Court in Washington D.C alleged

among other things that Clifford and Altman enriched themselves through loans and other

agreements with BCCI performed number of acts to curry favor with BCCI concealed theIr BCCI

loan arrangements from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and breached their

duty of loyalty to the First American banks The indictment also states that while serving as

attorneys for BCCI and as officers and directors of First American Bank Clifford and Altman enriched

themselves through secret financial arrangements with BCCI which resulted in millions of dollars

of profits to them and then conspired to keep those arrangements from the federal regulators
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Attorney General William Barr said indictment represents another significant step

in the Department of Justice Investigation of the complex BCCI case The federal Investigation Is

continuing on number of fronts

BCCI Ordered To Forfeit Additional $104 Million

On July 30 1992 the Department of Justice announced that federal judge has ordered

BCCI to forfeit an additional $104 million in assets to the United States bringing to about $651

million the total amount of assets BCCI has forfeited to the federal government The $104 million

Includes about $93 million held in seven New York banks $4.9 million bankruptcy claim filed on

behalf of BCCI in Florida $5 million held in New York and Florida banks and other property and

cash

Judge Joyce Hens Green of the U.S District Court in Washington issued the order July 29

on the Departments June 24 motion asserting the discovery of additional BCCI assets since Judge

Green ordered the bank to forfeit $347 million in cash and about $200 million in property In January

1992

Financial Institution Fraud Updates

On July 1992 the Department of Justice issued the following Information describing

activity in major savings and loan prosecutions from October 1988 through June 30 1992

Major is defined as the amount of fraud or loss was $100000 or more or the defendant

was an officer director or owner including shareholder or the schemes involved convictions

of multiple borrowers in the same institution All numbers are approximate and are based on

reports from the United States Attorneyss offices and the Dallas Bank Fraud Task Force

Savings And Loan Prosecutions

Description Count Description Count

lnformations/lndictments 718 CEOs Chairmen and Presidents

Estimated SL Losses $8.31 0450286 Charged by indictment/

Defendants Charged 1188 information 137

Defendants Convicted 905 Convicted 102

Defendants Acquitted 71 Acquitted 10

Prison Sentences 1797 years

Sentenced to prison 582

Awaiting sentence 170 Directors and Other Officers

Sentenced w/o prison Charged by indictment/

or suspended 168 information 195

Fines Imposed $11287961 Convicted 166

Restitution Ordered $439239594 Acquitted

Includes 21 acquittals in Saunders Northern District of Florida
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Bank Prosecutions

Description Count Description Count

lnformations/lndictments 1407 CEOs Chairmen and Presidents

Estimated Bank Loss $3132803263 Charged by lndictments/

Defendants Charged 1975 Informations 137

Defendants Convicted 1602 Convicted 119

Defendants Acquitted 38 Acquitted

Prison Sentences 2251 years

Sentenced to prison 1057

Awaiting sentence 239 Directors and Other Officers

Sentenced w/o prison Charged by lndictments/

or suspended 319 Informations 440

Fines Imposed 6372911 Convicted 389

Restitution Ordered $375079476 Acquitted

Credit Union Prosecutions

Description Count Description Count

lnformations/lndictments 85 CEOs Chairmen and Presidents

Estimated Credit Union Loss...$84961169 Charged by Indictments/

Defendants Charged 107 Informations 10

Defendants Convicted 96 Convicted

Defendants Acquitted Acquitted

Prison Sentences 124 years

Sentenced to prison 67

Awaiting sentence 16 Directors and Other Officers

Sentenced w/o prison Charged by Indictments

or suspended 12 Informations 56

Fines Imposed 15700 Convicted 53

Restitution Ordered $12970140 Acquitted

PROJECT TRIG GERLOCK

On June 30 1992 Attorney General William Barr reported to the Senate Judiciary

Committee that in our crackdown on felons who use firearms we have continued Project Trigger-

lock which began in April 1991 This initiative targets repeat offenders who use or carry guns He

said we confiscate their weapons and put the chronic offenders behind bars under stiff federal

mandatory sentences

Under Triggerlock the average sentence received by an Armed Career Criminal is eighteen

years As of May nearly 7000 defendants have been charged with federal firearms violations and

our conviction rate is running at 96 percent
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Project Tria periock incarcerating The Armed Criminal

On July 29 1992 Attorney General William Barr submitted report to President George

Bush entitled Project Triggerlock Incarcerating the Armed Criminal Year One May 1991-April

1992 copy has been forwarded to all United States Attorneys The report states that in its first

full year of operation Project Triggerlock successfully mobilized federal state and local law

enforcement efforts to accomplish the following

6454 defendants have been charged with federal firearms violations

Federal firearms prosecutions have more than doubled

More than one out of ten of all federal prosecutions now include firearms charges

84 percent of Triggerlock defendants are felons drug dealersor violent criminals in

possession of firearm

The average sentence received by an armed career criminal under Project

Triggerlock is eighteen years without parole

Project Trig gerlock Summari Report

Attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit Is Poject Triggerlock Summary

Report for the period April 10 1991 through June 30 1992 which provides detailed information on

the indictments and informations the defendants charged and the status of dispositions and

sentencing

DRUG ISSUES

Drug Testing Program in State And Federal Prisons

The Bureau of Justice Statistics Office of Justice Program announced on July 26 1992 that

almost 90 percent of the nations 1287 federal and state correctional institutions test inmates for

illegal drugs and more than 40 percent test staff members As of June 1990 all 80 federal

Institutions and almost all of the 250 state community-based facilities reported having drug testing

program for Inmates Approximately 83 percent of the 957 state prisons also reported having

testiAg program

The findings are from 1990 census of the nations correctional facilities and make available

for the first time detailed information about illegal drugs In prisons Whereas about three-quarters

of the facilities reported suspicion-based testing about six in 10 reported testing random groups of

inmates and two in 10 reported testing every inmate at least once during his or her period of

confinement Other findings included

On June 29 1990 state and federal correctional facilities had drug treatment programs

with an estimated capacity of 132000 people At the time there were approximately 100200

participants enrolled
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On the same date about 76 percent of the available drug treatment capacity in state

aQd federal correctional institutions was in use

Community-based correctional facilities relied primarily on testing for drug enforcement

Only quarter of such facilities required entering residents to change clothes These facilities

which are often used for pre-release programs or study or work release training--permit residents

to come and go unaccompanied

Testing procedures for personnel vary substantially for federal and state prisons While

more than half of federal prisons reported that all staff members and new hires are tested for illegal

drug use only 13 percent of state prisons reported testing such personnel

Among state prisons reporting staff testing about one In three said that first positive

drug test resulted in immediate dismissal and about six in 10 said such matter was normally

referred to an internal affairs unit for follow-up

About two in 10 state prisons and almost six in 10 federal prisons that tested staff

members operated program to assist personnel who tested positive

Major Crack Cocaine Breakthrough In The Eastern District Of North Carolina

Jane Jolly Assistant United States Attorney for the Eastern District of North Carolina

successfully prosecuted case arising out of Drug Enforcement Administration DEA Task Force

Investigating cocaine base crack cocaine dealers who were coming from New York to North

Carolina to sell crack cocaine The DEA and local agents stopped Ernest Bynum Jr and another

individual in car in Henderson North Carolina on March 17 1992 The passenger in the vehicle

threw some crack cocaine out the window Mr Bynum and the passenger were arrested short

while later officers searched two hotel rooms in Henderson and arrested two other individuals The

officers seized over two ounces of crack cocaine from one hotel room and more crack cocaine from

cigarette pack that had been flushed down the toilet in the other hotel room Informant

information and surveillance led agents to believe that all the defendants were working together and

had returned to North Carolina two days before with large shipment of crack cocaine

The drugs were sent to the North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation Crime Lab for

analysis An expert witness from the crime lab compared the three samples and determined that

all the drugs were from the same batch In other words the drugs all came from the same source

This signature analysis looks at the impurities of the cocoa plant and the impurities in the

decomposition of cocaine Every time that cocaine is manipulated it changes composition of those

Impurities thus giving rise to new signature For example if cocaine is extracted heated ground

or exposed to extreme conditions the signature changes In this case the evidence showing that

drugs seized from different locations were from the same source was critical in linking the defendant

to these three locations

Attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit is copy of the Governments

Memorandum of Law in Support of Admission of Scientific Evidence which provides further details

concerning drug signature analysis If you have any questions please contact Jane Jolly

Assistant United States Attorney Criminal Division Eastern District of North Carolina Raleigh at

919 856-4530
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CIVIL DIVISION ISSUES

Enhancements Of Attorneys Fee Awards To Reflect

The Risk Of Non-Payment After City Of Burilnaton Dapue

Utigants who win awards of attorneys fees against the United States and federal agencies

frequently seek to have the amount of the fee enhanced on several grounds including the risk that

the party would lose and thus obtain no fee known as contingency enhancements The Supreme

Court has just held unequivocally that contingency enhancements may not be awarded If an

opponent nevertheless still attempts to obtain contingency enhancement relying on old court of

appeals caselaw the Civil Division Appellate Staff has prepared suggested sample language that

United States Attorneys can use to oppose the request For summary of City of Burlington

Dague please refer to page 257 of this Bulletin If you have any questions please contact Frank

Rosenfeld of the Appellate Staff at 202 514-0168

Suggested Language for Use in Preparing Briefs

Under new Supreme Court decision courts may not add an enhancement to an award

of attorneys fees to account for the fact that the attorneys were retained on contingent

basis i.e under an agreement that the attorney will not charge the client any fee if the

client loses the case In City of Burlington Dague 112 S.Ct 2638 60 U.S.L.W 4717

June 24 1992 the Supreme Court held by 6-3 vote that the reasonable fee allowed

by federal attorneys fees statutes cannot include contingency enhancement The Court

thereby disposed of question on which it had split three ways in Pennsylvania Delaware

Valley Citizens Council for Clean Air 483 U.S 711 1987 Delaware Valley jj All court of

appeals decisions that attempted to apply Delaware Valley II including those which

determined that Justice OConnors concurring opinion set forth the controlling law are now

no longer good law and are superseded by the new rule in Burlington

The Burlington decision is clear rejection of contingency enhancements under any and

all circumstances It applies not only to the fee-shifting provisions of the Clean Water Act

and the Solid Waste Disposal Act the provisions that were applicable in that case but to

all federal fee-shifting statutes that authorize reasonable auorney fees 60

U.S.L.W at 4718 emphasizing that the case law construing what is reasonable fee

applies uniformly to all federal fee-shifting statutes In particular Burlington applies with

equal force to the Civil Rights Attorneys Fees Act 42 U.S.C 1988 as well as the fee-

shifting provisions of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 42 U.S.C 2000e-5k 60

U.S.L.W at 4718 citing both.jj

In sum by making clear that reasonable attorneys fee under federal fee-shifting statutes

cannot include an enhancement for contingency fees the Court in Burlington has precluded

contingency enhancements in federal fee litigation

if The Supreme Court in an earlier case already ruled out contingency enhancements for fee

awards made under the Equal Access to Justice Act 28 U.S.C 2412d on the ground that such

enhancements are inconsistent with the limited grounds in the statute for allowing court to exceed

thQ $75 per our cap Pierce Underwood 487 U.S 552 573-74 1988
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CIVIL RIGHTS ISSUES

Attorney General Barr Reports On Civil Rights

In his testimony on June 30 1992 before the Senate Judiciary Committee Attorney

General William Barr stated as follows

In the civil rights area we have seen record number of cases brought and defendants

charged From FY 1989 through FY 1991 the Department has prosecuted more racial

violence cases than in the previous twelve years put together Virtually all defendants

charged have been convicted or have pled guilty In response to the problem of police

brutality in the past three years the Department has brought charges against 123 law

enforcement officers alleging official misconduct and abuse

With the amendment to the Fair Housing Act that became effective in 1989 the Department

of Justice has been able to file almost ten times as many fair-housing lawsuits per year as

were possible before 1989 While was serving as Acting Attorney General announced

plans to aggressively attack housing discrimination by employing the Departments own

testers That testing program is now underway and has already borne fruit Furthermore

we will soon announce the filing and simultaneous settling of major lawsuit involving

discrimination in public housing to remedy racial and national origin discrimination

have also directed Assistant Attorney General John Dunne in the Civil Rights Division to

study the complex problem of mortgage discrimination Soon we will suggest specific

changes to improve racial and ethnic fairness in the mortgage underwriting process and
with the cooperation of the appropriate regulatory agencies we will conduct more detailed

Investigations of specific lending institutions

We have sought to counter the disturbing rise in anti-Semitic activity both in housing

practices and In society at large In the Airmont case we are attempting to overthrow

zoning laws allegedly designed to keep Orthodox Jews out of community in New York

More recently we convicted eight members of hate groups who desecrated synagogue

In Nashville Tennessee We have also convicted numerous Nskinheadshs for variety of anti-

Semitic crimes

ANTITRUST DIVISION ISSUES

Antitrust Division Grand Jut Practice Manual

The Antitrust Division has recently revised the Grand Jury Practice Manual This Manual

consisting of two large volumes explains the policies of the Division on grand jury investigations

and the general strategy for prosecuting white collar criminal offenses

limited number of copies are available upon request If you would like set please

forward your request in writing to United States Attorneys Bulletin Room 6021 Patrick Henry

BuildIng 601 Street N.W Washington D.C 20530 attn Audrey Williams The fax number is

202 219-1201
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ASSET FORFEITURE

Policy On Bona Fide Purchasers For Value

And The Relation Back Doctrine In Civil Forfeitures

Attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit is memorandum dated July 31 1992

from Cary Copeland Director and Chief Counsel Executive Office for Asset Forfeiture to all

United States Attorneys and other Department and Agency officials concerning Bona Fide

Purchasers for Value and the Relation Back Doctrine in Civil Forfeitures The Innocent owner

defense to civil forfeiture is not available as matter of law to one who has acquired an interest

in the forfeited property after the illegal acts which resulted in the forfeiture This memorandum

reiterates the Departments policy that despite the statutory wording the Department will treat bona

tide secured creditors and purchasers for value the same in civil as in criminal forfeiture

proceedings Valid claims filed by bona fide secured creditors or other purchasers for value will be

honored pending the enactment of corrective legislation

If you have any questions regarding this policy please contact the Asset Forfeiture Office

in the Criminal Division at 202 514-1263

Memorandum Of Understanding Between The

U.S Marshals Service And The U.S Customs Service

Memorandum of Understanding MOU between the U.S Marshals Service and tije U.S

Customs Service was signed on April 23 1992 by Commissioner Carol Hallett U.S Customs

Service and Acting Director Henry Hudson U.S Marshals Service The MOU as mandated by

Congress is for the post-seizure management and disposal of seized and forfeited property copy

is attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit

Under the terms of the MOU the U.S Marshals Service will receive all seized and forfeited

real property the U.S Customs Service will receive all seized and forfeited vessels and seized and

forfeited motor vehicles will be consolidated where feasible and cost-effective joint imple

mentation team of the U.S Marshals Service and the U.S Customs Service have been meeting to

develop procedures that will cover operational coordination finance and accounting automated data

processing and procurement Under the terms of the MOU some procedural changes may be

required The U.S Marshals Service will coordinate with all affected agencies the modifications to

current transfer of custody procedures for vehicles and vessels copy of the Implementation

procedures will be distributed prior to the actual effective date which is October 1992

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE

During his testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee on June 30 1992 Attorney

General William Barr stated that he had directed the Immigration and Naturalization Service to hire

300 new Border Patrol Officers As of June 12 241 trainees have been hired and 71 officers are

already trained and working on the border He also ordered the hiring of 200 additional criminal

investigators to combat illegal immigration and violent crime by criminal aliens the creation of

National Criminal Alien Tracking Center and the hiring of over 700 additional INS workers to Improve

services to legal immigrants and travelers
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In addition $5 million from the Departments Asset Forfeiture Fund has been used to

purchase new lighting sensors vehicles and other interdiction equipment The Attorney General

also announced in Los Angeles series of initiatives designed to facilitate the identification and

deportation of criminal aliens

POINTS TO REMEMBER

Congressional Relations Procedures

Laurence McWhorter Director Executive Office for United States Attorneys asks that each
United States Attorney Assistant United States Attorney and support staff be reminded of the

congressional relations procedures for all communications between the Department of Justice and

Congress Mr McWhorter said that we cannot overstress the Importance of this policy within the

offices of the United States Attorneys If we are to fulfill the duties and obligations of Ihe

Department it is essential that we speak with one voice to Congress Section 1-8.020 of the United

States Attorneys Manual states that the Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legislative Affairs

OLA is responsible for coordination of all significant communications between Congress and the

Department subject to the general supervision of the Attorney General and the direction of the

Deputy Attorney General 28 C.F.R 0.27

If you have any congressional inquiries or actions or require any assistance or advice please
call Louis DeFalaise Counsel to the Director Executive Office for United States Attorneys at 202
616-2128

SENTENCING REFORM

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO

Sixth Circuit En Banc Decision In United States Davern

The Sixth Circuit decided two issues in this reversal of panel opinion involving the

questions whether defendant convicted of possession with intent to distribute an unstated

amount of cocaine should be sentenced based upon what he actually possessed or based upon the

amount of cocaine defendant negotiated to buy from undercover agents and whether the

sentencing guidelines are mere proposals to be disregarded when the district court deems them

to be too harsh

FACTS Defendant Davern twenty-one year old college student with an upper middle class

background agreed to buy half kilogram of cocaine from an FBI agent for $10000 When Davem
came with the money the agent gave him 1000 grams of plaster of paris covering small package
with 85 grams of cocaine Inside The defendant pled guilty to an indictment which charged that the

defendant had possessed with intent to distribute an unspecified amount of cocaine At sentencing

defendant argued that he could only be sentenced based upon the 85 grams which he had actually

possessed The district court after giving defendant acceptance of responsibility sentenced

defendant to the low end of the range fifty-one months Defendant appealed
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The appellate panel reversed holding that court must fjJ consider the purposes of

sentencing as called for under Title 18 Section 8558a U.S.C and fashion an appropriate

sentence only after following this procedure could the court consider whether the guideline sentence

was greater than necessary to effectuate the purposes of sentencing per the enabling legislation

The panel also stated that the court must use the actual amount of cocaine possessed In

considering the guidelines because the negotiation to purchase 500 grams was merely an

aggravating circumstance to be weighed in context and not made part of mandatory sentencing

grid The panel suggested that the sentencing commission may lack the authority to include

unconvicted acts i.e the negotiation for 500 grams as part of relevant conduct The panel called

for flexible approach in which district court may use its own Judgmenr to determine whether

the commissions proposed guideline sentence is greater than necessary to effectuate the purposes

of sentencing

The Sixth Circuit sitting en banc reversed the panel and held that defendant convicted of

possession with intent to distribute cocaine must be sentenced based on all relevant conduct the

amount of cocaine which defendant negotiates to possess The court rejected the panels attempt

to minimize the significance of the guideline sentencing range It stated that court discharges its

obligation to render sentence sufficient but not greater than necessary by considering general

sentencing goals in the course of applying the guidelines The Circuit reasoned that if courts

independently had to determine appropriate sentences on case-by-case basis apart from the

guidelines not only would the purposes of uniformity of sentencing be undermined but finality also

would suffer as all sentences would be appealed in every case by either the government or the

defense as not long enough or as being more than is required to effectuate the purposes of

sentencing Accordingly Davern teaches that the guideline range presumptively fulfills the purposes

of sentencing

United States Davern No 90-3681 July 21 1992

Attorneys Gary Arbeznik Assistant United States Attorney

Northern District of Ohio 216 363-3900

Sean Connelly Appellate Section Criminal Division

Department of Justice 202 616-0114

Guideline Sentencina Updates

copy of the Guideline Sentencing Updates Volume No 24 dated July 13 1992 and

Volume No 25 dated July 28 1992 is attached as Exhibit at the Appendix of this Bulletin

Federal Sentencine Guide

Attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit is copy of the EeraI Sentencina

Guide Volume No 18 dated June 29 1992 and Volume No 19 dated July 13 1992 whIch

is published and copyrighted by James Publishing Group Santa Ana California
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LEGISLATION

FY 1993 Commerce Justice And State Appropriations

By July 30 1992 the House had approved appropriations legislation for the Department
Initial review of the legislation reveals that the Department of Justice did not fare well taking 4.2

percent cut in the House bill compared to the 1992 enacted budget Although the Department fared

better in the Senate Appropriations Committee an 8.7 percent increase over the 1992 enacted

budget devastating amendment freezing the Departments General Administration account offered

by Senator Bob Graham D-Flaj was adopted with the full Senate Two letters from the Department
have indicated strong opposition to this amendment as well as the overall funding levels

Both the Senate and the House bill still contain an objectionable reauthorization of the Legal

Services Corporation Several Administrative Policy Statements note that the Presidents Senior

Advisors would recommend veto if this provision remains in the bill The full Senate is yet to take

final vote on its bill Once it does House-Senate conference will be set The Department will

continue to work with the Justice Management Division budget staff in responding to developments
In the appropriations process

Federal Housina Enterprises Regulator Reform Act Of 1992

On July 1992 the Senate passed 1733 the Federal Housing Enterprises Regulatory

Reform Act of 1992 which is designed to ensure the financial safety and soundness of government

sponsored housing enterprises The Department had threatened veto of the bill over certain

provisions creating an office within the Department of Housing and Urban Development not subject

to normal executive branch control and having independent litigating authority The Department
however was successful in modifying the most objectionable provisions such as independent

litigating authority thus removing the veto threat on the bill

The House has already passed similar measure H.R 2900 which does not raise serious

concerns conference is expected on these bill with enactment of the legislation likely before

Congress adjourns

Resale Price Maintenance

By vote of 175-115 the Conference Report on the Consumer Protection Against Price

Fixing Act of 1992 was defeated on June 30 1992 The bill would have overturned two Supreme
Court cases concerning the legal and evidentiary standards that must be met to prove conspiracy

to set retail prices The Administration had threatened veto of the bill Any further consideration of

legislation in this area in this Congress is unlikely
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CASE NOTES

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

Landmark Decision In The Southern District 01 Texas Regarding Good

Manufacturina Practices For Medical Devices

The government commenced this civil seizure In March 1991 by filing complaint for

forfeiture under the Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act against facial and jaw implants used for

reconstructive purposes These medical devices were made with substance known as Proplast

porous material that Is Intended to promote tissue and bone ingrowth for stabilization of an Implant

Four inspections conducted by the Food and Drug Administration FDA between March 1989 and

February 1991 noted many deficiencies in the way the devices were being produced violation

of the statutory requirement that devices be made according to current good manufacturing practice

Pursuant to an arrest warrant the devices were seized but at the request of the claimants

NovaMed Inc and Oral Surgery Marketing Inc related firms operating from the same facility in

Houston Texas District Judge David Hittner quashed the warrant and ordered that the devices be

returned to the claimants The government obtained stay of the release order from the Fifth Circuit

Court of Appeals

On appeal by the government the Court of Appeals in November 1991 vacated the orders

rescinding the arrest warrant and remanded the case for trial on the merits 946 F.2d 422 The

case was tried before Judge Hittner on January 21-27 1992 On March 10 the court ruled that the

seized devices were adulterated because they were not manufactured in conformity with the good

manufacturing practice regulations issued by FDA The devices were also found to be misbranded

because the manufacturers failed to submit to FDA reports required by the device reporting

regulations The court condemned the devices and awarded costs and fees against the claimants

United States Undetermined Quantities of Various Articles of Device

.ProDlast S.D Tex Civil Action No H-91-0610

Attorney Samuel Longoria Assistant United States Attorney

Southern District of Texas 713 238-9400

CIVIL DIVISION

Supreme Court Puts An End To Contingency Enhancements Under Federal

Fee-Shifting Statutes

The Supreme Court has finally resolved an issue that it was unable to resolve in Pennsylvania

Delaware Valley Citizens Council 483 U.S 711 1987 Delaware Valley II namely whether and

to what extent an award of attorneys fees under fee-shifting statute ought to be enhanced to

reflect the fact that the attorney agreed not to charge fees to the plaintiff if the plaintiff lost thereby

assuming the risk that he would receive no fee at all Although the Court split 4-1-4 in Delaware

Valley II most courts of appeals have been applying Justice OConnors concurring opinion under

which the courts must examine whether the plaintiff would have faced substantial difficulty obtaining

competent counsel in given market without contingency enhancement In the present case the

Court reexamined the issue and decided by 6-3 vote that contingency enhancements are never

proper under fee-shifting statutes The majority specifically adopted the plurality opinion in Delaware

Valley II and rejected Justice OConnors market test
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City of Burlington Dague No 91-810 June 24 1992
DJ 145-185-373

Attorneys William Kanter 202 514-4575

Frank Rosenfeld 202 514-0168

Supreme Court Holds That APA Challenge To 1990 Census Is Barred Because
President Is Not An Agency Under the APA And Reiects Constitutional

Challenge To Allocation Of Overseas Personnel Among The States

In conducting the 1990 census the Department of Commerce allocated federal personnel

living overseas Including members of the armed forces among the states Massachusetts urged
that such allocation was contrary to the requirements of the Constitution and was in any event
arbitrary because the data base used by the Census Bureau did not provide reasonable method
of matching personnel with their home states three-judge court rejected the constitutional

challenge but concluded that the data base used was irrational

The Supreme Court has now reversed Writing for five-Justice majority Justice

OConnor held that the President is not an agency for purposes of the APA Because the final

transmission of the census figures to the Congress is made by the President review of APA claims

is thus precluded Writing for four-Justice plurality Justice OConnor held that while APA claims

were precluded constitutional challenges could be maintained relying on the Courts decision In

Youngstown Sheet Tube Co Sawyer 343 U.S 579 1952 and Panama Refining Co Ryan
293 U.S 388u 1935 Writing for eight Justices Justice OConnor rejected Massachusetts claim

that the Constitution required that persons actually reside in the state to which they are allocated

Franklin Massachusetts No 91-1502 June 26 1992 DJ 145-9-897

Attorneys Michael Jay Singer 202 514-5432

Mark Stem 202 514-5089

Lori Beranek 202 514-1278

Second Circuit Affirms Refusal To Substitute United States For Federal

Employee Under The Westfall Act In Harassment Case

This case involved state law harassment claims brought against an Army ROTC instructor

teaching at the University of Vermont as result of callous and insulting remarks of sexual and

religious nature alleged to have been made in the office during the work day to his secretary The
U.S Attorney certified that Wheeler was acting within the scope of his employment and moved to

substitute the United States as defendant under the Westtall Act The district court refused to

certify and the Second Circuit affirmed The court of appeals first concluded that It had jurisdiction

over an Interlocutory appeal in such circumstances under the collateral order doctrine It then went
on to hold in accordance with several other decisions that U.S Attorneys certification regarding

scope of employment was subject to de novo review Finally on the basis of an unpublished
Vermont trial court opinion the court held that Wheelers alleged conduct was outside the scope
of his employment question we agreed was governed by state law
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McHuah University of Vermont No 91-6062 June 1992
DJ 157-78-164

Attorneys Barbara Herwlg 202 514-5425

Jacob Lewis 202 514-5090

Fifth Circuit Applies Amended Fed.R.Civ.P 15c Retroactively To Permit Amended

Title VII Complaint Namino The Proper Patty To Relate Back To Date Of Originally

Filed Complaint

The district court dismissed Waclaw Skoczylass Title VII suit against his former

government employer on the ground that Skoczyias had named the wrong defendant Because the

proper defendant had not received notice prior to expiration of the limitations period for filing the

suit the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in effect at the time as interpreted in Schiavone Fortune

477 U.S 21 1986 did not permit him to amend his complaint to change the name of the party

being sued

In 1991 while the case was on appeal the Supreme Court amended Rule 15c to

change the result In Schiavone Under the amended rule an amendment to pleading to change

the defendant or the naming of the defendant relates back to the date of the original pleading so

long as the Intended defendant is notified within the period allowed by Rule 4m for service of the

summons and complaint 120 days The court of appeals relying on the preamble to the rules

which provided that the amended rules ushall govern all proceedings in civil actions

commenced the effective date of the rulesJ and insofar as just and practicable all proceedings

in civil actions then pending applied the new rule retroactively to Skoczylass complaint and

remanded the case to the district court

Waclaw Skoczvlas Federal Bureau of Prisons No 91-4044 May 27 1992

DJ 145-12-8704

Attorneys Michael Jay Singer 202 514-5432

Michael Robinson 202 514-1371

Fifth Circuit Denies Our Motion For Stay Of Order Requiring Assistant United

States Attorney To Pay Monetar Sanction For Failure To Answer Interrogatories

And To Execute Affidavit Forswearing Riaht To Seek Or Receive Reimbursement

From Government But Rules That The Order Can Be Challenged On Appeal At

The Conclusion Of The Underlying Case

An Assistant United States Attorney AUSA failed to answer interrogatories in timely fashion

The district court McBryde issued an order imposing $2500 in sanctions against the AUSA

personally and required him to execute an affidavit stating that he would not seek or receive

reimbursement from the Government Before the required payment or execution of the affidavit we

sought stay of the order pending appeal of the order in part due to fear that payment and

execution of the affidavit might moot the issues and prevent later appeal
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The Fifth Circuit denied our motion for stay but stated that the district courts order would

not interfere with our right to appeal at the conclusion of the litigation and that the execution of the

affidavit would not prevent the AUSA or the government from challenging this rather harsh sanction

order at the appropriate time

Chilcutt United States No 92-1498 June 1992 DJ CDNEW

Attorneys Barbara Biddle 202 514-2541

John Hoyle 202 514-3469

Fifth Circuit Accepts Our Araument That FIRREA Abrogates Aareements

Inconsistent With Its Capital Requirements

This case involves the effect of F1RREA on Security Savings agreements with federal

banking agencies which allowed Security to treat certain assets including supervisory goodwill as

regulatory capital The district court held that the governments commitment to accord favorable

accounting treatment to Securitys assets survived both the termination of the written agreements
and the enactment of FIRREA The district court also found that OTS could not require Security to

use consolidated accounting for purposes of determining regulatory capital

The Fifth Circuit Williams Wiener CJ Uttle DJ reversed accepting our argument that

FIRREA abrogates prior agreements inconsistent with its capital requirements The Fifth Circuit Joins

the Third Sixth Ninth and Eleventh Circuits in ruling in our favor on this question The court of

appeals affirmed the district court on the issue of consolidated accounting

Security Savings and Loan Director OTS No 91-1570

May 18 1992 DJ 145-3-3228

Attorneys Douglas Letter 202 514-3602

Jennifer Zacks 202 514-1265

CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION

The Civil Rights Division summarized recent Supreme Court decision in R.A.V Qj
of St Paul Minnesota No 90-7675 which appeared in the United States Attorneys Bulletin Vol

40 No dated July 15 1992 at page 220 Inasmuch as two lines were inadvertently omitted the

decision is being reprinted in its entirety as follows

Supreme Court Invalidates City Hate-Crime Ordinance On First Amendment GrÆunds

On June 22 1992 the Supreme Court issued its decision in R.A.V City of St Paul

Minnesota No 90-7675 The Court unanimously invalidated as facial violation of the First

Amendment St Paul ordinance that made it criminal offense to place on public or

private property symbol object appellation characterization or graffiti including but not

limited to burning cross or Nazi swastika which one knows or has reasonable grounds
to know arouses anger alarm or resentment in others on the basis of race color creed
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religion or gender.N All of the Justices agreed that the Court was bound by the

interpretation of the ordinance by the Minnesota Supreme Court which had held that it was

limited to expressions that constituted fighting words conduct that Itself inflicts injury

or tends to incite immediate violence The CoUrt has previously held that statutes

regulating fighting words are valid under the First Amendment ChaDlinskv

HampshIre 315 U.S 568 1942 The R.A.V majority opinion written by Justice Scalia and

joined by Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justices Kennedy Souter and Thomas nonetheless

struck down the St Paul ordinance because it proscribed some but not all fighting words

on the basis of the content of the expression In short the majority opinion held that

because the ordinance criminalized only fighting words relating to race and religion it was

facially invalid The concurring justices in separate opinions written by Justices White

Blackmun and Stevens would have invalidated the ordinance as overbroad In their view

the Minnesota Supreme Court had defined the term fighting words and therefore the reach

of the ordinance too broadly to include not only expressive conduct that causes breach

of the peace but also expression that causes hurt feelings offense or resentment

This case is distinguishable from federal prosecutions for cross-burnings and other

racially motivated crimes under 18 U.S.C 241 and 245 and 42 U.S.C 3631 In contrast to

the St Paul ordinance these statutes prohibit not mere expression but intimidation threats

and interference with federally guaranteed rights The majority opinion for example

specifically distinguished the St Paul ordinance from 18 U.S.C 871 which prohibits threats

on the life of the President because of the federal governments special interest in

preventing such threats The government has similar interest in preventing interference

with the rights guaranteed by federal statutes and the Constitution The majority opinion

also distinguished content-based regulation of expression where the statute is directed

primarily at conduct rather than speech As examples it cited the prohibition of sexual

harassment under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 42 U.S.C 2000e as well as other

civil rights statutes 18 U.S.C 242 and 42 U.S.C 1981 and 1982 The federal statutes

applied in cross-burning cases similarly are directed at the defendants conduct the

intentional intimidation of or interference with those who are exercising federally guaranteed

rights The fact that the victims race may have been the motivation for the defendants

conduct and an element of the governments proof does not shield such conduct from

regulation

The Criminal Section of the Civil Rights Division believes that this opinion will not

interfere with our use of 18 U.S.C 241 or 42 U.S.C 3631 in cross burning cases where the

cross burning was clearly intended as threat of force Since the R.A.V decision we have

obtained both indictments and guilty pleas where the cross burning was intended to

Intimidate the victims and did constitute threat of force

R.A.V City of St Paul Minnesota No 90-7675 June 22 1992

Attorneys Jessica Dunsay Silver 202 514-2195

Linda Thome 202 514-4706

Linda Davis 202 514-3204
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TAX DIVISION

Tax Division Makes Sianificant Proaress In Electronic Filing Initiative

As of July 27 1992 the Tax Division has authorized over 120 grand juries to investigate

charges arising out of abuses of the IRSs new system for electronically filing tax returns Many of

the grand juries are being conducted directly by Tax Division personnel These grand juries have

already produced over 30 indictments Overall the IRS has detected 1375 electronic filing fraud

schemes this filing season And because of the large number of taxpayers who apply for automatic

extensions this filing season will not end until August 15 1992 Many of these schemes have not

yet been referred to the Tax Division for investigation or prosecution

Tax Division Files Second Mandamus Petition Aaainst Texas Judee Reaardina

Attendance at Settlement Conferences

On July 13 1992 the Tax Division filed second mandamus petition challenging the right

of Fort Worth Texas Federal District Judge John McBryde to order high-ranking Department officials

to attend settlement conferences in his court The Solicitor General previously authorized the filing

of similar petitions in In re M.P.W Stone No 92-1406 order in Civil Division case requiring the

attendance of Assistant Attorney General Gerson at settlement conferences in re Internal Revenue

Service and Sofia Roundtree No 92-1462 order in Tax Division case requiring the attendance of

the Deputy Attorney General at settlement conference and In re United States No 92-1573 order
in Civil Division case requiring the attendance of Assistant Attorney General Gerson at settlement

conferences

In the latest case Tucker United States Kerbs Judge McBryde ordered an official with

unlimited settlement authorityu to attend three-hour settlement conference on July 1992

Because over $800000 in taxes are in dispute in the Tucker case the only Departmental official with

such unlimited settlement authority is the Acting Assistant Attorney General While we had

requested that Judge McBryde stay his settlement conference order pending resolution by the Fifth

Circuit of the mandamus petitions previously filed by the Tax and Civil Divisions he refused to do

so Rather on July 10 1992 he denied the stay we had requested and ordered an official with

1inIimited settlement authority to attend another settlement conference the following week He

further ordered the United States to show cause why it should not be held liable for sanctions

including contempt of court for violating his earlier order

The Tax Division filed an emergency motion for stay of the settlement conference order

and mandamus petition in the Fifth Circuit challenging the right of Judge McBryde to order high

ranking Department officials to attend settlement conferences The Division also filed an emergency
motion for stay of the settlement conference order and the Judges further order to show cause

why the United States should not be held liable for sanctions for violating his settlement conference

order On July 15 1992 the Fifth Circuit granted the Divisions emergency motion for stay of both

orders
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First Circuit Rules That Deferential Principles Of Administrative Law Govern

Review 01 The IRSs lnterret at Ion Of Whether Information Is Excepted From

Release Under The Freedom of Information Act

On July 10 1992 the First Circuit reversed the unfavorable decision of the District Court in

Aronson Internal Revenue Service Aronson lawyer specializing in finding persons to whom

the Government Owes money and helping them to obtain the amounts due them filed this action

seeking the last known addresses of persons to whom the Government owes tax refunds for the

years 1981 through 1987 While the Internal Revenue Code provides that the Internal Revenue

Service may release information about unclaimed tax refunds the Service releases only taxpayer

names cities and zip codes shown on the returns The District Court held that under the Freedom

of Information Act Aronson was entitled to street address Information The Government appealed

contending that Section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code precluded the release of this information

The First Circuit agreed finding that although the Freedom of Information Act generally provides

for de novo review of an agencys decision to withhold information once it has been determined

that the Information at least arguably falls within confidentiality statute the court should defer to

the agencys interpretation of that statute

Second Circuit Rules That Control Premium Paid Pursuant to Hostile Takeover

Can Be Allocated to Depreciable Assets

On June 25 1992 the Second Circuit issued an unpublished order affirming the decision

of the Tax Court in Philip Morris Inc Commissioner multi-million dollar case involving Philip

Morris acquisition of Seven-Up pursuant to tender offer for Seven-Ups stock Under the Internal

Revenue Code corporation that purchases controlling stock interest in another corporation may

liquidate the purchased corporation and allocate the stock purchase price among the acquired

assets Philip Morris persuaded the Tax Court that it paid too much for Seven-Up and that it should

be permitted to allocate the resulting premium among Inter alla the physical assets It acquired in

its acquisition This permitted Philip Morris to recover the over-allocation through depreciation

On appeal we contended that the price Philip Morris agreed to pay pursuant to the tender

offer represented the arms-length price that it had to pay to acquire Seven-Up and that to the extent

this exceeded the fair market value of the tangible assets Philip Morris acquired the excess should

be attributed to Seven-Ups going concern value nondepreciable goodwill The Second Circuit

disagreed adopting the views of the Tax Court As result of this ruling Philip Morris will be able

to reduce its taxes for the years in question by $7 to $8 million and perhaps several times that

amount for the full period over which the assets in question will be depreciated The Internal

Revenue Service believes that this decision will affect the outcome of other hostile takeover cases

involving over $2 billion in taxes

Fifth Circuit Rules That Plaintiffs Have Standing To Challenge The Constitutionality

Of Certain Transition Rules Enacted As Part Of The Tax Reform Act 01 1986

On June 25 1991 the Fifth Circuit affirmed the judgment of the District Court in Apache

Bend Apartments Ltd United States The plaintiffs sought declaratory and Injunctive relief with

respect to certain targeted transition rules enacted as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 claiming

that these rules violated the Equal Protection Clause of the United States Constitution Among the

provisions challenged were those excepting certain taxpayers from the retroactive repeal of the

investment credit and of accelerated depreciation
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In the District Court the Government asserted that the court lacked subject matter jurisdiction

over the suit arguing that the effect of the challenged provisions upon the plaintiffs tax liability was

purely speculative they had not filed returns or refund claims and that the Anti-Injunction Act

precluded the issuance of an injunction relating to the assessment or collection of federal taxes

The District Court refused to dismiss the complaint on this basis but later granted summary

judgment in favor of the Government reasoning that Congress had rational basis for granting

specific transitional relief to certain classes of taxpayers who made extensive business investments

In projects that were near completion On appeal we defended the judgment of the District Court

on the merits but again argued that the District Court lacked subject matter jurisdiction over the

action The Fifth Circuit affirmed the District Courts decision with respect to both the standing issue

and the constitutionality of the transition relief One judge dissented reasoning that the plaintiffs

here had no standing to maintain this suit

Ninth Circuit Rules For The Government In Designated Summons Case

On July 1992 the Ninth Circuit affirmed the favorable decision of the District Court in United

States K.T Derr Chairman of Chevron Corp the first judicial test of the Internal Revenue

Services ability to issue summons pursuant to Section 6503j of the Internal Revenue Code
Section 6503j was enacted in 1990 to facilitate tax enforcement In cases involving foreign transfer

pricing by multinational corporations

Prior to the enactment of Section 6503j the IRS had problems completing audits in foreign

pricing cases when corporate taxpayers refused to provide information concernlng their foreign

operations Since under prior law the IRS had only limited amount of time within which to make

audit adjustments these stone-walling tactics forced the IRS to make audit determinations on the

basis of incomplete audits and without the information it required to defend these adjustments from

challenge Section 6503j shifts this balance by providing that it the IRS issues summons

denominated designated summons with respect to the tax liability of corporate taxpayer within

60 days of the expiration of the period of limitations on assessment of such tax the period of

limitations will be suspended during the period in which the Government seeks judicial enforcement

of the summons

Ninth Circuit Rules That Alaska Uguor Ucensina Statute Trumped By Federal

Tax Lien Statute

On July 10 1992 the Ninth Circuit reversed and remanded the decision of the Bankruptcy

Appellate Panel in Klmura United States This Government appeal involved the distribution by

bankruptcy trustee of the proceeds from the sale of liquor license possessed by the debtor in

bankruptcy The United States claimed priority to these proceeds based on Its tax lien for the

debtors unpaid withholding taxes Although the Governments lien was filed prior.to the claims of

competing creditors the Bankruptcy Appellate Panel ruled that all creditors including the United

StatUs should share the proceeds from the sale pro rata It found that Alaska law which allowed

the Alaska Alcohol Beverage Control Board to condition the transfer of liquor license upon

satisfaction of claims against the original holder precluded the Governments claim to priority status

The Ninth Circuit reversed holding that the priority Alaska reserved to trade creditors over prior

federal tax lien was invalid and unenforceable
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ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

Career Opportunities

Office Of The U.S Trustee

New Haven Connecticut Detroit Michigan Jackson Mississippi

Los Angeles California And Philadelphia Pennsylvania

The Office of Attorney Personnel Management Department of Justice is seeking an

experienced attorney for the United States Trustees Office In New Haven Connecticut Detroit

Michigan Jackson Mississippi Los Angeles California and Philadelphia Pennsylvania

Responsibilities include assisting with the administration of cases filed under Chapters 11 12 or

13 of the Bankruptcy Code drafting motions pleadings and briefs and litigating cases In the

Bankruptcy Court and the U.S District Court

Applicants must possess J.D degree for at least one year and be an active member of the

bar in good standing any jurisdiction Outstanding academic credentials are essential and

familiarity with bankruptcy law and the principles of accounting is helpful Applicants must submit

resume and law school transcript to

Office of the United States Trustee Office of the United States Trustee

Department of Justice Department of Justice

James English Building 477 Michigan Avenue Rm 1760

105 Court Street Am 402 Detroit Michigan 48226

New Haven Connecticut 06511 Attn Marion Mack

Attn Eric Small

Office of the United States Trustee Office of the United States Trustee

Department of Justice Department of Justice

100 Capital St Suite 1232 221 North Figueroa Street Suite 800

Jackson Mississippi 39269 Los Angeles California 90012

Attn Ronald McAlpin Attn Barbara Phillips

Office of the United States Trustee

Department of Justice

200 Chestnut Street Room 607

Philadelphia Pennsylvania 19106

Attn Fred Baker

Current salary and years of experience will determine the appropriate grade and salary levels

The possible range Is as follows

New Haven GS-11 $32423 $42152 to GS-15 $64233 $83423
Detroit GS-11 $32423 $42152 to GS-13 $46210 $60070
Jackson GS-1 $32423 $42152 to GS-1 $46210 $60070
Los Angeles GS-11 $41970 $54557 to GS-15 $69372 $90182

Philadelphia GS-1 $35017 $45524 to GS-14 $58976 $76666

The positions are open until filled No telephone calls please
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APPENDIX

CUMULATIVE LIST OF

CHANGING FEDERAL CIVIL POSTJUDGMENT INTEREST PATES

As provided for in the amendment to the Federal postjudgment

Interest statute 28 u.s.c 1961 effective October 1982

Effective Date Annual Rate Effective Date Annual Rate Effective Date Annual Rate

10-21-88 8.15% 02-14-90 7.97% 05-31 -91 6.09%

11-18-88 8.55% 03-09-90 8.36% 06-28-91 6.39%

12-16-88 9.20% 04-06-90 8.32% 07-26-91 6.26%

01 -1 3-89 9.16% 05-04-90 8.70% 08-23-91 5.68%

02-15-89 9.32% 06-01 -90 8.24% 09-20-91 5.57%

03-10-89 9.43% 06-29-90 8.09% 10-18-91 5.42%

04-07-89 9.51% 07-27-90 7.88% 11-15-91 4.98%

05-05-89 9.15% 08-24-90 7.95% 12-13-91 4.41%

06-02-89 8.85% 09-21 -90 7.78% 01 -1 0-92 4.02%

06-30-89 8.16% 10-27-90 7.51% 02-07-92 4.21%

07-28-89 7.75% 11-16-90 7.28% 03-06-92 4.58%

08-25-89 8.27% 12-14-90 7.02% 04-03-92 4.55%

09-22-89 8.19% 01 -11-91 6.62% 05-01 -92 4.40%

10-20-89 7.90% 02-13-91 6.21% 05-29-92 4.26%

11-16-89 7.69% 03-08-91 6.46% 06-26-92 4.11%

12-14-89 7.66% 04-05-91 6.26% 07-24-92 3.51%

01-12-90 7.74% 05-03-91 6.07%

Note For cumulative list of Federal civil postjudgment interest rates effectIve October 1982

through December 19 1985 see Vol 34 No 25 of the United States Attorneys Bulletin dated

January 16 1986 For cumulative list of Federal civil postjudgment interest rates from January

17 1986 to September 23 1988 see Vol 37 No 65 of the United States Attorneys Bulletin

dated February 15 1989
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UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS

DISTRICT U.S ATTORNEY

Alabama Jack Selden

Alabama James Eldon Wilson

Alabama Sessions Ill

Alaska Wevley William Shea

Arizona Unda Akers

Arkansas Charles Banks

Arkansas Michael Fitzhugh

California William McGivern

California George OConnell

California Lourdes Baird

California William Braniff

Colorado Michael Norton

Connecticut Albert Dabrowskl

Delaware William Carpenter Jr

District of Columbia Jay Stephens

Florida Kenneth Sukhia

Florida Robert Genzman

Florida Roberto Martinez

Georgia Joe Whitley

Georgia Edgar Wm Ennis Jr

Georgia Jay Gardner

Guam Frederick Black

Hawaii Daniel Bent

Idaho Maurice Ellsworth

Illinois Fred Foreman

Illinois Frederick Hess

Illinois William Roberts

Indiana John Hoehner

Indiana Deborah Daniels

Iowa Charles Larson

Iowa Gene Shepard

Kansas Lee Thompson

Kentucky Karen Caldwell

Kentucky Joseph Whittle

Louisiana Harry Rosenbera

Louisiana Raymond Lamonica

Louisiana Joseph Cage Jr

Maine Richard Cohen

Maryland Richard Bennett

Massachusetts John Pappalardo

Michigan Stephen Markman

Michigan John Smietanka

Minnesota ThomasB Heffeltinger

Mississippi Robert Whitwell

Mississippi George Phillips

Missouri Stephen Higgins

Missouri Jean Paul Bradshaw
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DISTRICT U.S ATTORNEY

Montana Doris Poppler

Nebraska Ronald Lahners

Nevada Douglas Frazier

New Hampshire Jeffrey Howard

New Jersey Michael Chertoff

New Mexico Don Svet

New York Gary Sharpe

New York Otto Obermaler

New York Andrew Maloney

New York Dennis Vacco

North Carolina Margaret Currin

North Carolina Robert Edmunds Jr

North Carolina Thomas Ashcraft

North Dakota Stephen Easton

Ohio Joyce George

Ohio Michael Crites

Oklahoma Tony Michael Graham

Oklahoma John Raley Jr

Oklahoma Timothy Leonard

Oregon Charles Turner

Pennsylvania Michael Baylson

Pennsylvania James West

Pennsylvania Thomas Corbett Jr

Puerto Rico Daniel Lopez-Romo

Rhode Island Lincoln Almond

South Carolina John Simmons

South Dakota Kevin Schietfer

Tennessee Jerry Cunningham

Tennessee Ernest Williams

Tennessee Edward Bryant

Texas Marvin Collins

Texas Ronald Woods

Texas Robert Wortham

Texas Ronald Ederer

Utah David Jordan

Vermont Charles Caruso

Virgin Islands Terry Halpem

Virginia Richard Cullen

Virginia Montgomery Tucker

Washington William Hyslor

Washington Michael Mckay

West Virginia William Kolibash

West Virginia Michael Carey

Wisconsin John Fryatt

Wisconsin Kevin Potter

Wyoming Richard Stacy

North Mariana Islands Frederick Black
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THE WEED AND SEED INITIATIVE

By William San Attorney Geno
U.S epaztmont of Justice

Opesiuon Wood and Seed is the Mministratio now Communlty.OrIeNe4 PolicinS operates In support of the

initiative to ocubat violent crime and dnig trafficking En targeted intensive law enfcwceinent suppression actavltiem deaciibed above

neighborhoods and to evitiliz these areas with social services and provides bridge to programs aimed at preventiot

and economic oppotunitiea Intervention and treatment and neighbOrhOOd reclamation and

Wood and Seed iiiCOflIfl1Unityb0d OOtflP1th15lV0e multi- revitalization Co inity-orionted policing activities focus

agency approach to combatting voleot crime drug use and gang Increasing police visibility nd the development of oooporativo

activity in high-crime neighborbooda The goal of this strategy relationships between the police
and the citizeeq in the targeted

ii to weed our crime from wgeted neighborhoods and then to areas Techniques mich as foot patrols targotednobilo units

seed the targeted sites with wide range
of crime and drug victim reforls to support

ssvicos ad communi relations

prevention programs and human servico agency resources to activities will Increase posativ Interaction between the po11co and

prevent crime from reoccurnng
the community The objective Is to raise the level of citizen and

The ultimate objective Is to maximize coordination and involve community involvement In crime prevention activities to solve

the entire comniwity in this effort to revitalize Crirno-ridde4 drug-related problems in neighborhoods and to enhance the level

neighborhoods If we are to reclaim Amen5 communities of community security and to build trust and respect between

from the terror of violent crime we must work together on neighborhood residents and law enforcamt

every
level of government and with the private sector Law Community policing is more than simply reacting to crime

enforcement alone cannot solve theme problems The after it has occurred As on police chief said recently fts

coordination of law enforcement and social programs is essential getting out front before crime is committed Its citizens and

to the revitalization of theme communities and they must work law enforcement working together to solve problems that lead to

together mutually reinforcing one another Law enforcement Is crime In areas where community policing has been

not substitute for social programs and social programs cannot Implemented residents report Increased satisfaction with law

be pursued inriso4 of or at the expense of aggressive law enforcement while law enforcement officials report greater job

enforcement policies No social program or community activity satisfaction on tho part of officers and Improved attitudes of the

can flourish in an atmosphere poisoned by violent crime and community towatds police New York City baa found its

drug abuse community policing demonstration program so guooeuM that it

is now working to Integrate community policing throughout its

ELsEMENTS OF WEED AND SEED STRATEGY
police force

The Weed and Seed strategy
involves four basic elements SOCIAL SERVICES PROViDING HO AND AITANCE

LAW EN ORCThENT ELIMTNATNG CRIME AND VIOLENCE This element of Weed and Seed Ii coordinated set of social

Building on partnership among State local and Federal law programs that will help residents reclaim their lives and their

enforcement agencies this element focuses on enforcement
neigbborhooda These programs will Include improved access

adjudication prosecution end offender management activities
to primaiy and prenatal

health care dzvg abuse treatment and

designed to target apprehend and Incapacitate violent
prevention Head Start job training after-school and adult

criminals and criminal organizations
that terrorize neighborhoods

education programs and transportation seivicea to link Inner-city

and account for disproportionate percentage of criminal
workers to iuburban Job.

activity

Central to this strategy Is that such services will be visible

Criminals will be prosecuted under Federal law when
on.site and acccib1e This provides our beat chance of

possible Programs such as the Department of Justices project
breaking this cycle of drug use poverty and unAmployment By

Triggerlock target violent armed offenders for prosecution
breaking the cycle we eliminate the Aem.ind for drugs thereby

Federal court to take advantage of tough Federal firearms laws
drug organizations and dealers out of business

Between April 1991 and February 1992 Project Triggerlock cc JOBS AND ECONOMIC OffORTUNITY

resulted in approximately 4500 cases charged and bad 91

percent
conviction rate For more on Project Triggerlock see

This eIent focuses on creating Jobs wealth and opportunity

page 27J
in neighborhoods where bugineasei have boon driven out by

Other activities will focus on pecLal cooperative enforcement violent crime and drug trafficking Up to $400 million of the

operations
such as repeal or violent offenders Intensified Wood and Seed money earmarked In the budget will go to

narcotics investigations targeted prosecutions victim/witness neighborhoods designated Et61F ZAS by the Secretaiy

protection
and services and the elimination of narcotics of Housing and Urban Development The Administrations

trafficking organizations operating In targeted areas Again it Enterprise Zone proposal has been carefully designed to

must be emphasized that central to this element is cooperative
stimulate entrepreneurial activity and job creation An sddiUonal

partnership between Federal State and local law enforcement $100 million will go to Weed and Seed neighborhoods that ire

agencies and prosecutors
not designated as Enterprise Zones

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OP ATTORNEYS OENEPJL
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bUSING AND COh1UN1Y DEvEI.OmffziT baseline and post-Wood and Seed quantitative data such is the

number of investigations and $rrests and th rates of high school
Public housing developments In Weed and Seed areas will be

eligible for HUDs drug oliminillon grants and modernization
graduation infant mortality poverty and teen pregnancy The

evaluation Will also measure qualitative data such as offender
funds In addatlon housing vouchers and COmmunity

cbaractetisticg displacement of criminal activity and loyal of
development block grant funds for

citizen faction In addition the Depaitment of Justices
rehabilitation of private housing and other community

National Institute of Justic will eondiwt national evaluation of
Infraatnicluro improvement will be provided Weed and Seed Results of these evaluations wili be niclal as

IMPLEMENTATION OF WEED AND SEED WC progress in Implementing future sites

Weed and Seed requires six basic steps for Implementation
i991 PiloT Srtu

OrganIze Weed and Seed Steering Committee which Building on progrw developed independently in

will be coordinated by he U.S Attorney and comprised of Philadelphia Pennsylvania the Department of Justice Initisted

Federal State sad local law enforcement including
pilot sites for Weed and Seed In two locations In FIscal Year

prosecutors Federal State1 and local school housing and other
991 Th Weed and Seed strategy in being implemented in

social services officials private sector foundations
YEJQ City Missouri sad Trenton Now Jersey as described

corporations and most Important representative from
beloW

community-based organizations Depending on the requirements Ta PHILADELPHIA Exruimci
of tho local community Law Enforcement Task Force could

be establIshed to coordinat the weed activities and Several programs in P1ltAAlphIa served an catalysts for the

Neighborhood Revitalization Committee tocoordinate the seed Departments Operation Weed and Seed program The Violent

programs Traffickers Project VT Is joint Federal-State task farce

The Steering Committee selects target neighborhood organized in August 1988 to address the severe problems of drug

Factors that should be considered In selecting target trafficking end drug-related violence in neighborhoods in the

neighborhood include the presence of grass roots community Philadelphia area VTP consists of agents and officers of the

organizations open to the Weed and Seed concept high incidence Drug Enforcement Administration the Philadelphia Police the

of gang-related violence high rates of homicide aggravated
District Attorney Office the Bureati of Alcohol Tobacco and

usauk rape and other violent crime high number of drug Firearms the Federal Bureau of Investigation the Intreigratiout

arrests high dropout rate high unemployment rate and the and Naturalization Service the Pennsylvania Mtomey Generals

presence of public housing developments including high-rise Office the Pennsylvania State Police and the U.S Attorneys

apartments Office Th Violent Traffickers Project is pail of the Ptos1dnfs

The Steering Committee will conduct needs eqment Organized Crime Drug Enforcet Task Pores Program

of th targeted neighborhood The type of information OCDBTP Between November 190 and July 1991 551

developed in step two Will be used to assess the problems individuals have been indicted as result of Vi investIgatIons

reeds of the targeted neighborhood in relationship to the The conviction rate Is over 99 percent

program goals and objectives The assessment will identify
As result of the success of VTP In targeting and removing

problems in the targeted neighborhood and inventory the violent offenders from the community number of

available resources to address them neighborhood-based revilalization efforts began to flourish For

Existing and new resources so meet the objectives selected example in the Spring Garden neighborhood following

in step threc will be Identified Those resources include funding successful law enforcement drug sweeps residents began and

staff for various programs end activities and materials and maintained vigils to keep the neighborhood free of drug dealers

equipment These highly successful activities resulted in providing safe

The program activities and human services that will be environment in which residents can live and biness can

implemented to achieve each of the objectives will be identified develop and flourish In addition law eaforeemeni officials

plan will be prepared specifying who will be responsible for working out of police mini-station In the neighborhood and

administering the activity what It will involve where the community residents arc working together to revitalize the

activity will be conducted when It will be done how it will lc neighborhood renovating former crack houses cleaning up

implemented and how snuck It will cost playgrounds and encouraging businesses to open In th arcs

.6 An implementation schedule will be developed with target
Another program that led to the creation of Weed and Seed ii

dates for the completion of major activities Philadelphia Federal Alternatives so State Trials F.A.S.T

Program In July 1991 the Departments Office of Justice

EvALuATIoNs
Programs 01 through Its Bureau of Justice Assistance WA

Evaluation is an important component of the Weed and provided funding for this Joint of fort of the Philadelphia District

program Each funded program will be evaluated to determine Attorney Office and the Office of the United States Attorney

to what saicot the program Implemented
for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania

what Impact the program bad on the staled problem The Under the F.A.S.T project selected drug and firearm case

evaluation will be organized to allow for comparison of

NATIONL ASSOCIATION OF ATTORNEYS GENERAL
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CML REMEDIES IN DRUG ENFORCEMENT REPORT

50 trwaferrsd to Federal jurisdiction through the U.S PILOT S1Ts TRENTON Ngw Juy
Attorneys Office The transfer from local to Federal

In September 1991 WA awarded Trcnta New Jersey
JUflldlotlOG substantially lncre the likelihood that

$284000 to fiulhor demoostrate the Weod and Seed strategy
local drug dealers and other armed career cnminels --

t1i moment of arrest forward by holding them U4 she direodot

ie Fedora detention facilities pending trial In addition
of the Stale Attorney Oeetsi and in does coordination with the

defendants receive expedited
trials In the Federal district court

th of Tot the
If convicted they are subject to Federal sentencing

developed four-pronged approach to fighting the war on drugs
and Federal nAMq minimums and incarcerated in

thCIO
Federal facility Vioag Offender Removal Program VORP Is

Opetio PEARL Prevention Education Action vi
RehabilItation end Law Enforcement Federal/State/city effort

gang members and disrupt drug trafficking networks in and

to rehabilitate the Mantus neighborhood was launched In 1990
the designated Safe Haven Zones VORP has resulted ii

and resulted in increased law enforcement and social seivines in
lb izeat of 69 persona since the beginning of this progrim

the targeted neighborhood The Bureau of Justice lance
Trenton Weed and Seed program was recently

provided planning grant so help PEARL get started President
awarded an additional $743142 to fimd commillity policing

Bhvls1tcd Mu inJuly 1990 and applauded thejointfforts
acits The Community Policing Program Is designed to

of governmet and the neighborhood residents to OflCUC
emphasize the need for police officers and seItr within the

problems brought on by drug trafficking second
community to work together to creativ ways to addrem the

program PEARL II began operating in South
problems of crimo at the neighborhood level ComuaIty

Philadelphia neighborhood In October 1991
policing has been huplamented In each of the four targeted

PILOT SITE KANSAS CITY MISSOURI neighborhoods and has mat with high prais from both residents

arid local police
In August 1991 the Bureau of Justice Assistance awarded

The Safe Haven Program is designed to provido Lo

Kansas City Missouri $200000 fore program organized by
alternative to the dangers of the streets by bringing together

U.S Attorney and the ICauw City Police Department The
education community law enforcement health recteatlon and

Kansas City Weed and Seed program has been expanded and
other groups to provide alternative activities for high-risk youth

the wosidng group comprised of law enforcement human
and other residents of the community Thre public middle

service agencies and comnumity organizations baa made
three of the targeted neighborhoods are being used

substantial progress in developing its implementation pian for
after regular school hours from p.m to p.m.$o house these

both she weeding and seeding components target
programs in sdditlon to programs for high-risk youth the Safe

neighborhood the Ivanhoe section of the city ha bCD 5010C10L Haven Project also includes number of programs that are adult-

The seeding effOrt Ii focusing on demolishing dangerous
oriented The number of community participants at coo of the

buildings and creating Incentives for development and it will
Safe Haven sites has averaged between Uand 125 per evening

include forfeiture of houses used for drug trafficking and
with on several occasions

abandoned property
and conversion of those into affordable

Cmuitity Revitalization end Empowerment

housing Program is in the planning stages md should be undenway soon

In addition the City project is rebuilding number of human service agencies have been Identified to

neighborhood alliances to get raidents involved in maintaining
participate In this 41 offort including the Delawire Valley

the security of their community through neighborhood cleanups
United Way Urban League of Greater Trenton Boys and Girls

removing abandoned cars fixing and replacing street lights and
Clubs DARE Drug Abuse Resistance Education program and

removing or painting over graffiti The seeding effort also aims
the Trenton School District among others In addition the

to encourage businesses to relocate to the area and has
Mayor of Trenton has bold number of town meetings in the

established Hub House in the neighborhood one-stoP
geted areas to community needs and th types of social

center to provide residents with information on wide range of
services to be made available In the Safe Havens Project

programs
available to them including drug treatment and

participants also have signed
memorandum of agreement

referral family therapy education counseling child
specifying their commitment to the program

development programs youth services housing services and

opportunities
available through the Small Business PHASE II FISCAL YEAR 1992 DEMONTtATION PROGRAM

Administration SEA
In Fiscal Year 1992 the Department will expand lb pilot

Key participants in the Kansas City Weed and Seed program
phase of Weed and Seed to additional demonstratIon sites This

currently involve Federal Stale and local law enforcement
initiative shows great promise but much work remains to be

agencies and prosecutors
the regional office of the U.S

refine the design of the program Rasouces ate limited

Department of Housing and Urban Development the SBA the
1992 so the demonstration program can bà

Kansas City Neighborhood Alliance the Ad Hoc Oroup Against
toy16 cities The cities participating in Phase II

Crime neighborhood-based organization and other local
AIIn GA Chelsea MA Charleston SC Chicalo 1L

government and eomiuiity groups

UE/JLLY 1992
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Denver CO Foil Worth TX Santa Ana CA Madison WI million has been Identified In tha budgets of the U.S
Philadelphia PA Pittsburgh PA Richmond VA San Antonio 1eparnnene of Housing and Urba Development to md
TX San Diego CA Seattle WA Washington DC and programs such as public housing drug climlui1o giants

the

Wilmington DE Department of Health and Human ScMoe foe community

On January 7-8 1992 UnIted States Attorneys from the 16 partnershIp grants drug trAltnwtt and improved acces to

cities participated In Planning Conference hosted by the health care and to provide Head Start for one year for eligibis

Department of Justice At the planning conference the U.S children the Department of Labor for Job Training Partnership

Attorneys were fully briefed on the requirements for the Weed Act programs that provid job training for high-risk youth and

and Seed program In addition on February 11-12 1992 the adults end the Department of Education to Increase educational

Office of Justice Programs hosted Weed and Seed Technical opportunities and drug education and prevention programs

Assistance Workshop to usist representatives from the 16 sitca Some $30 million hai been requested In the FIscal Year 1993

In developing their Weed and Seed programs and preparing their budget of the Department of Justice to support Weed and Seed

applications The agenda Included presentations on organizing to expand the number of demonstration sites An dditienaI $1

and planning Weed and Seed programs the application of million has been requested in the Department of TrssIsportation

community policing and the role of prevention The Workshop fiscal year 1993 budget to support reverie commuter

also provided participants an opportunity to review application demonstration grants to facilitate znovnwtt of Inner city

requirements and to discuss the mechanics of preparing the residents to suburban Jobs

application All applicatloni from the sites were received by the Notwithstanding the Presidents sub.tantW request for

March 20 1992 deadlIne and have been analyzed by Impartial additional Federal resources want to strisa that Weed and Seed

peer review panels composed of law enforcement officers is Dot simply another Federal grant program While additional

prosecutors social service providers and community planners funding will be allocated for this Initlativc Its auecnu Is not

All 16 sites that met the Weed and Seed criteria have been dependent upon new Federal dollars Rather Its succeas will

notified of their selection for funding These sites will receive depend in large part on coordinating private sector efforts and

approximately $1.1 million from the Department of Justice to existing Federal grants and Stat formula block grants and

begin implementation of the Weed and Seed strategy An award redirecting these resources Ins comprt4tcIve effort to assist

of about half that amount will be made this year and the these targeted sites The Justice Department La working wIth

remainder will be available in Fiscal Year 1993 subject to officials from HUD RUSS Labor Education Agriculture

Congressional appropriations Transportation Treasuty and the Office of National Drug

Training and technical assistance will also be made available Control Policy to coordbat the manner In which Federal

In this fiscal year to other jurisdictions wishing to develop Weed resources will be directed to this initiative in Fiscal Years 1992

and Seed programs and 1993 and am pleased to uy that they have been very

enthusiastic about this critical effort
LOS ANGELES WEED AND SEED

In conclusion by implementing this Weed and Seed strategy

On May 1992 the President announced $19 million Weed Federal State and local governments law enforcement and

and Seed operation designed to help resuscitate blighted and human service agencies the privat sector and comnumity

burned Los Angeles communities residents can form partnership which will give neighborhoods

The $19 million Weed and Seed program will include the boat chance to significantly affect tho problems of violent

funding from the Department of Justice and numerous other crime drug trafficking and gang activity hat terrorizes law-

Federal agencies The Department In consultation with the abiding Aniencans

other Federal agencies State and local officials and the private

sector will identif specific hard-hit neighborhoods in Los
--

Angeles for this targeted aid

combination of social servico and law enforcement all WEED SEED TRANSFER OF REAL PROPERTY
backed by State local and strong private sector Involvement

esaential for the success of Weed and Seed in Los Angeles On May 26 memorandum that eaplalna bow federally

coordinated and extensive social and health investment will forfeited real propertiei may be transferred to state and local

follow the law enforcement efforts to address the needs of the public agencies participating In the seInro or forfeiture of

blighted areas Such coordinated Investment of public and property in the Weed Seed initiativ was distributed to all

private resources Will give law abiding citizens the kind of U.S Attorneys and DoY and Treasuty agencies Among other

economic and social opportunities that breathe life into procedures discussed the memo notes that where there Is

neighborhoods legal Impediment to Weed and Seed transfer through the

PRESIDENT FISCAL YEut 1993 Tin participating State or local law forc neat agency ho transfer..

.1ATIVE
can still be accomplished through be U.S Department of

Phase Ill of Operation Weed and Seed is planned for Housing and Urban Development CRUD Also set forth is

implementation in Fiscal Year 1993 President Bush has guidane to permit the expanded us of federally forfeited real

requested In his Fical Year 1993 budgctpropoael $500 million property to support
Weed SÆed programs FfU DoJ

to substantially expand Weed and Seed activities This $500 Executive Office for Asset ForfeIture 202/6164000
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

PROJECT TRIGGERLOCK
Summary Report

APRIL 10 1991 through JUNE 30 1992

DESCRIPTION TOTAL PERCENT

Indictments/InfOrmatiOfls 6003
Defendants Chargec 7714

Charge Informatiofl

Defendants Charged under 922g
w/o enhanced penalty 2049 26.56

Defendants Charged under 922

with enhanced penalty under 924 407 5.28

Defendants Charged under 924 2918 37.83

Defendants Charged under

both 922 924 523 6.78

Total defendants charged under 922

and 924 5897 76.45

Defendants Charged with other

Firearms violations 1817 23.55

Total defendants charged 7714 100.00

Dispositions

Defendants Convicted 3834 88.65

Defendants Acquitted
144 3.33

Defendants Dismissed 347 8.02

Total 4325 100.00

Sentencing Status

Defendants Pending Sentencing 1348

Defendants Sentenced 2510

Sentencing Inforinatiofl

Prison Sentences 15211 yearS

Average Prison Sentence 83 months

Number Sentenced to Life or More than 363

15 years

Sentenced to prison
2212

Sentenced w/o prison or suspended
to 0time served 298



EXHIBIT

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA

RALEIGH DIVISION

NO 9237OlCR5F
NO 923703CR5F

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
GOVERNMENT MEMORANDUM

OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF
ADMISSION OF

ERNEST BYNtJM JR SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE
RAYMOND R. WALKER JR

The United States of America by and through the United

States Attorney for the Eastern District of North Carolina

hereby files this memorandum of law in support of admission of

scientific evidence and shows unto the Court the following

The Government plans to introduce into evidence three

separate amounts of cocaine base crack cocaine hereinafter

crack cocaine that were seized from three different locations

on March 17 1992 The crack cocaine was sent to the North

Carolina State Bureau of Investigation hereinafter NC-SBI for

analysis An expert witness John Casale from the NC-SBI

compared these three different samples and reached the conclusion

that they were from the same batch In other words the drugs

all came from the same source This signature analysis looks at

the impurities of the cocoa plant and the impurities in the

decomposition of cocaine Every time that cocaine is manipulated

it changes composition of those impurities thus giving rise to

new signature For example if cocaine is extracted heated

ground or exposed to extreme cOnditions the signature changes



Federal Rule of Evidence 702 provides that

If scientific technical or other specialized
knowledge will assist the trier of fact to
understand the evidence or to determine fact
in issue witness qualified as an expert by
knowledge skill experience training or
education may testify thereto in the form of

an opinion or otherwise

This rule embodies two requirements or expert testimony

First the testimony must assist the trier of fact to understand

the evidence The second is that the witness must be qualified

as an expert It of course is within the discretion of the

trial court to determine whether each of these requirements is

met Hamlin United States 419 U.S 87 94 Ct 2887 41

Ed 2d 590 1974

As predicate to the admission of expert testimony

pertaining to scientific evidence the scientific principle in

question must be sufficiently established to have gained general

acceptance in the particular field to which it belongs See Frye

United states 293 F.2d 1013 D.C Cir 1923

Therefore for the drug signature evidence to be admissible

in this case the testimony must assist the trier of fact to

understand the evidence the witness must be qualified as an

expert and the scientific principle drug signature analysis

must be sufficiently established to have gained general

acceptance in the field of forensic chemistry

First the drug signature evidence will assist the jury in

understanding the evidence It is relevant for the jury to

consider if drugs seized from three different locations came from



the same source The jury must first make determination if the

evidence is in fact cocaine In addition evidence showing

that drugs seized from different locations are from the same

source will assist the jury in determining whether the defendant

was involved or not such as this case where the defendant can be

linked to the three locations See United States Sellers 566

F.2d 884 4th Cir 1977 photographic expert allowed to point

out similarities and differences between defendants features and

those of person shown in bank surveillance photograph and to

express opinion as to whether defendant was person in the

picture

Second the witness must be qualified as an expert The

witness that the Government will proffer to the Court is Mr John

Casale Mr Casale is now with the Federal Drug Enforcement

Administration hereinafter DEA assigned to the Special

Testing Laboratory in McLean Virginia Mr Casale was chemist

with the NC-SBI from 1981 until the Spring of this year Mr

Casa.e has testified as an expert in forensic chemistry on

numerous occasions in both State and Federal Court

Third the drug signature analysis must have gained general

acceptance in the field to which it belongs forensic chemistry

Mr Casale has received several grants from the

United States Department of Justice to work on

cocaine and drug signature analysis In.1988 Mr

Casale received grant entitled Forensic

Applications of Cocaine Chemistry Grant.No



170188E6D009 $267000 Mr Casale received

second grant from the Department of Justice

entitled Cocaine and Purity Signature Profile

AnalysisCISPA Grant No l70190E6D034

$169000

Mr Casale has had several articles on this

subject published in scientific publications

including the following

Practical Total Synthesis of Cocaines

Enantiomers Forensic Science International

Volume 33 No 1987 pages 275298

Detection of Pseudo-Ecgonine and

Differentiation From Ecgonine in Illicit

Cocaine Forensic Science International

Volume 47 No 1990 pages 277287

Synthesis of Deuterium-Labeled Cocaine and

Pseudo-Cocaine Journal of Labeled Compounds

and Radio-Pharmaceutical Volume 29 No

1991 pages 327335

Chromatographic-Impurity Signature Profile

Analysis for Cocaine Using Capillary Gas

Chromatography Journal of Forensic

Sciences Volume 36 No 1991 pages 1312

1330



Neural Network Method for Pattern

Recognition of Chromatographic Signature

Patterns of Forensic Trace Evidence

Proceedings of the International Symposium on

the Forensic Aspects of Trace Evidence June

2428 1991 in Press Quantico Virginia

IIn N-ACETYLNOR-Cocaine New Cocaine

Impurity from Clandestine Processing

Journal of the clandestine Laboratory

Investiaatina Chemists Association Volume

No 1991 pages 2326

Methyl-Esters of Ecgonine InjectionPort

Produced Artifacts from Cocaine Base Crack

Exhibits Journal of Forensic Sciences

1992 to be published in September 1992

Neural Network Method for Pattern

Recognition of Chromatographic Signature

Patterns of Cocaine Samples accepted for

publication Forensic Journal of Forensic

Sciences 1992

Mr Casale developed the drug signature analysis

for the NC-SBI This procedure is not new The

DEA Laboratory has analyzed heroin signatures for

over ten years The drug signature analysis uses

gas chromatography which is also used in

determining whether or substance is cocaine



The drug signature analysis has gained general

acceptance in the field of forensic chemistry

Other laboratories have recognized and utilized

this analysis Comparison of Illicit Cocaine

by Determination of Minor Components LaBelle

Journal of Forensic Sciences July 1991 In

addition an expert witness James Moore from the

DEA Laboratory testified in Federal court in

Miami Florida in the case of United States

Guillernto-T010Sa-SabieflcellO 914CRMarcus

about cocaine signature analysis and his opinion

that two drug samples were from the same batch

WHEREFORE the United States would respectfully request this

Court to admit scientific evidence concerning drug signature

analysis

Respectfully submitted this t%day of July 1992

MARGARET PERSON CURRIN
United States Attorney

BY_____________________________
JO

ss stant ted St tes Attorney
minal Division



U.S Department of Justice
rEXHIBIT

Office of the Deputy Attorney General

Executive Office for Asset Fotfeirure

Kâshington D.C 20530

July 31 1992

MEMORANDUM

TO All United States Attorneys
Assistant Attorney General Criminal Division
Administrator Drug Enforcement Administration
Director Federal Bureau of Investigation
Conunissioner Immigration and Naturalization Service
Director United States Marshals Service
Chief Postal Inspector Postal Inspection Service
Assistant Conunissioner Internal Revenue Service
Director Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms
Director U.S Secret Service

FROM Cary Copeland
Director and Chief Counsel

SUBJECT Policy on Bona FidØ Purchasers for Value and the
Relation Back Doctrine in Civil Forfeitures

Summary

The innocent owner defense to civil forfeiture is not
available as matter of law to one who has acquired an interest
in the forfeited property after the illegal acts which resulted in
the forfeiture This memorandum reiterates the Departments policythat despite the statutory wording we will treat bona fide secured
creditors and purchasers for value the same in civil as in criminal
forfeiture proceedings Valid claims filed by bona fide secured
creditors or other purchasers for value will be honored pending the
enactment of corrective legislation

Specifics

The relation back doctrine provides that all right titleand interest in property subject to forfeiture vest in the United
States at the time of the commission of the act giving rise to the
forfeiture This doctrine is codified in both the criminal and.the
civil forfeiture statutes for the offense of sexual exploitation of
minors 18 U.S.C 2253b and 2254g for money
laundering/FIRREA violations 18 U.S.C 982bl and 981fand for controlled substance violations 21 U.S.C 853c and881h



2--

The criminal forfeiture statutes expressly exempt from

forfeiture property transferred after the act giving rise to

forfeiture when the transfer was to bona fide purchase.r for value

who at the time of purchase was reasonably without cause to believe

that the property was subject to forfeiture The interests of such

innocent bone fide purchasers for value in otherwise forfeitable

property are thus protected from the reach of the relation back

doctrine in criminal forfeitures.1

In contrast the relation back provisions Sand the innocent
owner exceptions in the parallel civil forfeiture statutes do not

exempt from forfeiture property transferred to an innocent bona

fide purchaser for value after the time of the offense giving rise

to the forfeiture.2 Under the relation back doctrine in the civil

forfeiture statutes all right title and interest in the property
vest in the United States at the time of the offense except as to

someone who is an innocent owner at that point in time Once the

offense has been committed valid interest in the property can

only be acquired from the United States since the statutes make no

exception for bona fide purchasers for value Consequently any
subsequent transferee or purchaser from someone other than the

United States has not acquired valid interest and is not an

See 18 U.S.C 2253b and m6B sexual exploitation
of minors 21 U.S.C 853c and n6B controlled
substances and by incorporation of 21 U.S.C 853c and by

reference 18 U.S.C 982b money laundering Also see the

criminal forfeiture statutes that have no civil forfeiture

parallel 18 U.S.C 793h3 and 794d3 espionage 18

U.S.C 1467b and obscene material 18 U.S.C
1963c and 16B RICO

See the relation back provisions in 18 U.S.C 981f 18

U.S.C 2254g and 21 U.S.C 881h and the innocent owner

exceptions in 18 U.S.C 981a 18 U.S.C 2254a anda3 U.S.C .881a4C a6 and a7 For

example 21 U.S.C 881h provides only that

All right title and interest in property described in

subsection of this section shall vest in the United States

upon commission of the act giving rise to forfeiture under
this section

and 21 U.S.C 881a provides that

no conveyance shall be forfeited to the extent of an

interest of an owner by reason of any act or omission
established by that owner to have been committed or omitted
without the knowledge consent or willful blindness of the

owner



owner entitled to raise the innocent owner defense regardless of
how this alleged interest was acquired

The Government made this point in brief recently filed
before the Supreme Court in United States Parcel of Land
Buildings Appurtenances and Improvements known as 92 Buena Vista
Avenue Rumson New Jersey 937 F.2d 98 3d Cir 1991 cert
granted 112 Ct 1260 1992 The issue in this case is whether

person who receives gift of money derived from drug
trafficking and uses that money to purchase real property may
assert an innocent owner defense to the forfeiture of the real
property under 21 U.s 881 The Government argues that
the innocent owner defense is available only to one who acquired
his interest in the forfeited property prior to the illegal acts
giving rise to the forfeiture Otherwise drug dealer could
circumvent forfeiture by later conveying property to friend or
relative who was not aware of the illegal activity at the time of
the transfer Since the civil forfeiture statutes draw no
distinction between those acquiring their interest by purchase or
loan on the one hand or gift on the other such an analysis is
essential to being able to prevent criminals from frustrating civil
forfeiture The brief notes that some courts have drawn
distinction based on how an interest was acquired cases cited
in footnote infra but indicates this issue is not presently
before the Court

The brief goes on to state that the Department may grant
remission petitions on broader basis than the innocent owner
defense and that the Department has statutory authorization to pay
off liens and mortgages from the proceeds of seized assets As the
brief states federal law enforcement authorities do not
as matter of practice pursue forfeiture of property in the hands
of bona fide purchasers for value who would ordinarily be expected
to lack notice of the governments prior claim Brief for the
United States at 40 92 Buena Vista Avenue No 91781 Oral
arguments in this case will probably take place this fall

It is obviously undesirable that innocent bona fide purchasers
for value who are expressly protected front losing their interests
in criminal forfeiture cases not be protected in civil forfeiture
cases especially when the same property is subject to civil and/or
criminal forfeiture for the same underlying of fense.3

Some courts have suggested that the innocent owner defense
should be available to innocent bona fide purchasers of property
that is subject to civil forfeiture for previous drug violations
See In the Case of One 1985 Nissan 300 ZX 889 F.2d 1317 1322 4th
Cir 1989 Murnaghan concurring Egcileston State of
Colorado 873 F.2d 242 247248 10th Cir 1989 United States
Four Parcels of Real Property on Lake Forrest Circle in Riverchase
Shelby County Alabama 870 F.2d 586 590 n.ll 11th Cir 1989



Consequently in order to ensure that application of the relation

back doctrine in civil forfeiture cases is consistent with its

application in criminal forfeiture cases it is the Departments
policy in civil forfeiture cases not to apply the relation back
doctrine to the property interests of innocent bona fide purchasers
for value filing claims in civil forfeiture proceedings if those

claims would have been honored in criminal forfeiture proceedings
Government prosecutors are not to contest valid claims filed by
innocent bona fide purchasers for value including creditors with

secured ownership interest in the seized property acquired after
the commission of the offense giving rise to the forfeiture If

for some reason such claim is not filed or not honored during
forfeiture proceeding the Department will continue to grant timely
filed petitions for remission or mitigation The Department will

also continue to make available the procedures for expedited
settlement in real property cases which are set forth in the

Expedited Forfeiture Settlement Policy for Mortgage Holders

revised April 1992 to financial institutions on routine basis

and to other secured creditors on casebybase basis

The Department has proposed legislation to resolve the

inconsistency between civil and criminal forfeiture statutes

concerning application of the relation back doctrine to innocent
bona fide purchases in accordance with the policy set forth in this
memorandum Recent legislative proposals in the Departments
proposed Comprehensive Asset Forfeiture Amenthnents include

proposal to amend 18 U.S.C 981f and 2254g and 21 U.S.C
881h to conform civil forfeitures under these statutes to
criminal forfeitures by excepting the property interests of

innocent bona fide purchasers from the reach of the relation back
doctrine Pending enactment of this legislation we are
reiterating our policy to treat innocent bona fide purchasers for

value alike in criminal and civil forfeiture proceedings

If you have any questions regarding this policy please
contact the Asset Forfeiture Office in the Criminal Division at

202 5141263

cc Jeffrey Howard
Principal Associate Deputy Attorney General

United States One Single Family Residence Located at 6960

Miràflores Ave Coral Gables Florida 731 Supp 1563 1568

S.D Fla 1990 appeal dismissed 932 F.2d 1433 11th dr 1991
cert granted on other issues sub noni Republic National Bank
United States 112 Ct 1159 1992 United States One Single
Family Residence Located at 2901 S.W 118th Court Miami Florida
683 Supp 783 78788 S.D Fla 1988
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tI.S Customs Service

and

U.S Marshals Service

The .S Customs Service of the Deparent of the Treasury and

the U.S Marshals Service of the D.partmsàt of Justice hereby

enter into the following Mmorandum of Undsrstaæding

PRPOS OF AGW

Section 6073 of the ATI-DRU A3USE ACT of 1988 rsquirea

that the D.parsnt of the Treasury and the D.parent

of Justice coordinate and consolidate post-seizure

property management This Mesorandu of Understan4ing

XOU represents formal agreement to consolidate the

management of different types of seized property in

various locations throughout the United States

The U.S Marshals Service USMS and the

U.S Customs Service Customs ac3cculedge that this

MOtJ is exclusively for post-seizure custodial functions

and for the disposition of non-cash seized and

forfeited assets as used here cash includes

negotiable instrments and other such funds

This agreement covers only seized/forfeited assets

that are taken into custody after the implementation

date of the MOU excapt in specific instances where it

is jointly agreed by both agencies-that it is more

appropriate to include presxistinq seized/forfeited

property



CENTRAL TR1 AND CNDITOMS

Provisions defining the scope cC property covered

by thjs MO viii net be considered limiting and T33M5

and CU.stos may arrange for use of each other

contractor services and facilities to manag other

property types not defined by this M0 on case-by

cas basis with eint concurrence The agency with

custody of the assets in question has ultimate

responsibility for its management and disposition in

accordance with this MOU

.2 For purpose of this MOtI SMS and Customs will

together develop procedure for determining joint

agreement or joint concurrence according to the

principle of maximizing efficiency and minimizing

costs If after following the procedure joint

agreement or joint concurrence cannot be reached in any

particular case the agency Initially responsible for

the property Customs or tJSMS shall have the right to

treat the property as net subject to this MOD

Whiz the sos available basis for seizure of

property seized by Customs officers Cress-designated by

D.E.A is title 21 the property shall be processed in

accordance with the November 1990 Interim

Procedures for Handling of Seizurse Made by Designated

Customs Agents



Cartain conditions may preclude the u.se.of this MOE

such as when the asset must be managed by court-appointed

substitat custodian or for special reasons the court has

mandated the manner/location of storage The Department of

Justice DOJ property that has been identified for official

Us or asset sharing may remain in the custody of the agncy

with the request pending The Department of the Treasury

property that has been identified for official use or asset

sharing may remain in the custody of the agency with the

request pending

tSMS is responsible for all costs incurred in the

storage management and disposition of its seized

property while in the custody of Cstcns For the

purposes of this MOU such costs include but are not

limited to overhead transportation warehousing

maintenance and disposal

Customs is responsible for all costs incurred in the

storage management and dispoiiton of its seized property

while in the custody of the SMS For the purposes of this

XO such costa include but are not limited to overhead

transportation warehousing maii4enance and disposal

SMS vii distribute net proce.ds from the sale or

remission of Customs seized/forfeited property directly

to the National Finance Canter The u.S Marshal shall

provide en qUarterly basis statement of gross



r.cei collected th costs of storage management

and disposition and net proceeds remitted to.the

tationa3 Finance Canter as well as any other

information SXS has in its custody that is designated

by Custdm.s as relevant In situations where no or

insufficient gross receipts were collected and no

storage charges are collected the tJSMS reserves the

right to bill Customs for costs of storage management

and disposition

The term net proceeds will be determined by joint agreemer.t

between Customs and TJSMS but gererally should be gross

receipts less costs of storage management and dispositic

Customs will distribute on quarterly basis net

proceeds from the sale or remission of Department of

Justice seized/forfeited property to central location

as designated by S14S Customs will also provide en

quarterly basis statement of gross receipts

collected the costs of storage management and

disposition and net proceeds remitted to ths USXS as

well as any other information Customs has in its

custody that is designated by the USXS as relevant In

situations whare no or insufficient gross receipts were

collected and no storage charges ar collected Customs

shall reserve the right to bill the USXS for costs of

storage management and disposition

-4-



The USMS and Customs shall satisfy each others

fiscal data requirements in the receipt and

disbursement of funds collected including but not

limited to providing each other audited quarterly

financial statements Both agencies shall exchange

transacjona1 data to allow ccplete analysis of the

effectiveness of this 0U

10 Within the scope of the existing contracts SMS

and cstoms agree to make the necessary changes to

their respective contracts allow storage

management and disposition of the other agencys

property

11 The target date for implementation is October 192
This date will enabl the implementation team to

develop the n.cesaazy procedures related to ths

consolidation of ssized/forfeitedproperty b.tveen the

agencies upon approval of the XOU the SS and

Customs will promptly appoint joint implementation team to

establish the operational procedures to implement this XO
Specifically th implementation team will address issues

related to operational issues training the financial

aspects of the MOE asset tracking and reporting ACP

issues and defining problem resolution process

12 Both agencies shall required to submit to each

other any releasable audits Inspector Csn.ral reports

or compliance reviews that deal with the management of

seized assets In addition upon request each agency

will provide any public domain documents relating to



the ar.agemer and dispcsit of se..ed propey
there .s reason to ei.eve that iper activity or

contractor fraud ex.sts ir.edjate notification shall

be given to the respective agency

13 At the end of one year following the

implementaionof this MOtJ compr.hensive cost

analysis and evaluation will be conducted to assess

program performance cost effectiveness and the

efficiency of this M0t7 This analysis viii be jointly

cciapl.t.4 by both agencies

14 If the XO is terminated property viii generally

remain in the custody of the respective agency until normal

disposition is accomplished However en case-by-case

basis with joint agreement by both USXS and Customs

property may be transferred back to the czstody of the

seizing agency

2XLI

Effective upon the implementation date of the MOD

all vessels that are subs.quently seized or accepted by

the USMS will be.trartsferred to Customs In cases

where it is not feasible or cost-effective tO relocate

vessel Customs will provide martag.metlt and disposal

services in the area in which the vessel is located

To the maximum extent possible tSMS property will be

maintained in manner that is identical to that

provided to Customs property



tSMS will make its best effort to comur.icate fully with the

District Director U.S Customs in whose jurisdiction

the v.ss.ls is located for the purpose of providing

appropriate coordination of property management for

pending seizures

Vpon sale of S1 vessels Customs expens. any

outstanding liens will be d.ducsd from gross sales

proceeds and shall be paid pursuant to the relevant

SXS policy prior to transfer of monies to central

location as designated by the USMS

2AL PROPTY

Effective upon the implementation date of the OU
all real property that is subsequently sized by Customs

will be transferred to the U.S Marshal in whose

urii4iction the property is located To the maximum

extent possible Customs property viii be maintained.in

uanner that is identical to that provided to USMS

property Customs will comply prior to seizure

real property with Customs policy for prsseizure

planning wh.ch is generally consster.t wth the 5MS

preseizure planning policy

Customs will make its best effort to communicate ful..y

with the U.S Marshal in whose jurisdiction the real

property is located for the purpose of providing

appropriate coordination of property management for

pending seizures



Upon the sale of Customs real property USXS

m.anaçjemsnt and disposal experts. hall be deducted from

gross sales proceeds rior the transfer of monies to

the Customs National Finance Center Any outstanding

taxes or liens that are approved in accordance with

Customs policy shall also be deducted from gross sales

proceeds prior to the transfer of monies to the

National Finance Canter

VEICI1S

Vehicle custody and management will be consolidated

beti.en the two agencies depending upon their needs and

the availabi.lity of services and facilities Prior to

implementation of this portion of the MOU the

following inforation st be sarad and ccrdinat.d

between the two agencies

Current jventry repcrts

Each agencys casts fr storage and disposal of

vehicles

ccparison the invent the greatest need

for service and availability .f facilities

copy of the applicable Customs contract with

EGG to be provided to the USMS

Copies of applicable USXS contracts for

seized/forfeited vehicles to provided to

Customs



RZVSIpNS

Revisions amsnent3 and modifications to the MOU may be

mad upon written approval of both agencies and shall become

effective upon the date of approval

TRNATOI

This ay be teinated upon joint agreeer.t in

cjction with applica.ble laws and regilations

NC Rr7A AT

This is an inteal goveent agreement and is not

intended to confer any right or benefit on any private

person or party

Certification

certify that this XO has been svieved by the Department

of 7ustica and the Department of the Treasury respectively

including it clauses relating to fiscal matters Our respectv

D.parer.ts have advised us that they have approved this MOU

Approved

__________
Henry Hudson Carol Hallett

Acting Director Coissioner of Customs

TJ.S Marshals Service U.S Customs Service

Date L/1.2/ Date______________
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Criminal History orplan..ForothercasesflndingpriorSimilarmbbelieSWae

CONSOLIDATED OR RELATED CASES
not pail of single plan or scheme see US Rivers 929 F.2d

136 139-404th Cir robberies of two gasoline stations in

Second Circuit rejects bright line rules for decldingwhen different states twelve days apart ceri denied 112 Ct 431

priorcoavictionsarerelatedholdsrelatedneSiSqueStlOfl 1991 GSU US Jones 899 F.2d 1097 1101 11th

of fact Defendant was convicted of robbing stare and using Cit robbery and attempted robbery of two banks ninety mm
firearm during the robbery The district court found he was utes apart cerz denied illS Ci 275 1990 GSU8 US
career offender 4B1.1 based on two Irior robberies of v.Kinney915F.2d 14711472 10th dr 1990 robberies of

gasoline stations committed within fifteen-minute period Bfld three banks two in one state over three months to support drug

imposed 270-month sentence Defendant appealed claiming addiction Bus cf US Houser 929 Fid 136913749th Cir

that the two prior robberies were comm pursuant to 1990twopnardrugsaleswerepartofsinglecommonscheme

common scheme or plan and thus should not have been treated or planconvictions resulted from single investigation ndes

separately see 4A1.2 comment n.3 were to same undereover agent and were chaiged separately

The Second Cireuit determined that the district court errone-
only because they occurred in different counties GSU

ously held that as matter of law robberies committed over

span
of seveiBi days could not be part of common scheme or

Ninth Circuit holds that there must be formal order or

plan and that hence it would not make much find that
other indication that prior convictions were consolidated

robberies committed in single day could be part of common
for sentencing The appellate court af finned criminal history

scheme or plan The appellate court held that the
CBlculatiOfl that treated separately three state convictions for

defendant had scheme or plan or whether the defendant
which defendantwassentenced in the sameproceeding Itheld

committed crimes that were otherwise related are questions of
that the sentences were not consolidated for. sentencing

fact me courtremanded the case because adopted
under 4A1.2 comment n.3 and explained that its not

the view. that temporally separated crimes are not pail of
enough that the defendant has been sentenced for two or more

same common scheme or plan as matter of law the district
cases in the same proceeding hold that these must be

court did not purport to explore whether robberies
formal order of consolidation or some other indication that the

had been committed pursuant to single common scheme or
trial court considered the prior convictions to be tantamount to

planorwereothezwise related as mattersof factCf US singe offense for purposes of sentencing See also US

Chapnick 963 F.2d224226 9th dir 1992 whethertwoprior
Lopez 961 F.2d 384 386-87 2d Cir 1992 the imposition of

offenses are related under 4A1 .2 isamixed question of law and
concurrent sentences at the same time by the same judge does not

fact subject to do novo review
establish that the cases were consolidated for sentencing..

The courtalso noted thattemporal proximity alonedoes not
unless there exists close factual relationship between the

mean offenses are related mough the closer two events are in
underlying convictions US Paulk 917 F.2d 8798845th

time the more credible the assertion may be that tiey occurred
Cir 1990 same US Vilareal %0 F.2d 117120-2110th

as pailof thesame planwecannot conclude that two Similar rob-
Cit 1992 sentencing both offenses in one hearing by itself not

beries were part of single common scheme or plan as matter
sufficient Bus ci US Watson 952 F.2d 9829908th Cit

of law solely because they were committed 15 minutes
1991 look to the court records of the defendants prior

U.S Butler No 91-1369 2d dir June 23 1992
offeflSeStOseewhethadeclsioflw5SzfladetocOnSolld3tethose

Kearse J.
offensesfortrialorscntencing... mhedecisionoconsolidate

sentencings is expressed by the dedication ofa single proceeding

US Chartier No 91-1619 2d Cit June 23 1992 so imposing punishment for verdicts reached in two or more

KearseJ.Afflrmedcareeroffendersatusbasedonfourprior trials cer denied 112 Ct 1694 1992

robbery convictions that the district court determined were not As an example of an other indication the Ninth Cutuit

single common scheme or plan under 4A1.2 comment noted that if court enters an order transferring case for

n3 Defendant employed the same modus operandi in each sentencing with another case and then the defendant receives

robbeiyandcornmixledthemtosupporthisheminaddictionbut identical concurrent sentences the cases are deemed consoli

at least one robbery was spur-of-the-moment decision The dated for sentencing citing US Chapnick 963 F.2d 224

appellate courtexplained that the term single common scheme 228-299th dir 1992 ciivumstances indicate that state judge

or plan must have been intended to mean something more than handling sentencing considered prior offenses related enough

simply repeated pattern of criminal conduct The mere fact to justify treating them as one crime Cf US Garcia 962

that.in engaging in pattern of criminal behavior the F2d47948283 5thdir 1992 casesnotrelatedeven though

defendant has as his purpose the acquisition of money to lead they had consecutive indictment numbers were scheduled for

particular lifestyle does not mean either that he had devised same day and time and concurrent sentences were imposed

single common scheme or plan or if he had that his course of state did not move to consolidate cases and separate judgments

conduct was necessarily pail of it While the four robberies sentences and plea agreements were entered

fitapattem they were not part of single common scheme US Bachiero 964 F.2d 8969th Cit 1992 per curiam
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Depfrtures stolen firearms under 2K2 b2 even though defendant was

Third Circuit sets standards for departures beyond
not charged with the more serious crime of receiving or uans

criminal historycategory VI and departures for uncounted porting stolen firearms The governments end run was

juvenile convictions holds departure cannot be
tolerable in Mobky since that case involved mandatory en-

criminal conduct government agreed not to charge Jef hancement clearly specified in the Gwdelines The case cur-

darn pled guilty to four counts of making false statements in
ready before us involves discretionary departure in which the

connection with acquisition of firearms in exchange for die
Guidelines are silent as to whether an upward departure can be

governments promise not to charge him with possession of
based on an uncharged crime. will not allow the

firearm by convicted felon which carried ITWWTIWfl government to take convenient detour by seeking additional

year sentence Iefe4asus criminal history category vi punishment for an uncharged crime

offenseinvel lOresuhedinarangeof24-30mcuiths Thedistrict
US ThonIc2s 961 F.2d 11101115-22 3d Cit 1992

cowl imposed 48-month sentence finding that category VI AGGI1AVAnNG CmcurANcEs
imderrepresented defendants criminal history because of wi- us Ponder 963 F.2d 15061509-1011th CIT 1992
counted Juvenile convictions for burgIary likelihood of iecidi-

Affirmed six level upward departure under 5K2.0 p.s based

vumandparolerevocations.Defendantappealedthedepaiture on seriousness of crimepossessing marijuana and metham
and the government claimed that even if the above munds

phetamine with intent to distribute while prisoner in county
were invalid departure was warranted because it could have

jail Assessment of two criminal history points for

charged the more serious offense The appellate court held
coinmiujing the offense while under any criminal justice

only defendants likelihood of recidivism could have justified liig imprisonment 4A1 1d did not

deparunebutbeeause adequate findings were not
precludeadeparture to 4A1 .1 indicates that

Was flCCC5SarY the purpose of ibis provision is merely to account for the recency
The court fut stated that departure above category VI IS

of the subsequent crime.. There is no indication that the

warranted only if defendants criminal record IS eTCiOUS
Sentencing Commission look into consideration the serious

seiious or extraordinary.See also US Coe 891 F.2d405
nature of distributing drugs within jail facility itself.

413 2d CIT 1989 the most compelling circumstances

would justify 4AdepartureahoveCategcsy VI SUBSTANTIAL ASLSTANCE

Hàe defendants fifteen criminal history points would fall US Mitchell 964 F.2d 4545th Cit 1992 per curiam

within the two or three point range of category VI were such Reinwxje Holding SKi .1 p.s motion open until alter

range to exist Given the nature of Thomas criminal record we sentencing was errordistrict court must rule on it before

cannot my that his criminal history is significantly mare serious
imposing sentence. Accord U.S Drown 942 F.2d 5558

than that of most defendants in the ssme criminal history cate- 1st CIT 1991 GSU8 US Howard 902 F.2d 894896-

gory U.S.S.G 4A1.3 p.s. Therefore an upward depasture 9711th Cir 1990 GSU

beyond category VI is presumptively unjustified in this case

unless there clearly exist circumstances that were not ade- Offense Conduct
quately considered by the Sentencing Commission As

CALCULATING WEIGHT OF DRUGS
plained below the cowl held there were no such circumstances

Asfardefendantsuncountedjuvenileconvictionsthecourt
US Robins No 91-50286 9th Cir June 24 1992

held that departure was improper because tiiey were not similar
Thompson Remanded Defendant purchased two bricks

to this offense adopting the rule in US Sainuels 938 F.2d
of cornmeal weighing 2779 grams To trick cuslomeis into

210214-15 D.C CIT 1991 juvenile convictions not listed in
the were cocaine he carefully wrapped them made

4A1.2d can be basis for departure only if they involved
ooUdawaiofthofaoo

conductsimilartoinszantoffense GSU 8.Buzcf Us caineinside.Theappellalecounhelditwaserrortoincludethe

Ganvnon 961 F.24 103 107-087th Cit 1992 departure
weight of the cornmeal as part of drug mixture or substance

proper for dissimilar juvenile convictions that illustrate
wider 2D1.1 Using Chapman U.S 111 Ci 1919 199

significant history of criminality GSU19 usV.NiCIZOls
asa guide the court reasoned that thecommeal and cocaine were

912 F.2d 598604 2d Cir 1990 departure proper for lenient
easily disungwshable cornmeal is not aiool of the trade ara

punishment for prior violent dissimilar juvcaile offense
carner medium or cutting agent for cocaine and it did not

Regarding defendants parole revocations the
facilitate the distribution of the cocaine The cowl concluded

that although defendant with along history ofviolating parole
cornmeal was thus the functional equivalent of packaging

would be prime candidate far an enhanced sentence particu-

material which the Court in Chajman recognized was not to be

larly if his instant offense is similar to the offenses for he
included in the weight calculaxion..Accord U.S v.Acosta 963

had been paroled in the past defendants parole revocalions
F2d 551 553-56 2d Cit 1992 creine liqueur that was

were adequately taken into account by the Guidelines and thus
wungestible and unmarkelable was the functional equivalent

did not warrant eparwre
of packaging material and should not be counted GSU23

Finally the court held that departure could not be based on
Criinirntl History

the governments decision not to charge more serious crime

upward departure involves the offense level rather than CAREER OFDER PROVISION

the criminal history. discretion is not available in US Bell No.91-1965 1st Cir June 101992 Selya

offense level departures since nowhere do the Guidelines Remanded Followingüueralia amendedNote2of4B1.2

permit consideration of uncharged offenses See also U.S thecourtheldthalwheretheoffenseofcoflvictioflistheoffense

FauLkner 952 F.2d 1066 106971 9th Cit 1991 upward of being convicted felon in knowing possession of firearm

departure based on cight dismissed or uncharged bank robberies the conviction is not for crime of violence and the career

improper GSU The court distinguished US Mobley offender provision does not apply. For other cases see

956 F.2d 450 3d Cit1992 where it upheld an enhancement for GSU 23
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Departures 1983 1992 Cf US Siuon No.91.501549th Cir July

SUBSTANTIAL ASSISTANCE 1992 OScannlain affirmed fact that defendants would

have received substantially shorter sentences had they been

Second Circuit remands case for further proceedings it basis for departure US
on whether government acted In bad faith In refusing to

move for substantial assistance departure Defendant
Dockery D.C Cir June 91992 Ginsburg reverseØ

tered into plea agreement under which the government

would move foradeparture under 5K1.1 p.s ii in its sole
D.C SueriorCouruhendroppedthemandrechargeddefefl

dant in federal court to take advantage of harsher penalties
and unfettered discretion it was satisfied with his coopera

tion As requested defendant testified at the trial of code- U.S Higgins No 1-1877 3d Cir June 16 1992

fendant but the codefendant was acquitted and the govern- Hutchinson Affirmed in part remanded To the extent

meat refused to make the 5K1 motion At the sentencing that the disparity of sentences among the co-defendants is al

hearing defendant claimed the refusal was in bad faith but the leged to be mitigating factor this is not proper basis for

district court accepted the governments reasons for refusing downward departure However the district court erred in

and ruled without making specific findings that the govern- holding it could not consider defendants claim that his youth

ment acted in good faith significantfamilytiesandresponsibilitiesandstablecmploy

The appellate court remanded for further proceedings ment record warranted departurecourt has discretion to dc-

The record indicated that the only cooperation sought from part if one of these factors can be characterized as extraordi

defendant was his truthful testimony and there was no cvi- nary and should consider whether defendants circurnstanc

dence or claim by the government that he testified untruth- es fall within the very narrow category of extraordinary.

fully Of the six reasons offered by the government for its

refusal only onethat defendants testimony was inconsis-
Exrwr OF DEPARTURE

sent with that of another testifying codefendantmight be
US Streit No.90-105099th Cir May 191992 as

valid as matter of law However remand was
amended Goodwin Affirmed in part and remanded

because no specific finding was made on that issue The appel-
Defendant inflicted bodily injury on arresting officers that

latecourtindicatedthattheinquiryonremandwouldbeaffec-
was not accounted for in his offense guideline The district

ted by the particular circumstances of this case me clistriet
court properly departed under 5K2.2 p.s by analogizing to

Łourt is of course obligated in most cases to allow consider-
2A2.2b3XA aavated assault but incoivecily gave

able deference to the governments evaluation of defen-
two two-level increasesone for each officer iniured

dants cooperation But where the contemplated cooperation
because under the rules for grouping offenses only one two-

involves solely in-court testimony as it apparently did here
level increase would have resulted.

the district court is well-situated to review the defendants DEPARTURE AnovE CATEGORY VI

performance of his obligations under the plea agreement US Spears No.89-31547th Cir.June 91992 Bauer
U.S Knights No 92-1016 24 Cir June 23 CJ Affirmed Defendant who was already in criminal

Pratt .1.
history category VI would have been career offender had

MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES two prior
assaults not been consolidated It was eminently

US Vilchez No 91-50429 9th Cir June 23 1992
reasonable and related to thesiructureof the Guidelines to

Tang Remanded District court had no authority
departupwar nd sentence defendantwith nth range for the

depart downward to reduce disparity between this defendant
offense level midway between his offense level and level he

and another participant in the same heroin distribution scheme
would have been assigned as career offender.

who was arrested several months earlier was tried in stale US Streit No.90-105099th Cir May 19 1992 as

courtandreceivedashortezsentence.GovemrnentSdeciSiofl amended Goodwin Affirmed in part and remanded

to leave one case in state court and try the other in federal court We decline to mandate that sentencing judges adhere to any

was not an unusual circumstance and the desire to equalize one particular approach to departures beyond his-

state and federal sentences does not constitute permissible tory category VI We do require however that the sentencing

basis for departure. See also U.S Reyes No 91-50301 court follow some reasonable articulated methodology con-

9th Cir June 81992 Pregerson affirmed district court sistent with the purposes and structure of the guidelines For

properly held it did not have authority to grant downward career offender district court could calculate departure by

departure where defendants co-accused was tried in state horizontal analogy to hypothetical categories above VI

court and received much lower sentence U.S Mejia 953 Accord U.S Schinude 901 F.2d 555 560 7th Cir 1990

F.2d 4614689th Cirmay not depart downward to avoid GSU6 See also U.S.v Molina 952 F.2d 514522 D.C

unequal treatment of codefendants cert denied 112 Ct Cir 1992 approach in Schmude appears to make thçmost
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sense U.S Jackson 921 F.24 985993 10th Cir 1990 responsibility for comzniuing that crime such role is con-

en banc Schmude method acceptable However the sen- duct related to the offense and thus proper grist for the

tence must be remanded because the court did not adequately acceptance of responsibility mill.

explain how it calculated the hypothetical categories or why ABUSE OF POSITION OF TRUST
itfoundcategorylXappropriateiBlherthan Vilor VIII

U.S Williams No 91-1371 10th Cit June 11992
Also the district court improperly increased the offense

level vertical analogy in setting Ue departure Jactors
MooreJ Affirmed 3B 1.3 enhancement fcxa military pay

account technician and auditor who embezzled funds Court
to be considered in departing from

noted In determining whether defendant was in position

categories are distinct from those relevant to departing from
of trust courts have considered number of factors These

inappropriate offense levels and thus nior criminal conduct
include the extent to which the position provides the freedom

reflecting an inadequate criminal history score does nOt
to commit difficult-to-detect wrong and whether an abuse

provide the basis for an offense level departure. Accord

U.S Jones 948 F.2d 732 739 D.C Cit 1991 u.s
could be simply or readily noticed defendants dutie

Thornton 922 F.2d 1490149410th Cit 1990
compared to those of other employees defendants leveof

specialized knowledge defendants level of authority in the

CRIMINAL HISTORY position and the level of public trust Citations omitted.

U.S SpearsNo 89-31547th Cir.June9 1992 Bauer

CJ Affirmed upward departure District held
General Application Principles

defendants criminal history categoryfifteen prior convic- INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS AS PART OF

tions and confinement for 20 out of past 32 yearsdid not cOOPERATION AGREEMENT

adequately reflect the seriousness of his pastcnminal conduct U.S Marsh 963 F.2d 725th Cit 1992 pet coriam

orthe likelihood thathe would commitfuturecrimes4A1.3 Remanded When defendant pursuant to lB 1.8a enters

p.s Thecourt also held that defendant fit the classic profile
into cooperation agreement with government that states he

of career recidivist who is threat to the public welfare and would not be prosecuted further for activities thatoccurred or

safety under 5K2 14 p.s and the appellate court found no arose out of participation in the crime charged self-

error in the judges factual findings incriminating information provided to probation officer may

not be used against him in sentencing. See also U.S.S.G

Adjustments 1B1.8 comment n.5 Nov 1991 lB 1.8a limits useof

AccrANcE OF RESPONSIBILITY
self-incriminating information in determining guideline

range e.g where the defendant subsequent to having en
U.S Frazier No 91-58654th Cit June 12 1992

terecl into acooperation agreement repeats such information

Luuig Affirmed the acceptance of
to die probation officer preparing the presentence report

responsibility reduction on defendants waiver of his Fifth

Amendment privilege against self-incrimination does not pe-
MoRE THAN MINIMAL PLANNING

nalize the defendant.. in violation of theFifth Amendment U.S Maciaga.No 91-3075 7th Cit June 1992

The 3E1.1 reduction was properly denied to defendant who Kanne Reversed Pan-time bank security guard who

stole 1200 money orders worth over five million dollars stole nighidepositbag did notengage in more than minimal

admiuedstealingthem andcooperatedwiththegovemmentin planning 2B1.lb5 and 1BI comment n.1f Dc-

returning most of the remaining uncashed money orders but fendants offense was much less complicated and show
refused to further assist the government in locating the rest of much less premeditation than other cases where the enhance-

the orders on the ground that doing so required providing ment has been applied involved little activity outside of his

information that might expose him to further prosecution normal dutiesanddidnotinvolverepeatedactSOveraPeriOd

Accord U.S Mow-rang 914 F.2d 699 706-07 5th Cit of time.Furthermcredefendants steps toconceal his crime

1990 Contra U.S Rodriguez 959 F.2d 19319598 11th were not out of the ordinary and there was no evidence of any

Cit 1992 per curiam section 3E1.1 does not allow the advance plahning in Maciagas efforts atconcealment

judge to weigh against the defendant the defendants exercise U.S Williams No 91-1371 10th Cit June 1992
of constitutional or statutory rights 23 U.S

Moore Affirmed Notingthatmore than minimalplan

Frjerson945F.2d650658-603dCir 1991 denial of reduc-
ning is deemed present in any case involving repeated acts

tion forrefusal toadmitconductbeyondoffenseof conviction
over period of time see IB1.1 comment n.1f court

violates Fifth Amendment U.S Wau910F.2d
held that embezzler engaged in more than minimal planning

5875929th Cir 1990 court cannc consider against do- 2B 1.1b5 where embezzlements occurred over per

fendantanyconstitutionally protected conduct
ind of sii months and involved numerous computer entries

US Oliveras 905 F.2d623626-28 2d Cu 1990 percur- 1f sifiemtSW to conceal the crimes.

lamdenying reduction for refusal to admit to crimeS outside

offense pled to violates Fifth Amendment US Perez- Sentencing Procedure
Franco 873 F.2d 455463-641st Cit 1989 GSU UNLAWFULLY SEIZED EE

US Shipley 963 F.24 565th Cit 1992 per curiam U.S Jessup No 91-6296 10th Cit June 11 1992

Affirmed Propertodeny3E1.1 reductiontodefendantwho Belot Dist. Affirmed In denying 3E1.1 reduction for

clearly admitted and accepted full responsibility for the failure to accept responsibility the district court could con-

offense but denied he was leader under 3B1.1 Even ti evidence obtained in violation of state law thatrndicated

though leadership role in the offense of conviction is covered defendant had continued to engage in sim ilar criminal activity

in different section of the guidàlines than is acceptance of after his arrest and indictment.
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7th Circuit reverses determination that Se-
10th Cfrcuit rejects vindictive sentence claim

curity guards two bank thefts Involved
since total sentence after appeal was shortà

more than minimal planning Pg 110 Defendant was originally sentenced to 20

years on three counts 10 years concurrent on
2nd CIrcuit reverses estimate of past grow- another count five-year concurrent sentence on

Ing activity based upon number of plants
another count and five-year sentence on an add

rather thanweight produced Pg
tional count to run consecutively He successfully

appealed and was resentenced On remand he was
5th CIrcuit rejects enhancement under prior

sentenced to 10 years on one count plus two five-

guideline for believing government sting
year consecutive sentences He àomplalned

funds were drug proceeds Pg because the five year term of Imprisonment which

originally was to run concurrently to his other
10th Circuit upholds vulnerable victim en-

sentences was changed after remand to run
hancement for defendant who raped

consecutively The 10th Circuit rejected the claim
woman with double mastectomy Pg

of vindictive resentencing since after remand

defendant actually received total sentence which
11th Circuit rejects obstruction enhance-

was lighter His original sentence totalled 25 years
mont for defendant who hid Coast Guard

Imprisonment while on remand be was sentenced
boarding slip in his shoe Pg 11

to total of 20 years U.S Sullivan F.2d

10th Cir June 12 1992 No 91-7046
4th Circuit rules acceptance of responsibil

ity reduction may be conditioned upon icle describes 1992 amendments to
waiver of 5th Amendment rights Pg 11

Guidees 110 In Commission Sends 31

Amendments to Congress Paul Hokr Senior
D.C Circuit holds that downward criminal

Research Associate Federal Judicial Center
history departure may be made for ôareer

describes the 1992 amendments to the guldellne
offenders Pg 13

whIch will take effect November 1992 unless

Congress affirmatively dissents He gives particular
9th Circuit says even though California prior

attention to amendments responsive to Judicial
could have been treated as misde-

Conference recommendations I.e alternatives to

meanor it was felony Pg 14
IncarceratIon departures relevant conduct and

acceptance of responsibility He also discusses the
3rd Circuit holds that in exceptional circum-

amendments to the plea bargaining guidelines and
stances specific offender characteristics

offers Insight Into why some proposed amendments
can support downward departure Pg 16

were not adopted FED SENT RYFR 310 May

6th Circuit upholds consideration of hear-
June 1992

say at sentencing until en banc court
5th cuit holds that district court was

Issues its decision in Silverman P9 19
required rule on governments section 8K1.1
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motion prior to sentencing 115710 The 5th used to achieve those ends and the similarity In

Circuit held that the district court erroneously the evidence used to prove the activities The court

withheld ruling on the governments motion under noted that defendants post-guidelines activity was

section 5K1 .1 until after sentencing district generally related to personal use while the earlier

court Is required to rule on governments section activities were more profit-oriented Judge

5K1.1 motion before It Imposes sentence Section Campbell dissented U.S Cloutler F.2d 1st

5K1.1 operates at sentencing while Fed Crhn dr June 1992 No 91-1435

35b under which the government may move to

resentence defendant to reflect substantIal 8th Circuit holds that district court gave ade-

assistance rendered after the original sentence quate reasons for nImumguidelines sentence

operates after sentence ha been Imposed 135775 Defendant had guideline rangeof 151

refusal to rule on section 5K1 motion conflicts to 188 months and received 188 month seence
with this temporal framework Postponing section She argued that the guidelines violated due process5K ruling would vest the district court with the by preventing the district court from considering

discretion to resentence which was taken away at the specific circumstances of her crime The 8th

the time the sentencing guidelines took effect Circuit summarily rejected this claim When
Amendment to Rule 35 effective the same date as guideline range exceeds 24 months due process

the guidelines removed scntenclng courts and 18 U.S.C section 3553c1 require the court

discretion to resentence on its own motion U.S to state Its reasons for Imposing sentence at

Mitchell F.2d 5th CIr June 19 1992 No 91- particular point within the sentencing range The

1864 district court satisfied this obligation at sentencing

by stating as its reasons the ongoing nature of

Article questions proposed 1992 ex post facto defendants offenses and the need to deter

amendment to guidelInes 130 In The Er Post defendant from committing those offenses In the

Facto Amendment Steven Salkey and Robert future U.S Jones F.2d 8th CIr June

Gulackquestlon the wisdom and need for 1992 Pro- 1992 No 91-1987

posed Amendment which would create new

section 2B 1.11 of the Guidelines titled Use of 9th Circuit upholds filing case In federal court

Guidelines Manual in Effect on Date of Sentencing _____________________________________
Policy Statement The authors note that the

amendment was adopted without public comment
The Federal Sentencing and Forfeiture Guide

after the Commissions ex post facto position
Newsletter is part of comprehensive service that

rejected in U.S Bell 788 F.Supp 413 N.D Iowa
Includes main volume blanuial supplements

1992 The new amendment does not track the bimonthly indexes and biweekly newsletters The

Commissions position In Bell Rather It says that
main volume 3rd Ed hardcover 1100 pp covers

the guidelines in effect on the date of sentencing are
ALL Sentencing Guidelines and Forfeiwre cases pub

lished since 1987 Every sL months the newsletters
applicable unless this would violate the cx post

facto clause in which case the entire Guidelines
are merged into supplement with full citations and

Manual in effect on the date the offense was subsequent history

committed should be used FED SENT Rpm 317

May/June 1992
Annual Subscription price 8295 Includes main

volume supplements Indexes and 26 newsletters

1st Circuit finds conspiracy ended before guide-

lines took effect 132 The district court found

that the drug conspiracy ended in 1989 and Editors

sentenced defendant under the guidelines The 1st Roger Haines Jr

Kevin Cole Professor of Law
Circuit reversed holding that although defendant

continued to be involved in drug conspiracy alter
University of San Diego

Jennifer Woll
November 1987 the effective date of the

guidelines this conspiracy was different from the

one with which defendant had been charged The
Publisher

court identified several factors to consider in decid-
Kathy McCoy

ing whether activity Is part of separate conspiracies

or single conspiracy when the activity occurred CopyrIght 1992 James Publishing Group P.O Box

the location of the activity the Identities of the per-
25202 Santa Ana CA 92799 Telephone 1-714-755-

5450 All rIghts reserved
sons involved the co-conspirators ends the means
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even though it resulted from state parole
search 135 Defendant claimed that because thIs 8th Circuit affirms that life sentence ifor
case originated as state parole search It should defendant with two prior drug felonies was not
have stayed In the California court system The 9th cruel and unusual 140 For violatIng 21 U.s.c
Circuit rejected the argument relying on U.S section 841bX1XA the district court sentenced
Nance F.2d 9th CIr May 18 1992 No 91 defendant as career offender with two prior drug
30193 which held that with united exceptions felony convictions to mandatory sentence of life

due process is not violated by the referral of cases In prison without parole The 8th CircuIt rejected
for federal rather than state prosecution Other defendants claim that section 841bX1XAs
courts are In agreement U.S Williams F.2d mandatory life sentence constituted cruel and

10th CIr May 1992 No 90-4135 U.S unusual punishment In Harmelin MIchigan 111
Parson 955 F.2d 858 873 n.22 3rd dr 1992 S.Ct 2680 1991 the Supreme Court concluded
U.S Allen 954 F.2d 1160 1165-66 6th CIr that sentence of life without parole for serious

1992 U.S Carter 953 F.2d 1449 1461-62 5th drug crime was not cruel and unusual punishment
Cir 1992 Here defendants case was referred to U.S Jones F.2d 8th dr June 1992 No
the attorneys office for review and prosecution and 91-1987
the 9th Circuit assumedJ that the United States

Attorney exercised proper discretion to prosecute in
A1icatIon Prlncinlesfederal court U.S Robinson F.2d 9th
Generall Cha tarJune 15 1992 No 90-10433

9th Circuit says that decision to bring federal 7th Circuit reverses determination that security
rather than state charges unreviewable 135 guards two bank thefts Involved more than
Defendants argued that the government violated minimal planning 180220 Defendant
their due process rights by bringing federal rather security guard at bank stole money from the
than state charges against them The 9th CIrcuit night depostory on two different occasions The
held that it lacked authority to review this claim second theft occurred after defendant accIdentaly
noting that It had recently held that prosecutors set off one of the alarms The 7th Circuit reversed

charging decision cannot be judicially reviewed an enhancement for more than niin1mI plnnning
absent prima fade showing that It rested on an Defendants Offenses did not Involve more planning
Impermissible basis such as gender or race U.S than typical The fact that in both thefts defendant
Redondo-Lemos 955 F.2d 1296 1300-01 9th CIr deactivated the alarm was not significant since
1992 U.S DIaz F.2d 9th dr April 15 deactIvating the alarm was part of his ordinary
1992 U.S Nance F.2d 9th CIr May 18 duties Defendant did not commit repeated acts
1992 The court observed that defendants did not over period of time The appellate court Ibund no
claim that discrimination on the basis of any cases where the enhancement was applied to fewer

suspect characteristic played role in their referral than three repeated acts Finally defendant did not
to federal court U.S Sitton F.2d 9th dIr do anything extraordinary to conceal his crime
July 1992 No 91-50 154 When the enhancement has been applied based on

significant steps to conceal an offense evidence of

5th CircuIt rules that upward departure for some pre-offense planning of the concealment has
armed career offender was not cruel and unusual been present Here there was no evidence of any
or double punishment 140510 Defendants advance planning of defendants efforts at

guidelIne range was enhanced under the armed concealment U.S Maclaga F.2d 7th dir.
career criminal statute from 33 to 41 months to June 1992 No 1-3075

mandatory mInimum 180 months based on his

three prior convictions The 5th Circuit rejected 5th Circuit holds that Chapter policy
defendants claim that an upward departure to statements are advisory not binding 180800
sentence of 230 months based on the seriousness Defendants supervIsed release was revoked after he
of his criminal history was cruel and unusual or tested positive for cocaine Although policy
double penalty for the same conduct In U.S statement 7B1.4 provided for sentence of 12 to 18
FIelds 923 F.2d 358 5th CIr 1990 the court held months the dIstrIct court rejected this range and
that an upward departure of sentence already Imposed 24-month sentence The 5th CIrcuit

enhanced under 18 U.S.C section 924e1 was affirmed holding that while the Chapter polIcy
permissible U.S Carpenter F.2d 5th CIr statements -must be considered by the court they
June 1992 No 91-8381 are advisory and not binding The sentencing

FEDERAL SENFENCING FORFEmJRE GUIDE
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commission chose to issue policy statements in authorized the police to destroy the chemical

Chapter rather than guidelines to provide mixtures except for retained samples provided that

greater flexibility to the courts This Indicates that photographs were taken of the mixtures and thelr

the commission did not intend for the policy containers before destruction The order did not

statements of Chapter to be binding on the authorize the destruction of the containers but the

courts This holding does not conflict with agents decided to destroy them as well because they

interpretations of other policy statements In the were contaminated by the hazardous chemical

guidelines such as sectIon 5K and section mixtures The 5th CircuIt relying on an

5H 1.1 UnlIke these sections the policy statements unpublished opinion found no violation of

in Chapter do not interpret or explain any statute defendants due process and confrontation rights

or guideline U.S Headrtck F.2d 5th Cir Defendants were afforded ample opportunity to

June 11 1992 No 91-1854 show that the governments evidence as to drug

quantity was incorrect They were not deprived of

1st Circuit affirms that loss calculation should their right to confrontation Defendants could have

include amount of interest victim lost on but did not call the DEA chemist to testi1r at

embezzled funds 220 Defendant bankruptcy sentencing regarding his calculations of the

trustee embezzled approximately $174000 and volumes in the containers U.S Sherrod F.2d

deposited It into accOunts he controlled An auditor 5th Cir June 23 1992 No 90-4467

concluded that the embezzled funds would have

earned more than 10000 Interest in the victIms 5th Circuit upholds application of more lenient

account The 1st CircuIt affirmed that the lost statutory provision 245 Defendants were con
Interest was properly included in the calculation of victed of manufacturing 17.5 kilograms of mixture

loss under guideline sthtion 2B 1.1 The court also containing methamphetamine The version of 21

held that on remand for other reasons the district U.S.C section 841 In effect at the time defendants

court must accept as cOrrect the auditors $10000 committed their drug offenses set forth two different

figure as the amount Of the lost Interest Defendant penalties for identical violations of section 841a In-

did not challenge the $10000 interest calculation volving 100 grams or more of substance

In the presentence report did not object to the contaIning methamphetamine Defendants were

calculation at sentenàlng did not seek to call the sentenced under the more lenient provision 21
auditor as witness and did not on appeal give U.S.C section 841b1XB Instead of section

any reason for the court to believe that the figure 84bXl The 5th CIrcuit affirmed that under

was incorrect U.S ii Curran F.2d 1st CIr this prior version of the statute and following the

June 12 1992 No91-1990 rule of lenity defendants were properly sentenced

under the more lenient statutory provision U.S

7th Circuit upholds application of extortion Sherrod F.2d 5th Cir June 23 1992 No 90-

guideline to defendant who sent threatenIng 4467

letter 224 Defendant and co-defendant sent

letter to woman which demanded $25000 and 8th CircuIt says defendant was not accountable

threatened that if the woman did not pay up the for drug quantity alleged In indictment

house would be blOrn up and she could forget 245275 Although the court agreed with the

about life The 7th CircuIt affirmed the presentence reports determination that defendant

application of guideline section 2B3.2 Extortion could not be tied to more than the .5 grams that he

rather than section 2A6.1 Threatening actually sold it felt that it was bound by the juiys

Communications Defendant was not convicted verdict to give defendant mandatory minimum

merely of making threatening communications but sentence of 10 years for conspiring to distribute at

of attempting to force the intended victim to give least 50 grams of crack The 8th Circuit reversed

defendant $25000 by threatening to harm the Although the district court read the indictment to

victim and her property Whether defendant In- the jury the generic conspiracy instruction did not

tended to carry out the threat was irrelevant U.S require the July to link defendant to specific

Johnson F.2d 7th CIr June 12 1992 No quantity of crack The evidence did not support

91-1857 determination that defendant was aware that he

had Joined large-scale conspiracy For activities

5th Circuit holds that destruction of drug of co-conspirator to be reasonably foreseeable to

mixture prior to weighing did not violate due defendant they must fall within the scope of th
process or confrontation rights 242250 The agreementbetween the defendant and the other

magistrate who issued the search warrant conspirators Simply because defendant knows

FEDERAL SENTENCING AND F0RFErrJRE GUIDE
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that dealer he works with sells large amounts of

drugs to other people does not make the defendant 2nd CIrcuit reverses estimate of past growing
liable for the dealers other activities Defendant activity based on number of plants rather than
never received any benefits from his co-con- weight produced 253 Police seized

spirators large quantity sales and received only approximately 3700 mature marijuana plants from
few rocks for his services Judge Gibson dissented two highly sophisticated marijuana farms operated
U.S Jones F.2d 8th CIr June 1992 No by defendant and his co-conspirators To
91-1987 determIne defendants sentence the Judge began

with the number of marijuana plants seized during
8th CIrcuit say first and second convictions Un- the police searches estimated the number of plants
der section 924c may arise in same In- grown previously and applied the guidelines to

dictment but recommends rehearing en banc treat each plant as the equivalent of one kilogram of

245280 330 Defendant was convicted of six dli- marijuana Defendant contended that the
ferent drug offenses and two counts of using estimates of past growing activity should have been
firearm during drug transaction In violation of 18 based on evidence of weight produced not plants
U.S.C section 924c Although he had no prior grown The 2nd CIrcuit agreed since the

felony convictions defendant received 44-year uncontroverted evidence Indicated that defendants
sentence 19 years for the six drug offenses farms produced an amount of marijuana
ccnsecutIve five year sentence for the first count of substantially less than that used for sentencing
uing firearm during drug crime and an The total thy weight of marijuana produced over the
additional consecutive sentence of 20 years for the life of the operations when added to the 3700
second count of using firearm during drug plants actually seized supported sentence for

crime The 8th CircuIt affirmed Section 924c 4000 kilograms rather than the 11000 kilograms
mandates fiveyear sentence for first offense used for sentencing U.S Blume F.2d 2nd
and In the case of second or subsequent con- CIr June 10 1992 No 91-1570
viction sentence of 20 years Under Circuit

precedent defendants first and second 8th CIrcuit affirms quantity estimate based
convictions may arise from counts alleged In the upon cooperating co-conspirators testimony
same indictment Because section 924c might 254 The 8th CIrcuit affirmed the district courts
reasonably be read to require that an offender be attribution to defendant of 69 pounds of
convicted of his first offense before he commits the methamphetamine even though only four pounds
offense resulting in his second conviction the panel were actually seized by the government The
suggested that this issue be reheard en banc district court was permitted to estimate the amount
Judge Gibson dissented from the suggestion to of drugs involved in the conspiracy Here the court
rehear the issue en banc U.S Jones F.2d based Its estimation of drug quantity Involved In the

8th CIr June 1992 No 91-1987 conspIracy on cooperating co-conspirators trial

testimony The district court was entitled to believe
5th Circuit affirms sentence based upon weight the co-conspirator and the appellate court would
of mixture In the formative stages of not disturb the lower courts credibility

manufacturing process 252 Defendants were determination Senior Judge Bright concurred
convicted of manufacturing metharnphetamlne separately to protest the draconian sentences
They contended that It was improper to base their required by the sentencing guidelines in this casd
sentences upon the full weight of the chemical U.S England F.2d 8th CIr June 1992
mixture found in their laboratory because It only No 91-2128
contained small quantity of methamphetamine
The 5th Circuit rejected their claim that the 5th CIrcuit upholds estimate where chemicals
Supreme Courts decision In Chapman United and their containers were destroyed 254770
States 111 S.Ct 1919 1991 effectively overruled DEA agents who searched defendants
the line of cases holding that district court should methamphetamine laboratory destroyed the
consider the total weight of substance containing chemical mixtures and their containers except for

detectable amount of methamphetamlne The retained samples but took photographs of the
court expressly declined to follow recent cases In mixtures and their containers before destruction
other circuits which have refused to include pol- Although the agents initial estimate was that the
onous by-products or uningestlble carriers In the laboratory contained 4.5 kilograms of the

weight of drug U.S Sherrod F.2d 5th methamphetanine mixture the 5th Circuit affirmed
Cir June 23 1992 No 90-4467 the determination that the laboratory contained

FEDERAL SENTENCING AND FORFEITURE GUIDE
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17.5 kilograms The original estimate was not were relevant conduct 270 Defendant

based on accurate measurements made at the contended that drug purchases he made In St

sàene but was conservative guess Before the Louis were unrelated to the drug conspiracy for
trial began DEA agent obtained and measured which he was convicted and thus could not be

the capacity of standard Coke canister of the kind considered relevant conduct The 6th Circuit held

that had been destroyed Also he reworked his that even though the drugs were purchased from

estimate of the volume of the cake pan which had different source they were relevant conduct

been destroyed based on measurements of the pan because they were procured for the same purpose

made at the time of the search Based upon these or scheme as the offense of conviction for

calculations DEA chemist testified that the distribution In Cincinnati by defendant and his

methamphetamine mixture totalled 17.5 kilograms confederates Judge Cohn dissented U.S

U.S Sherrod F.2d 5thCIr June 23 1992 Ushery F.2d 6th Cir June 18 1992 No 91-

No 90-4467 5715

10th Circuit affirms determination of 5th CIrcuit rejects determination that 20 kilo

marijuanas net weight based upon estimate by grams to be distributed by supplier was

case agent 254 Defendant was arrested after reasonably foreseeable to customer 275 drug

accepting from an undercover agent three suitcases supplier notified his customers that he was

filled with marijuana The actual net amount of expecting shipment of cocaine Defendant was

marijuana was never weighed by the government one of those customers and he requested couple

and the amount used for sentencing was based on of ounces The entire shipment was 20 kIlograms

an estimate of the weight attributing eight percent The 5th CircuIt held that defendant could not be

of the gross weight of 100 pounds to packaging held accountable for the entire 20 kilograms to be

The 10th CircuIt found no abuse of discretion In distributed by the supplier rejecting the district

basing the net of the marijuana on the estimate of courts determination that the 20 kilograms was

the case agent There was testimony by the case reasonably foreseeable to defendant Although

agent that he weighed the packaged marijuana in defendant admitted that he had purchased cocaine

the suitcases and that It weighed 100 pounds from the supplier In the past and It was reasonable

Contrary to U.S Customs practice the agent to infer that defendant knew his supplier was

calculated eIght percent as packaging rather than dealing In amounts larger than few ounces It was

five to give the defendant the benefit of the doubt quite leap from one-half kilogram to 20 kIlo-

since some of the marijuana was packaged in cello- grams There was only the barest evidence that de

phane and some In heavier contact paper The fendant had relationship with the supplier and

agents estimate was based on his experience with there was no indication of the regularity of his pur
the weights of different types of packaging U.S chases the amounts he purchased or the length of

Clonts F.2d 10th Cir June 15 1992 No 91- tIme he had been associated with his suppliers

2044 Moreover there was no Indication that defendant

was aware of the other members of the conspiracy

11th Circuit affirms sentence based upon full or the extent of their purchases U.S MltcheU

amount under negotiation 265 Defendant con- F.2d 5th CIr June 19 1992 No 91-1864

tested the district court attributing two kilograms of

cocaine to him because he claimed he and his co- 9th Circuit says leniency toward co-conspirator

cànspirators agreed to purchase and were only ca- did not bar sentencing defendant for all the

pable of purchasing quarter kilogram The ith heroin 275 Three of defendants co-defendants

Circuit rejected this argument since the evidence transported heroin from Nigeria by carrying It in

showed that defendant negotiated purchase of two their digestive tracts The defendant was convicted

kilograms from the confidential Informant and mdi- on being Involved In conspiracy with the three In

cated an interest in later purchasing up to sIx kilo- sentencing one of the couriers the district court

grams At the tune of the actual transaction how- took into consideration only the amount of heroin

ever the defendants only had enough money on he actually carried because it found that he was

hand to purchase one quarter kilogram of cocaine unaware of the heroin smuggled by the other two

U.S Gates F.2d 11th CIr June 10 1992 The 9th Circuit held that the fact that the court

No 91-8083 exercised leniency In sentencing the courier did not

preclude It from finding that defendant was

6th Circuit affirms that drugs urcbased from accountable for the amount of heroin possessed by

different source for distribution In same city all the members of the conspiracy The evidence
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showed that the defendant was knowing systems at grossly inflated prices by promising
participant throughout the conspiracy U.S them misleading vacation prize The district coult

Egbunlwe F.2d 92 D.A.R 9120 9th CIr computed the loss udder guideline section 2F1.1by
June 30 1992 No 91-50378 subtractIng the wholesale cost of the water

purification system $50 and of the prize $30 from
8th Circuit affirm firearm enhancement despite the price each victith paid $400 resulting In net

acquittal on related charges 280 The 8th loss of $320 per victim Since total of 150 aye-
Circuit rejected defendants claim that an acquittal tems were sold the total loss was found to be
under 18 U.S.C section 924c for carrying $48000 The 10th CircuIt affirmed holding that

weapon In connection with drug-trafficking crime this determination of each victims net out-of-

barred an enhancement under section 2D1.1b1 pocket loss more closely corresponded to the

for similar conduct In order to obtain conviction definition of loss In the guidelines than benefit of

under section 924c the conduct must be proven the bargain computation The court rejected

beyond reasonable doubt while the enhancement defendants claim that the district court should
need only be proven by preponderance of the have used the manufacturers suggested retail price
evidence Here the evidence was sufficient to $598 as the value of the system and that the

support the enhancement Each defendant had value of the vacation prize list of timeshare

large cache of weapons in his home Two witnesses condominiums depended upon how much an
testified that the defendants used firearms for individual used It The measure of the value of

protection of their drug business during the course goods Is the fair market value The fact that the

of the conspiracy At the time of his arrest while manufacturer of the water system recommended
on his way to pick up drugs one defendant had retail price 12 tImes the wholesale price did not

weapon and ammunition In his car During necessarily determine the fair market value U.S
searches of other defendants home police found Jennuso F.2d 10th Cir June 23 1992 No
weapons near drug paraphernalia U.S England 91-2263

F.2d 8th CIr June 1992 No 91-2128

Circuit affirm that felon who possessed
11th CircuIt upholds firearm enhancement firearm used It In drug offense 330 Defendant
based on co-conspirator possession of firearm was convicted of among other crimes being felon

284 Defendant argued that an enhancement In possession of firearm Guidelines section

under section 2D1.1b1 for possessing firearm 2K2.1cXl provides that if the firearm was used Or

during drug trafficking crime was improper possessed in connection with another offense the

because he was unaware of the two guns stored offense level for that offense should be applied If It

under the front seat of his co-conspirators truck Is higher The district court determined that the

The 11th Circuit upheld the enhancement co firearm was used in the manufacture of marijuana
conspirators possession of firearm will support plants and other drug offense and accordingly as-

enhancement of second co-conspirators offense signed defendant the higher drug offense level The
level under section 2D 1.1 th the firearm 10th CircuIt affirmed the district courts determina

possessor was charged as co-conspirator the tloæ that defendant used the weapon In or during
co-conspirator possessed the firearm in furtherance the commission of drug crime Defendants
of the conspiracy and the co-conspirator who Is access to firearms not only facilitated his drug
to receive the sentence enhancement was member manufacturing efforts but also provided the type of

of the conspiracy at the time that his-conspirator protection the defendant believed he needed for the

possessed the firearm These three prongs were operation Furthermore co-conspirator testified

met The three defendants were convicted of that defendant possessed clip of ammunition
conspiracy to distribute cocaine two members of U.S Sullivan F.2d 10th dr June 12 1992
the conspiracy were convicted of possession of No 91-7046
firearm during and in furtherance of drug
transaction and defendant was member of the 5th Circuit rejects enhancement under prior

cocaine conspiracy when his co-conspirators guideline for believing sting funds were drug
possessed the firearms U.S Gates F.2d proceeds 360 Defendant was convicted of money
11th Cir June 10 1992 No 91-8083 launderIng Section 2S1.1bXl provides for an en

hancement If the defendant knew that the funds
10th Circuit base loss in consumer fraud case were the proceeds of an unlawful drug activity
on consumers net out-of-pocket loss 300 Defendant -datthed that this enhancement was
Defendant Induced people to buy water purification inapplicable to him because the money involved In
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his offense was not the proceeds of an unlawful establish presumption but merely establishes the

activity but government sting money Relying on amount of unreported Income as the legally

the amended section effective November 1991 operative fact for determining the guideline range
the 5th CircuIt reversed the enhancement The The court said that the guideline affects only

amended section which was not applicable to sentencing and does not create an evidentlary

defendant provides that the enhancement applies If presumption Defendant was mistaken In relying

the defendant knew or believed that the funds were on cases that involved the use of presumptions In

the proceeds of an unlawful activity The revised proving elements of crime at the guilt phase of tn
guideline reflects the enactment of section a3 of als U.S Barskt F.2d 9th CIr July
18 U.S.C section 1956 that authOrIzes undercover 1992 No 91-50615

sting operations In money laundering cases The

addition of the word believe suggested that the
Arllustments Chanter

word know in the prior version was Insufficient
___________________________________

by itself to cover government sting money Hence
the enhancement was In error U.S Breque 10th CircuIt upholds vulnerable victim enhance

F.2d 5th CIr June 15 1992 No 1-5625 ment for defendant who raped woman with

double mastectomy 4.10 After escaping from

6th Circuit affirms application of 1990 version prison defendant kidnapped 57-year old woman
of money laundering guideline 360 Defendant to obtain her car Shortly after the abduction

was convicted of attempted money laundering in defendant stopped the car In remote area and

violation of 18 U.S.C section 1956aX3B He sexually assaulted her He told the woman that he

argued that he should not have been sentenced was aroused because she had no breasts The 10th

under the November 1990 versIon of the sentencing Circuit affirmed vulnerable victim enhancement

guidelines because section 2S1.1 the guideline under guideline section 3A1.1 The government
under which he was sentenced was drafted before introduced evidence that the victim appeared
enactment of 18 U.S.C section 1956aX3 Thus It elderly weIghed 97 pounds was less than five feet

was designed to punish class of defendants to three inches tall and was In weakened condition

which he did not belong The 6th CircuIt found no because she had suffered double mastectomy
clear error In the district courts application of the Most Importantly the record revealed that during

guidelines Further the district court correctly the course of the kidnapping the defendant decided

enhanced defendants offense level because the to sexually assault the woman Section 3A1.1

evidence was sufficient to provide that defendant encompasses cases in which defendant while

had the necessary knowledge of belief that the committing the offense for which he Is convicted

source of the funds for the transaction was drug targets the victim for related criminal conduct

activity U.S Loehr F.2d 6th CIr June 10 because he knows the victim Is unusually

1992 No 91-1655 vulnerable to that criminal conduct U.S Pearce

_F.2d_lOth CIr June 18 1992No 91-71 18

7th Circuit upholds enhancement for defendant

who hid assets 370 Defendant was convicted of 9th Circuit remands where court failed to state

tax evasion The district court increased his base that It accepted the probation offlcers

offense level under section 2T1.2b2 because de- recommendation 430 There was nothing In the

fendant employed sophisticated means to conceal record to indicate whether or not the district court

his crimes The 7th Circuit found no clear error in accepted the probation officers recommendation to

this finding in light of defendants use of so-called enhance the base offense level for defendants lead-

warehouse bank to deposit his assets ership role Although evidence exists that would

anonymously and defendants deposit of other satisfy the requirements of section 3B1.1a the

assets into sons account U.S Becker F.2d district courts utter failure to perform the requisite

7th CIr June 1992 No 1-2737 inquiry of evaluating that evidence on the record

requires us to remand this issue U.S Harrison-

9th CircuIt upholds guideline calculating tax Phltpot F.2d 9th CIr July 1992 No 89-

loss as 28% of unreported Income 370 30212.

Defendant argued that U.S.S.G 2T1.3aXl violates

due process because it creates an Irrebutable 6th Circuit holds that leadership role in relevant

presumption that tax loss is 28% of unreported conduct justified enhancement 431 Defendant

taxable income The 9th Circuit rejected the held leadership role in criminal operation that

argument ruling that the guideline does not constituted relevant conduct for the offense of
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conviction The 6th Circuit held that defendants U.S SherncL F.2d 5th CIr June 23 1992

leadership role In the relevant conduct mandated No 90-4467

two point enhancement under section 3B 1.1

Judge Cohn dissented U.S Ushery F.2d 1st Circuit rules that defendant failed to demon
6th CIr June 18 1992 No 91-5715 strate right to mitigating role adjustment

445855 The 1st CIrcuit rejected defendants

8th Circuit holds that five co-conspirator each claim that he was entitled to minor role reduction

held managerial roles In drug conspiracy 431 for two reasons First the record did not reflect

The 8th CircuIt found that it was not clearly erro- that he raised the point with sufficient clarity at the

neous for the district court to infer that five defen- time of sentencing and therefore the question was
dants were managers of supervisors of drug con- waived Second defendant did not come close to

spiracy After the source of methamphetainlne demonstrating an entitlement to reduction

dried up one defendant secured an alternative defendant has the burden of proving that he merits

source for the network The second defendant downward adjustment in the offense leveL

served as the middleman for dealings between Considering that role-in-the-offense determinations

various dealers third defendant purchased one are ordinarily factbound and that defendant was

pound of methamphethnilne from the first charged only with aIdIng and abetting sale at

defendant for resale fourth defendant provided which he was culpably present the sentencing

drugs to distributor for resale and If the court was not legally required to label him minor

distributor wanted drugs for personal use that or minimal participant In that offense LLS Ortlz

defendant would refer him to Individuals selling F.2d 1st CIr June 10 1992 No 91-1974

drugs at the street level When the drug source did

not want to receive payments directly payments 5th CircuIt reject minor role for defendant who
were made to the fifth defendant At the fifth coordinated setting up methamphetamin
defendants direction three men drove metham- laboratory 445 Defendant and others were

phetamine from Missouri to Arkansas U.S Eng convicted of manuläcturlng methamphetamine
land F.2d 8th CIr June 1992 No 91- The 5th CircuIt alflrined the district courts

2128 rejection of minor role reduction for defendant

Defendant coordinated the set up of the laboratory

1.t Circuit reverses where record did not he compiled list of chemicals and equipment

support supervisor enhancement 432 The 1st needed at the laboratory he called co-conspirator

Circuit reversed supervisor enhancement since several days before the activity at the lab to inform

the sentencing courts subsidiary findings of fact him that some people were coming to use the lab

did not support the enhancement The record did and the conspIracs leader instructed other

not reveal any facts and at oral argument the conspirators to keep defendant Informed of the

government conceded that the record did not justi1 status of the activity at the lab U.S Sherrod

the enhancement Because relatively small F.2d 5th Cir June 23 1992 No 90-4467
increases In base offense level can have serious

consequences at sentencing an enhancement must 7th CIrcuit reject mitigating role for

be based on more than the trial judges hunch no extortIonist 445 Defendant and co-defendant

matter how sound his instincts or how sagacious sent letter to woman which threatened to harm

his judgment U.S Ortlz F.2d 1st CIr the woman and her house unless she paid tlIe

June 10 1992 No 91-1974 defendants $25000 The 7th Circuit rejected

defendants claim that she had lesser role In the

5th Circuit holds that chemist did not play extortion scheme Both defendants were In the post

supervisor role In methamphetamine office together for about 20 minutes prior to msilllng

conspiracy 432 Defendant and others were the letter moving from the clerks window to the

convicted of manufacturing methainphetamlne work tables to the copying machines This made it

The 5th Circuit rejected the governments unlikely that defendant was unaware of the

contention that defendant as the chemlst.or cook preparation of the threatening letter When the co
for the methamphetamine should have received defendant was attempting to pick up the dummy
supervisor role enhancement under section 3B 1.1 extortIon package defendant was with him across

Although defendant as the chemist was the street from the drop-off point for over an hour

undoubtedly necessary member of the conspiracy and had been seen looking in the direction of the

the record supported the district courts finding drop-off point The district court found that

that he did not manage any part of the conspiracy defendants claim that she was less cllpable than
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her co-defendant was not believable In light of cvi- grounds for the obstruction enhancement U.S
dence that the pair were convicted of theft by Carr F.2d 7th Cir June 1992 No 91-

swindle In 1987 had close relÆtLOnshlp and had 1525
lived together for 12 years before their arrest U.S

Johnson F.2d 7th CIr June 12 1992 No 7th CircuIt upholds obstruction enhancement
91-1857 for committing perJury 461 The 7th CircuIt

found no clear error In the district courts two-level

11th Circuit rejects minor role reduction for enhancement under 3C1 .2 for committing perjury

drug conspirator 445 Defendant claimed be was U.S Becker F.2d 7th CIr June 1992
entitled to rcuctIon under section 3B 1.2b for No 91-2737

being minor participant The 11th Circuit

rejected this argument In light of evidence that 11th CIrcuit rejects obstruction enhancement
defendant was member of the cocaine conspiracy for defendant who hid Coast Guard boarding slip

all along knew the other co-conspirators sewed as In his shoe 482 Defendant was arrested after

liaison between the confidential informant and Customs agents In Naples Florida discovered

the other co-conspirators In three recorded marijuana on sailboat in which defendant was

telephone conversations prior to the actual meeting passenger When the agents boarded the vessel

and arranged the manner In which the transaction defendant and the other passengers misrepresented
would occur U.S Gates F.2d 11th CIr that the boat had come from Key West Florida

June 10 1992 No 91 -8083 Instead of Jamaica In fact several days prior to

arriving In Naples the boat was stopped and

5th Circuit affirmi obstruction enhancement for boarded by the Coast Guard Customs agents were

defendant who used alias at arrest end before aware of this fact at the time they boarded the

magistrate 461 Defendant concealed his true vessel The district court Imposed an obstruction of

Identity from law enforcement officials for over justice enhancement because defendant had hidden

month after his arrest In an effort to hide his the Coast Guard boarding slip In his vessel The

criminal record The 5th Circuit affirmed an 11th CircuIt reversed since defendants conduct

enhancement for obstruction of justice because did not materially hinder the governments
defendant gave the alias to magistrate and filed Investigation or prosecution of the crimes At the

financial status affidavit with the magistrate under time of defendants arrest the Customs agents

the false name Application ncte 3f to guideline already possessed all of the information contained

section 3C1 .1 provides that the use of false name on the boarding slip U.S Savard F.2d

before judge or magistrate merits enhancement 11th CIr June 15 1992 No 90-3422

even without showing of significant hindrance

U.S McDonald F.2d 5th CIr June 15 9th Circuit remands for court to state reasons

1992 No 91-8178 for denying credit for acceptance of re

sponsibIlity 480 Defendant argued that he was
7th Circuit hold that defendants admissions denied the two level reduction for acceptance of re

wore lie that justified obstruction sponsiblilty because he would not discuss the facts

enhancement 461488 The 7th Circuit affirmed of his case prior to appeal Since the district court

an enhancement for obstruction of justice and the gave no reason for denying credit for acceptance of

denial of reduction for acceptance of responsibility responsibility the 9th Circuit remanded the case to

based upon defendants explanation for his the district court for the limited purpose of

involvement In murder for hire scheme clarifying the record on this Issue The court said

Defendants contentions that he was forced Into the that district court may deny the reduction

scheme by the undercover FBI agent that the because of lack of contrition despite the Increased

confidential informant threatened the safety of costs imposed upon the defendants choice to

defendant and his family and that he did not in- remain silent or to proceed to trial but may not

tend to have former In-laws killed were properly la- deny the reduction because of that choice in spite

belied by the district court as lies and fabrications of other manifestations of sincere contrition

Defendants trip to meet the FBI agent the payment emphasis added U.S Sitton F.2d 9th CIr

of $500 on account with promise of another July 1992 No 91-50 154

$1000 and his supplying pictures and addresses of

the intended victims supported this determination 4th Circuit nile acceptance of responsibility ze

The lies not only were grounds for denial of duction be conditioned upon waiver of 5th

reduction for acceptance of responsibility but were Amendment rIghts 484 Defendant stole money
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orders worth potential $5060000 and returned the reduction in part because at trial defendant

all but $698000 worth He refused to Identify the claimed that his alcohol and drug problem forced

individual to whom he had given the missing money him to take the money The 1st CIrcuit remanded

orders contending that the provision of such for resentenclng because it was unclear from the

Information might subject him to criminal lower courts comments whether the court found no

prosecution The 4th CIrcuit affirmed the denial of acceptance of responsibility or whether Its

reduction for acceptance of responsibility based In conclusion rested simply upon defendanrs showing

part upon defendants refusal to provide the insufficient remorse for having become involved

incriminating Information Conditioning the with drugs and alcohol in the first place The flrt

acceptance of responsibility reduction on question was relevant the second was relevant only

defendants waiver of his 5th Amendment privilege to the extent It shed light upon the first question

against self-incrimination does not penalize the U.S Curran F.2d 1st dr June 12 1992
defendant for asserting his 5th Amendment rights No 91-1990

The choice presented to defendant under section

3E1 .1 is analogous to and constitutionally In- 5th CIrcuit denies acceptance of responsibility

distinguishable from the choice confronting defen- reduction to defendant who concealed his true

dants who are offered plea bargain Such choices identity from police 492 The 5th CIrcuit

while difficult are not forbidden by the affirmed the district courts decision to deny
constitution U.S Frazier F.2d 4th CIr defendant reduction for acceptance of

June 12 1992 No 91 -5865 responsIbility Defendant concealed his true

identity from law enforcement officials for over

4th Circuit says court considered all the facts In month in an effort to hide his criminal record This

denying acceptance of responsibility reduction fact alone was sufficient to support the denial In

486 Defendant stole money orders worth poten- addition defendant also denied the charges agaiflt

tial $5060000 and returned all but $698000 him despite the admissions In the factual baSis

worth He argued that the district court improperly and the evidence against him U.S McDonald

used per se rule to deny him an acceptance of F.2d 5th CIr June 15 1992 No 91-8178

responsibility reduction requiring complete

assistance to receive the reduction without regard 8th Circuit denies acceptance of responsibility

to whether defendant had indicated his acceptance reduction to defendant who did not cease Illegal

In other ways The 4th Circuit found that the activIties 494 Defendant argued that he ws
district court did not base its decision solely on the entitled to reduction for acceptance of

fact that defendant did not fully cooperate with responsibility based upon his confession shortly

authorities Rather the district court based its after arrest and his statements to police The 8th

decision on number of factors As factors Circuit affirmed the refusal to grant the reduction

weighing against reduction the court noted that sentencing courts findings in this areas are

defendant had not voluntarily made restitution had reversed only If they are without foundation

failed to fully assist the authorities in recovering the Defendant was not entitled to the reduction

fruits of the offense and had declined to reveal to because he neither pled guilty to his crimes nor

whom those money orders had been given In favor voluntarily stopped his illegal activities U.S

of reduction the court considered both that Jones F.2d 8th Cir June 1992 No 91-

defendant had pled guilty to the charges and had 1987

turned over some of the missing money orders

U.S Frazier F.2d 4th Cir June 12 1992
CriminalHistory 4A

No.91-5865 ___________________________

1st Circuit remands to clarify whether denial of 4th CIrcuit finds that offenss need not be tried

acceptance of responsibility reduction was im- separately to serve as predicate offenses for

properly based or alcohol abuse 488 Defendant armed career criminal status 500 Defendant

contended he was entitled to reduction for accep- argued that his two drug convictions should be

tance of responsibility because he paid most of the treated as one for armed career criminal purposes

money back that he embezzled on the very day he because they were consolidated and concurrent

was confronted by Investigators he cooperated with sentence was Imposed The 4th Circuit rejected

authorities voluntarily resigned his position as this argument since nothing in the guidelines or 18

bankruptcy trustee and entered drug and alcohol sectl6n 924e suggests that offenses must

rehabilitation programs The district court denied be tried or sentenced separately In order to be
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counted as separate predicate offenses The only departure when crhninal history category VI
requirement Is that the predicate offenses be assigned pursuant to the career offender guideline
committed on different occasions and defendants significantly overrepresenta the seriousness of

offenses clearly met that standard Defendants of- defendants past criminal conduct and the

fense level under section 4B1.4 was 34 because de- likelihood of recidivism In authorizing criminal

fendant used or possessed the firearm in history departures under section 4A1.3 the

connection with crime of violence The fact that commission did not exclude category VI or career

the court previously held that felons possession offenders The case was remanded for the district

of firearm was not crime of violence did not bar court to consider whether defendant qualified for

application of the offense level of 34 The trigger to downward departure on these grounds U.S
the application of the base offense level of 34 is not Beckham F.2d D.C Cir June 19 1992 No

finding that possession of firearm is crime of 91- 3051

violence but finding that the firearm was used In

connection with crime of violence U.S 5th Circuit affirms upward departure based In

Samuels F.2d 4th Cir June 22 1992 No part upon dismissed charge 510718
91-5429 Defendant was arrested on burglary charges which

were eventually dismissed by the state because of

5th Circuit says step-by-step consideration of Insufficient evidence However based on weapon
next highest criminal history category Is not he possessed at the time of his arrest he was
mandated 508 Defendant claimed that in making convicted of being felon in possession of firearm

an upward criminal history departure the court The 5th Circuit affirmed an upward departure

erred in falling to consider sentence In the next based in part upon the alleged burglary for which

highest criminal history category The 5th CIrcuit he had been arrested The fact that the burglary

held that the guidelines do not mandate step-by- charge was dismissed by the state was Irrelevant

step procedure for considering the next highest The standard of proof necessary to support an
criminal history category especially not where the enhancement preponderance of the evidence was
criminal history category Is already high district not nearly as demanding as the beyond
court should explain why It reached the level of reasonable doubt standard necessary to support
departure that it did but Is not required to explain conviction U.S Carpenter F.2d 5th CIr

why it did not reach some other level U.S Lopez June 1992 No 91-8381
871 F.2d 515 5th CIr 1989 which suggested that

step-by step procedure was required is most 5th CircuIt affirms that court gave sumclent

applicable in cases where the defendants criminal reasons for upward departure 510700
history is low In cases such as this where the Defendants sentence was enhanced under 18

defendant has been In the criminal justice system U.S.C section 924e to mandatory minimum

virtually his entire adult life and has shown 180 months The court departed upward based on
consistent disrespect for the law it is not so defendants extensive criminal history However

important for the sentencing court explain fully why since defendant already fell within criminal history

sentences corresponding to lower criminal history category the court found that an increase in

categories do not suffice Judge Jones concurred criminal history would not be appropriate Since

specially suggesting en bane review Judge 180-month sentence with category criminal

Wisdom dissented and concurred in the suggestion history would be an offense level of 30 the court

for rehearing U.S Lambert F.2d 5th Cir departed two levels to an offense level of 32 This

June 1992 No 91-1856 resulted in guideline range of 188 to 235 months

The court imposed 230-month sentence The 5th

D.C Circuit holds that downward criminal Circuit affirmed rejecting defendants claim that

history departures may be made for career the district court failed to articulate sufficient

offenders 508520 Defendant argued for reasons for the departure It was clear that the

downward departure based on several factors court found criminal history departure was

Including the fact that he just barely qualified as warranted There was no doubt that the court

career offender and that one of his two predicate based its decision to depart on the grounds urged
convictions for applying career offender status by the government The sentence was affirmed

occurred 15 years before the instant offense The because the departure reflected reasonable

district court found that it lacked discretion to upward adjustment U.S Carpenter F.2d

depart downward The D.C Circuit reversed 5th Jutie 1992 No 91-8381

holding that section 4A1 .3 authorizes downward
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5th Circuit affirms upward criminal history Is similarly limited to categorical examination of

departure based on use of weapons In prior the offense of conviction Under this approach
crimes and consolidation of prior offenses defendants instant offense of being felon In

510725 The 5th CircuIt affirmed an upward possession of firearm did not constitute crime of

criminal history departure based in part upon violence for career offender purposes As the

defendants use of weapons in two of his past Circuit had previously found for purposes of 18

offenses and In part upon the consolidation of two U.S.C section 924e many if not moat of the ways
of defendants prior offenses Guideline section In which felon can possess firearm do not

5K2.6 lists possession or use of weapons to commit involve the likely accompanying violence required

crimes as groind for departure Although this by the literal language of the enhancement statute

guideline refers to departures due to the gravity of U.S Bell F.2d 1st CIr June 10 1992 No
the instant offense rather than underrepresentation 91-1965
of criminal history the guideline was Instructive

because criminal history category may not take 4th Circuit holds that crime of violence may be

Into account the gravity of past wrongdoing The determined only by facts in indictment 520
consolidation of two of defendants prior offenses Defendant was convicted of three counts of being

was also proper ground for departure under felon in possession of firearm In violation of 18

comment to section 4A1 .2 The departure was U.S.C section 922g Based on the facts

particularly appropriate since these two crimes underlying the possession offenses the court

were committed against the same family Moreover determined that these were crimes of violence under

defendant displayed contempt for the law by section 4B1.21XII and sentenced him as career

committing crimes while In lawful custody for other offender The 4th Circuit reversed holding that the

offenses U.S Lambert F.2d 5th CIr June language of section 4B1.2 forecloses Inquiry into

192 No 91-1856 the specific circumstances of conviction and

limited the factual inquiry to those facts charged in

Supreme Court summarily vacates case holding the indictment Because the Indictment failed to

that felon in possession of firearm is not yb- charge any conduct beyond mere possession of

lent felony for career offender purposes 520 In firearms the section 922g offense could not

an unpublished disposition the 5th CircuIt in this constitute crime of violence U.S Samuels
case held that being felon in possession of F.2d 4th CIr June 22 1992 No 1-5429

firearm is nt violent felony for career offender

purposes After this case was decided however the 5th Circuit upholds reliance on uncertified

5th Circuit reached the contrary conclusion in U.S reports to determine nature of prior burglaries
v. Shano 955 F.2d 291 5th dr 1992 withdrawIng 520770 Defendant argued that his prior

U.S Shano 947 F.2d 1263 5th dr 1991 On burglary convictions should not have been

June 15 1992 by 5-4 vote the Supreme Court classified as crimes of violence because burglary

summarily vacated the judgment in this case and that is not of dwelling is not crime of violence

remanded the case to the 5th Circuit for further under section 4BL2 The 5th CIrcuit affirmed the

consideration in light of its new Shano ruling and district courts reliance on uncertified reports to

U.S.S.O section 4B1.2 comment n.2 Nov 1991 determine that defendants prior offenses were for

Chief Justice Rehnqulst and Justices Scalla burglary of dwelling The probation officer whp
Kennedy and Thomas dissented Kyle U.S prepared defendants presentence report could not

U.S 112 S.Ct June 15 1992 No 91-7295 tell from the certified and exemplified copies of the

summary disposition convictions what type of burglary defendant had

committed so he obtained copies of the state

1st Circuit adopts categorical approach to deter- presentence reports These documents which were

mine that felons possession of firearm is nOt not certified indicated that the six offenses were

crime of violence 520 In Taylor United States burglaries of dwelling The reports prepared by
the Supreme Court held that in determining state correctional officers were sufficiently reliable

whether crime constitutes violent felony under to sustain the application of section 4B1.1 U.S

18 U.S.C section 924e sentencing court should McDonald F.2d 5th Cir June 15 1992 No
look at the crime categorically and not at the 91 -8178

circumstances surrounding the offense The 1st

Circuit applying Taylor held that for purposes of 9th CircuIt says that even though California

applying the career offender guideline and the prior conWtion could have been treated as

armed career criminal guideline the district court misdemeanor It was felony 520 Under
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California Penal Code section 17b where the 18 U.S.C section 3568 whIch was repealed in 1987

offense is alternatively felony or misdemeanor It is and replaced wIth 85 U.S.C section 3585 the court

regarded as felony for every purpose until found that no substantive change was Intended by

judgment In the present case the court Congress when it replaced the word CUStOdy In

suspended the Imposition of sentence and placed section 3568 wIth detention In section 3585 The

defendant on probation on condition that he serve court held that confinement to treatment center

months in custody His probation was later termi- falljsj convincingly within both the plain meaning
nated as unsuccessful Since the court never and the obvious Intent of official detention as it Is

entered judgment and never declared the offense used in section 3585 The court noted that its

to be misdemeanor defendants conviction was ruling was contrary to at least one other circuit

treated as felony for career offender purposes U.S Becak 954 F.2d 386 388 6th CIr 1992
U.S Robinson F.2d 9th CIr June 15 1992 Mills Taylor F.2d 9th CIr June 26 1992

No 90-10433 No 91 -55362

9th CircuIt holds that battery on police officer 9th Circuit says victim has no obligation to

Is crime of violence 520 The 9th Circuit has mitigate damages for restitution 610
construed U.S.S.G section 4B1.2 to require an Defendants argued that the district court should

analysis of the elements of the crime charged or not have ordered restitution for losses that could

whether the actual charged conduct of the have been avoided had the FDIC properly mitigated

defendant presented serious risk of physical damages The 9th CircuIt rejected the argument

injury to another In this case the defendants finding no support in the VWPA or our caselaw for

California offense of battery on peace officer the proposition that the victim of criminal offense

included as an element the willful and unlawful Is required to mitigate damages The court

use of force or violence upon the person of another expressed no opinion however on whether the

Cal Penal Code section 242 Therefore the 9th VWPA permits district court to limit damages due

Circuit concluded that battery on peace officer is to victims failure to mitigate properly U.S

crime olviolence for the purpose of determining Soderling F.2d 9th Cfr June 30 1992 No

defendants career offender status under sectIon 88-1216

4B 1.1 U.S Robinson F.2d 9th CIr June

15 1992 No 90-10433 9th Circuit reverses contempt restitution where

defendant was already obligated to make restitu

Article urges simplifying sentencing grid to tion 610 Defendants pled guilty to bank

reveal policy choIce. 550 In True Grid misapplication and were ordered to pay restitution

Revealing Sentencing Policy Professor Marc Mifier When It became apparent that they were wasting

co-editor of the Federal Sentencing Reporter argues assets and avoiding restitution they were convicted

that the guidelines 258-box sentencing grid Is of criminal contempt and again ordered to make

unnecessarily complex and obscures the restitution In the full amount On appeal the 9th

Sentencing Commissions policy choices He offers Circuit reversed holding that the second restitution

an experimental grid that collapses the 43-level grid order served no purpose The court added

to levels in an effort to encourage the Commission however that on remand the district court would

to develop simpler and more meaningful array be free to order restitution for any actual loss

He argues that the grid highlights the obsessive fo- suffered by the FDIC for the defendants

cus of the federal system on harm and the contumacious acts U.S Soderling F.2d

trivialization of considerations of blameworthiness 9th Cir June 30 1992 No 88-12 16
25 U.C DAVIS I. REv 587-6 15 1992

9th Circuit upholds pre-1990 plea agreement for

9th Circuit reaffirms that prisoner is entitled to restitution outside offense of conviction 610
custody credit for pretrial time at drug center Following 9th CircuIt cases holding that the now-re-

600 As condition of release pending trial and pealed Federal Probation Act allowed restitution be

sentencing petitioner resided for six months at yond the offense of conviction as part of plea bar-

community drug treatment center in Denver gain the 9th CIrcuit held that the Victim-Witness

Colorado Reaffirming its ruling in Brown Rlson Protection Act 18 U.S.C section 3663 also permits

895 F.2d 533 9th CIr 1990 .the 9th CIrcuit held such plea bargains The VWPA was amended In

that the petitioner was entitled to credit against hIs 1990 to expressly permit such restitution but the

sentence for the tune he spent at the center 9th ClrcuitTheld that even before the amendment

Although Brown was based on an Interpretation of the VWPA permitted the parties to agree to
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restitution beyond the offense of conviction The 3rd Circuit rejects disparity between co-defen
court recognized that its opinion was contrary to dante as ground for downward departure 716
decisions In the 5th 7th 8th and 11th CircuIts and Defendant argued that the district court mistakenly
the Eastern District of Virginia as well as U.S believed that it lacked the authority to depart down-
SnIder 945 F.2d 1108 9th .CIr 1991 whIch had ward on various offered grounds The 3rd CircuIt

been vacated on motion of the government But It held that to the extent that the disparity of sentence
saw no principled way to distinguish Its prior among the co-defendants was alleged to be
precedents U.S Soderllng F.2d 9th CIr mitigating factor It was not proper basis for

June 30 1992 No 88-1216 downward departure U.S Higgins F.2d

______________________________ 3rd Cir June 16 1992 No 91-1877

Departures Generally 85K
9th Circuit bars departure based on disparity be
tween state and federal sentences 716 In U.S

3rd CircuIt rules that district court may not Ray 930 F.2d 1368 1372-73 9th dr cert
make substantial assistance departure In the denied 111 S.Ct 1084 1991 and U.S Bosheil
absence of government motion 712 Following 952 F.2d 1101 1108 9th dr 1991 the 9th
the Supreme Courts decision In United States Circuit held that departure was permissible to

Wade 60 U.S.L.W 4389 May 18 1992 the 3rd equalize the sentences of co-defendants some of
Circuit affirmed that In the absence of whom received nonguldeilne sentences In federal

government motion the district court lacked the court In this case the defendants argued that the

ability to depart downward under section 5K1 .1 court should have departed downward because
Defendant did not allege that the government their sentences would have been substantially
refused to file the motion for suspect reasons such shorter If they had been tried on state charges The
as race or religion Even If defendants assIstance 9th CircuIt declined to extend Ray and Bosheli
was unquestionably substantial such showing is holding that sentencing courts may not depart
neither necessary or sufficient Similarly from the guidelines on the basis of disparities
defendants offer to provide assistance was not between state and federal sentencing regimes
proper basis for departure under section 5K2.0 Allowing departures because defendants could have
U.S Higgins F.2d 3rd CIr June 16 1992 been subjected to lower state penalties would
No 91-1877 undermIne the goal of uniformity by making federal

sentences dependant on the practice of the state

D.C Circuit reverses downward departure for de- WIthin which the federal court sits U.S Sitton
fendant who was apprehended only because he F.2d 9th Cir July 1992 No 91-50154
was crime vIctim 715 While attempting to es
cape two masked gunmen hiding inside his apart 10th CIrcuit rejects disparity claim where co-de
ment defendant was shot In the leg He was pulled fendant was convicted of additional offenses
to safety by neighbor who called 911 The polIce 716 Defendant complained that she received 15-

went to defendants apartment to investigate where year sentence for conspiracy whereas her equally

they found large supply of drugs The D.C culpable husband received only 10-year sentence
Circuit reversed downward departure based on for the same offense The 10th CircuIt rejected this

the extraordinary manner in which defendant was claim since the two defendants had different

apprehended No matter how unusual the circum- records and pled guilty to different charges Dc-
stances surrounding defendants apprehension fendant was sentenced only for her role in the drug
they were not mitigating circumstances under 18 conspiracy By contrast the district court had to

U.S.C section 3553b WhIle defendants devise total package for her husband he was
misfortune might make him the object of sympathy sentenced both for his role in the drug conspiracy
It did not make him less culpable for the drug and for various firearms offenses Although he only
crime The court rejected the district courts received 10-year sentence for the drug conspiracy
determination that the shooting was certain charge he received total sentence of 20 years
amount of punishment for the crime no U.S SullIvan F.2d 10th CIr June 12 1992
representative of the government acting for society No 91-7046
shot defendant Society cannot be responsible for

the random act of criminals Judge Wald 3rd Circuit holds that in exceptional circuzfl

concurred U.S Mason F.2d D.C Cir stances specific offender characteristic can
June 19 1992 No 90-3267 support doWnward departure 736 Defendant re

quested downward departure based in part upon
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his young age his steady employment and his quantity proved in the distribution counts
stable employment record The district court ruled Nevertheless the court reaffirmed the holding In

that these factors were considered by the U.S Restrepo 946 F.2d 654 9th Cir 1991 en
guidelines and therefore It lacked discretion to banc cert denIed 112 S.Ct 1564 1992 that

depart on these grounds The 3rd Circuit held that uncharged facts or conduct used at sentencing
in extraordinary circumstances the guidelines need only be proven by preponderance of the

permit downward departure on the stated evidence The case was remanded on other

grounds Since it was not clear whether the district grounds U.S Harrtson-Philpot F.2d 9th
court believed defendants circumstances were not dr July 1992 No 89-302 12

extraordinary or whether the district court thought
defendants circumstances were extraordinary but 6th CircuIt says defendant failed to preserve
that it could not depart the case was remanded for challenge to use of magistrate at sentencing
resentencing U.S Higgins F.2d 3rd dr 760 Defendants sentencing hearing was
June 16 1992 No 91-1877 conducted by magistrate and the magistrates re

_________________________________ port and recommendation was adopted by the

SentencinLr Hearln R6A
district Judge The 6th Circuit refused to consider

whether district judge may ever delegate the

responsibility for conducting sentencing hearing
6th Circuit affirms preponderance of the to magistrate as defendant failed to preserve the

evidence standard at sentencing 755 The 6th issue for appeal It noted however that because
Circuit affirmed that relevant conduct need only be sentencing remains highly subjective and

proven at sentencing by the preponderance of the complicated endeavor It would be inappropriate for

evidence The use of this standard does not violate district judge to sycophantically sustain

the 8th Amendments requirement that all elements sentencing recommendation Judge Cohn
of crime be proven beyond reasonable doubt dissented U.S Ushery F.2d 6th dr June
U.S Ushery F.2d 6th Cir June 18 1992 18 1992 No 91-5715
No 91-5715

9th CIrcuit vacates sentence where court did
9th Circuit says government has the burden of not tie sentencing to the guIdelines 760
proving drug quantity 755 In U.S Howard Although the sentence ultimately Imposed by the

894 F.2d 1085 1090 9th dr 1990 the 9th distrIct court fell within the guideline range the

Circuit said that fsjince the government Is initially court did not Indicate either at the sentencing
invoking the courts power to incarcerate person hearing or in the judgment how that sentence
It should bear the burden of proving the facts related to the guidelines ITihe fact that the

necessary to establish the base offense level In district court neither expressly adopted the

this case the amount of drugs In the count of presentence report nor made any attempt to tie its

conviction totaled 67 grams While there was sentencing decision to the guidelines requires that

certainly evidence indicating that the amount of the sentence be vacated U.S Harrlson-Phlipot

drugs actually involved in the conspiracy was F.2d 9th Cir July 1992 No 89-302 12
significantly greater than 67 grams the burden of

establishing that amount rests squarely with the 5th Circuit rejects claim that defendant was not

government U.S Harrison-Philpot F.2d provided with tentative findings sufficient to

9th dir July 1992 No 89-30212 allow objections 765 Defendant contended that

the district court failed to comply with section

9th CircuIt reaffirms that preponderance 6A1.3b by falling to provide defendant with

standard applies In determining amount of drug tentative findings sufficient to allow objections The
In conspiracy 755 The amount of drugs involved 5th CircuIt rejected this as frivolous Defendant

in the distribution convictions totalled only 67 receIved the presentence report month before the

grams but the district court endorsed the amount sentencing hearing He raised numerous objections

recommended by the probation officer finding that to the presentence report at that hearing and
3-5 kilograms week is reasonable amount In presented testimony of two withesses to support

footnote the 9th CIrcuit noted that the those objections After cross-examination of those

presentence reports estimate exceeded the quantity withesses the court made specific oral findings
of cocaine proved In the distribution counts by at rejecting defendants objections and then asked
least factor of 220 and resulted in sentence defendant -tnd his counsel for any further

approximately seven times the length of the cocaine comments This procedure satisfied section 6A1.3
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The district court Is not obliged to furnish tentative

factual findings before sentencing hearing where 1st CircuIt rules reference to hearsay nature of
as here It simply adopts the presentence report testimony Insufficient to preserve confrontation
U.S Ranilrez F.2d 5th CIr June 1992 claIm 770855 At defendants sentencing the

No 90-4746 quantity of drugs was determined by testimony
from law enforcement officer as to what he was

8th Circuit vacates because it had no record of told by defendants criminal associates turned
district courts resolution of disputed facts Informants Defendant claimed the procedure yb-
765 Defendant ified numerous written objections lated the confrontation clause but the 1st CircuIt

to the findings and recommendations of his held that he waived the claim Defendant had not

presentence report The 5th CircuIt vacated his attempted to call any of the hearsay declarants and
sentence and remanded for resentencing to allow had not explicitly raised 6th Amendment claim

the district court to enter the findings of fact below His concipsory reference to the testimony as

required by Fed Crim 32c3XD The hearsay was insufficient to alert the district court to

appellate court had no transcript of the sentencing the confrontation claim It would more likely be

hearing and no other record of the district courts Interpreted as challenge to -the accuracy of the

findings Where there are disputed facts material to estimates The court collected authority from other

the sentencing decision the district court must circuits that take differing approaches to the con-

cause the record to reflect Its resolution of such frontatlon clause question 5th Amendment
disputes particularly when the dispute Is called to claim based on the alleged unrellab11It of the

the courts attention U.S Ramlrez F.2d evidence was also waived and there was no plain
5th CIr June 1992 No 90-4746 error given defendants failure to offer any evidence

to suggest the evidence was false U.S Montoya
5th Circuit finds that district courts adoption of F.2d 1st Cir June 1992 No 91-1537

presentence reports findings satisfied Rule 32
765 Defendant contended that the district court 5th CIrcuit affirms decision to credit co
failed to make factual finding as required by Fed conspirators testimony against testimony of

Crim 32cX3XD concerning one of his defendants wife and daughter 770 Defendant

objeotions to the presentence report The 5th contended the district court erred in finding that he
Circuit held that the district courts adoption of all had assisted In the transportation of three loads of

of the findings In the presentence report satisfied marijuana when both his wife and daughter
the requirements of Rule 32 It indicated that the testified that no marijuana was stored In the shed
court at least Implicitly weighed the positions of the behind his house and the wife testIfied that she did

probation department and the defense and credited not believe that her husband dealt In marijuana
the probation departments determination of the The 5th Circuit affirmed finding the district court

facts U.S Ramlrez F.2d 5th CIr June could properly reject the testimony of defendants
l992 No 90-4746 wife and daughter on the basis of their demeanor

and contradictions in their testimony The court

9th CIrcuit says reasonable factual dispute doe was entitled to disbelieve defendants witnesses and
not automatically require an evidentiary credit the trial testimony and information In the

hearing 765870 Rule 32c3A expressly vests presentence report At trial co-conspirator tesU
In the district court discretion whether to hold an fled that another co-conspirator told him that

evldentlaiy hearing The 9th Circuit reviews defendant was participant In one of the loads
decision to deny request for an evldentlaiy Although this co-conspirator was testthjlng

hearing on alleged inaccuracies in presentence pursuant to plea agreement and thus may have

report for abuse of discretion On the facts of this had an incentive to testli against defendant at

case the court concluded that as matter of law best this created credibility question for the

reasonable factual dispute existed over the quantity district court to resolve U.S Ramlrez F.2d
of drugs involved in the conspiracy Since the dls- 5th Cir June 1992 No 90-4746
trict court made no factual findings regarding this

dispute the case was remanded to the district court 6th CIrcuit upholds reliance on FBI agents tea-

to determine In the sound exercise of Its discretion timony from his interviews with three In
whether to hold an evldentlary hearing on the formants 770 The district court determined the

alleged inaccuracies In the presentence report quantity of drugs involved in defendants relevant
U.S Harrlson-Philpot F.2d 9th Cir July conduct b9 relying upon the testimony of an FBI
1992 No 89-30212 agent about the lnteMews he conducted wIth three
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informants The court resolved discrepancies be- only If the record makes It reasonably clear that the

tween the informants recollections by adopting the trial court would have Imposed the same sentence
version most favorable to defendant The 6th under either range Here remand was required
Circuit rejected defendants claim that this was not U.S Ortlz F.2d 1st CIr June 10 1992 No
reliable evidence The district court specifIcally 91-1974
found the FBI agents testimony credible and this

implied finding that his informants were credible lngEn Banc GrantedThere was no evidence that the agent or his

Informants suffered any faultiness of memoiy or

that their statements were mere guesses Although 115780650 U.S Hardesty 958 F.2d 9109th
there were some discrepancies most of the CIr 1992 rehearIng en baric granted F.2d
Informants testimony corroborated one another 9th dr July 1992 No 90-30260
Any residual discrepancies were resolved in defen
dants favor Judge Cohn dissented U.S

Amended 1inion
Ushery F.2d 6th CIr June 18 1992 No 91-

_____________________________
5715

u.s Spears F.2d 7th CIr June 1992
6th Circuit upholds consideration of hearsay at amended F.2d 7th CIr June 1992 No 89-

sentencing until en banc court issues its 3154
decision in Silverman 770 Relying on U.S

SIlverman 945 F.2d 1337 6th CIr 1991
defendant argued that the use of hearsay evidence

at sentencing violated hIs 6th Amendment rights ______________________________
under the confrontation clause The 6th CIrcuit

TABLE OF CASES
noted that Silverman had been vacated when the

governments petition to rehear the case en banc

was granted F.2d Dec 1991 No 90- Kyle U.S _U.S 112 S.Ct _June 15
3205 and that the case had been reargued and 1992 No 91-7295 summary disposition

disposition was currently pending Until the en Pg 13

banc court issues Its opinion the 6th CIrcuit will Mills Taylor F.2d 9th CIr June 26 1992
follow the majority of circuits In rejecting the No 91-55362 Pg 15

application of the 6th Amendments confrontation U.S Barald F.2d 9th CIr July 1992 No
clause to sentencing proceedings The use of the 91-50615. Pg
hearsay evidence did not violate defendants due U.S Becker F.2d 7th dIr June 1992
process rights U.S Ushery F.2d 6th CIr No 91-2737 Pg 11

June 18 1992 No 91 -5715 U.S Beckham F.2d D.C CIr June 19
1992No.91-3051 Pg.13

Appeal of Sentence 18 U.S.C U742 U.S Bell F.2d Jlst CIr June 10 1992 No

U.S Blume F.2d 2nd CIr June 10 1992
1st Circuit reverses sentence within corrected No 91-1570 Pg
guidelines range because computation of U.S Breque F.2d 5th dIr June 15 1992

original range was incorrect 865 The court No 91-5625 Pg
determined that defendant had guideline range of U.S Carpenter F.2d 5th CIr June 1992
78 to 97 months and Imposed 78-month No 91-8381 Pg 13

sentence On appeal the 1st Circuit reversed two U.S Carr F.2d 7th Cir June 1992 No
level enhancement which resulted In guideline 1-1525 Pg 11

range of 63 to 78 months Although defendants U.S Clonts F.2d 10th dIr June 15 1992
sentence fell within his corrected guideline range No 91-2044 Pg
the 1st CircuIt found that remand was necessary U.S Cloutler F.2d 1st CIr June 1992
When the court appears to have chosen sentence No 91-1435 Pg
because It was at or near either polar extreme the U.S Curran F.2d 1st CIr June 12 1992
case should be remanded for resentencing If any No 91-1990 Pg 12

error Is found within the calculation of the guideline U.S Egbunlwe F.2d 92 D.A.R 91209th
range even If the sentence falls within the correct Cir June 30 1992 No 91-50378 Pg
guideline range The sentence should be upheld
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U.S England F.2d 8th Cir June 1992
No.91-2128 Pg 79

U.S Frazier F.2d _4th Cir June 12 1992
No 91-5865 Pg 11

U.S Gates F.2d 11th Cir June 10 1992
No 91-8083 10

U.S Gennuso F.2d 10th Cir June 23
1992 No 91-2263 Pg

U.S Harrison-Phllpot F.2d 9th CIr July

1992 No.89-30212 Pg 16 17

U.S Headrlck _F.2d_5th CIr June 11
1992No.91-1854 Pg.4

U.S Higgins F.2d 3rd CIr June 16 1992
No 91-1877 Pg 15 16

u.s Johnson F.2d 7th CIr June 12 1992
No.91-1857 Pg.5.10

U.S Jones F.2d 8th CIr June 199214o
91-1987 Pg 4.5 12

U.S Lambert F.2d 5th Cir June 1992
No 91-1856 Pg 12 13

U.S Loehr F.2d 6th Cir June 10 1992
No.91-1655 Pg.9

U.S Maclag8 F.2d 7th dr June 1992
No.91-3075 Pg.4

U.S Mason_ F.2d D.C CIr June 19 1992
No 90-3267 Pg 15

U.S McDonald F.2d 5th dr June 15
1992No.91-8178 Pg 10 12 14

U.S Mitchell F.2d 5th CIr June 19 1992
No.91-1864 Pg.37

U.S Montoya F.2d 1st dr June

1992No.91-1537 Pg.18
U.S Ortlz F.2d 1st CIr June 10 1992 No

91-1974 Pg 10 18

u.s Pearce F.2d 10th CIr June 18 1992
No 91-7118 Pg.9

U.S Ramirez F.2d 5th CIr June 1992
No 90-4746 Pg 17 18

U.S Robinson F.2d 9th dr June 15
1992 No 90-10433 Pg 14

U.S Samuels F.2d 4th dr June 22 1992
No 91-5429 Pg 12

U.S Savard F.2d _1 ith dr June 15 1992

No.90-3422 Pg 11

U.S Sherrod F.2d 5th CIr June 23 1992
No 90-4467 Pg 10

U.S Sitton F.2d 9th CIr July 1992 No
91-50154 Pg 11 16

U.S Soderling F.2d 9th CIr June 30
1992 No 88-1216 Pg 15

U.S Sullivan F.2d 10th CIr June 12
1992 No 91-7046 Pg 16

us Ushery F.2d 6th CIr June 18 1992
No 91-5715 Pg 16 17 18
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Guideline Sentencing Generally

8th Circuit upholds longer sentence after

successful appeal Pg 10th Circuit affirms referral of case for federal

prosecutIon 110 The 10th CircuIt rejecteddefen
5th Circuit holds it is improper to rely on

dants claim that he was denied due process
information provided to probation officer

because the police referred his case to federal

under B1 .8 Pg rather than state prosecutors which subjected him

to five-year mandatory minimum prison term
2nd CircuIt uses extortion guideline where

Three recent 10th CIrcuit cases held that without
defendant threatened to drive service

proof that the choice of forum was improperly
station out of business Pg

motivated prosecution in federal rather than

state court does not violate due process despite the
9th Circuit holds that 2779 grams of

absence of guidelines for such referrals The fact

cornmeal and .10 grams cocaine was not
that the harsher federal statute may have

mixture Pg.5 influenced the referral decision did not rise to due

process violation Although police undoubtedly
9th CircuIt reverses where upward have some Influence In charging decisions because

departure not justified by analogy Pg
they decide whether to refer the case to federal or

state prosecutors the ultimate decision whether to

10th Circuit reverses upward departure for

charge defendant and what charges to file rests

special skill where defendant alsO
solely with the two prosecutors U.S Maxweli

received 3B1 .3 adjustment Pg F.2d 10th Cir May 28 1992 No 91-4011

6th Circuit upholds refusal to conduct full-
Jstlce White would grant certiorari on accep

fledged hearing on allededly unconstitu-
tance of responsibility preponderance of

tional prior conviction Pg evIdence and plea bargain Issues 120245270
431482790 Although the 5th CircuIt remanded

4th CIrcuit says that old convictions may
this case for resentencing U.S KInder 946 F.2d

be grounds for departure even if not
362 5th dr 1991 the defendant sought review by

evidence of similarmisconduct Pg
the Supreme Court challenging the burden of

proof at sentencing district courts reliance on
10th Circuit reverses upward departure for

conduct made the basis of counts dismissed pur
large amounts of precursor drugs Pg 12

suant to plea bargain and the Fifth

Amendment implications of the acceptance of

7th Circuit holds that manageras knowledge
responsibility guideline Justice White dissented

of drug activities could not be imputed to
from the denial of certiorari collecting the

corporation Pg 13
conflicting cases and arguing that the court should

resolve the conflicts among the circuits on each of

1st Circuit rejects forfeiture of property not
these issues Kinder U.S. U.S 112 S.Ct

specifically
Identified in governments May 26 1992 No 91-6658 White dissenting

complaint Pg 14
fro in denialof certiorari
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315 Civil Rights Political Offenses 32H
650 ConsscutiveSentences 356 920 Precedwul Issues Generally

320 Contempt Obstruction Perjury 930 Delay hr Filing/Waiver
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8th Circuit upholds longer sentence after

successful appeal 125 Defendant was charged
Application Principles

Generally Chapter
with three drug offenses and eventually pled guilty ________________________________
to one charge conditioned on the outcome of his

appeal of the district courts refusal to suppress 10th Circuit affirms that two embezzlements by
certain evidence He received 63-month sentence military pay technician involved more than

The appeal was partially successful defendant minimal planning 160 Defendant military pay
withdrew his guilty plea and was subsequently account technician fraudulently manipulated the

convicted by Jury of all three charges He received automated pay system causing two different

108-month sentence The 8th Circuit rejected checks to be issued to friend The 10th Circuit

defendants claln that it was error to impose affirmed that the offenses involved more than

longer sentence than he received after his minimal planning To complete the embezzlements

conditional guilty plea Vindictiveness played no defendant was required to access and make

part in the sentencing He had pleaded guilty to computer entries on the friends master military pay

only one count while the jury found him guilty of account Next using second access code
all three counts Moreover he had originally defendant had to access second computer in the

received two-point reduction for acceptance of payroll areas to cause the check to be Issued Last

responsibility but after his jury conviction he was he needed to complete several items of paperwork
denied this reduction and received an organizer for each transaction Defendants embezzlement

enhancement Thus the lengthier sentence was transpired over period of six months and involved

based on the additional information developed numerous computer entries Finally defendants

during the trial U.S Templeman F.2d 8th use of another pay clerks initials to conceal his

Cir May 27 1992 No 91-3750 own criminal activities were significant steps taken

to conceal the embezzlements US Williams

9th Circuit says mandatory sentence for F.2d 10th Cir June 1992 No 91-1371

possessing weapon in drug crime is not cruel

and unusual 140280 The district court ruled 10th Circuit affirms modest upward departure
that thirty-year consecutive prison term for despite failure to state reasons for extent 175
possessing machine gun during drug crime was
cruel and unusual punishment The government

appealed andthe 9th Circuit reversed The court
The Federal Sentencing and Forfeiture Guide

held that drugs and guns are major societal ill
Newsletter is part of comprehensive service that

and mandatory consecutive sentences are
includes main volume bi-monthly indexes bi-annual

consistent with the eighth amendment However supplements and bi-weekly newsletters The main vol

the court rejected the governments argument that
ume 3rd Ed hardcover 1100 pp covers ALL

separate mandatory consecutive sentences were Sentencing Guidelines and Forfeiture cases published

required for each weapon The court ruled that
since 1987 Every six months the newsletters are

each section 924c charge must be based on merged into supplement with full citations and

separate predicate offense Here while there were subsequent history

two weapons there was only one drug crime
Annual subscription price $295 includes mainDefendants sentence was vacated and the case was

remanded for resentencing U.S Martinez
volume supplements and 28 newsletters year
Main volume 3rd Ed 1991 $80F.2d 9th Cir June 23 1992 No 90-30354

Article critiques Harmelln Michigan 140 The Editors

Supreme Court rejected an Eighth Amendment Roger Halnes Jr

Kevin Cole Professor of Law
challenge to life sentence without the possibility of

parole in Harmelin Michigan 111 Ct 2680 University of San Diego
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700770 Defendant pled guilty to one count of threat to Injure person or property or any compa
bank fraud with guideline range of 15-21 rable threat such as to drive an enterprise out of

months The court departed upward by five months business There was ample evidence to Justify the

based on two automobile burglaries which owners concern that defendants threats if carried

defendant admitted and other criminal conduct that out might drive the service station out of business

defendant did not admit The 10th CIrcuit affirmed U.S Penn F.2d 2nd CIr May 27 1992 No
the departure even though the district court failed 91-1721

to state its reasons for the extent of the departure
It was proper for the court to rely on information in 5th Circuit uses retail value of counterfeit item

the presentence report concerning the uncharged to calculate 2B5.4b1 enhancement 226
criminal conduct The government was not required Section 2B5.4b provides for an increase in

to produce evidence to prove this conduct since de- defendants offense level based upon the retail

fendant did not contest the presentence report at value of the infringing Items The 5th CircuIt

sentencing The degree of departure pnly five reversed the district courts determination that the

months was clearly reasonable in light of retail value to be used was the retail value of the

defendants substantial additional criminal legitimate item rather than the counterfeit Item The

conduct Under Williams United States 112 S.Ct phrase retail value of the infringing Items should

1112 1992 no remand is required if the appellate be given Its ordinary meaning and thus referred to

court Is satisfied that the district court would the counterfeit merchandise Nonetheless remand

impose the same sentence if required to articulate was unnecessary because the retail value of the

its reasons U.S ODell F.2d 10th Cir genuine articles was relevant to determine the retail

June 1992 No 1-5082 value of the counterfeit articles There was .not

enough other evidence to calculate the value of the

5th Circuit hblda It is Improper to rely on counterfeit items Although defendant gave agents

information defendant provides to probation price list the district court was unable to

officer under 1B1.8 185 The 5th CircuIt held consider it because neither party presented It at

that guideline section 1.8 prohibits court from sentencing Moreover it contained wholesale

sentencing defendant based upon self- prices not retail prices U.S Kim F.2d 5th

incriminating information revealed to probation Cir June 1992 No 91-7030
officer in reliance on the governments promise in

plea agreement not to use the information to 4th CIrcuit holds that 10 gram threshold for

further prosecute the defendant Application note minImum sentence was met by possession of 72

to section 1.8 added effectIve November .1991 grams of 86 percent pure methamphetamlne
clarified the prohibition against using such 245 five year mandatory minimum sentence Is

Information in sentencing U.S Marsh F.2d applicable under 21 U.S.C section 841b1 BXvIII

5th Cir June 1992 No 1-1459 if the offense involved 10 grams or more of

________________________________ inethamphetamine or 100 grams or more of

Offense Conduct Generall
mixture containing methamphetamine Defendant

1Cha ter argued that the 10 grams referred to pure

methamphetamine and therefore his possession of

72 grams of methamphetamine of between 86 and

2nd Circuit uses extortion guideline where 91 percent purity did not qualify him for the

defendant threatened to drive service station minimum sentence The 4th Circuit following the

out of busIness 224 Defendant posing as an 1st Circuits decision in U.S Stoner 927 F.2d 45

Immigration and Naturalization agent threatened 1st Cir 1991 rejected this argument Under

the owner of service station with large fine and defendants interpretation person with 99 grams
10-year prison sentence based on the stations of 99 percent pure methamphetamine would not

employment of illegal aliens Defendant initially receive the mandatory minimum sentence while

demanded $25000 and then $1000 to overlook the another with merely 10 grams of pure metham
violation and threatened that if the owner did not phetamine would U.S Rusher F.2d 4th

cooperate defendant would drive him out of Cir June 1992 No 91-5375
business The 2nd CIrcuit affirmed the application

of guideline section 2B3.2 Extortion by Force or 9th Circuit reverses departure below the manda
Threat of Injury rather than section 2B3.3 tory minimum 245712 The 9th Circuit said

Blackmail Application note for section 2B3.2 that In the..absence of government motion for

states that this section applies If there was any downward departure the district court Is
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presumptively without power to circumvent the grown by both defendants were used either directly

mandatory minimum The court followed the or indirectly in their business The defendants

Eighth and Tenth circuits in holding that absent each gave undercover agents marijuana cigarette

improper motivation or constitutional violation free of charge Further defendant promoted the

the federal courts will not attempt to supervise the manufacture of marijuana as his business During

prosecutors decision to treat one defendant negotiations defendant told undercover agents that

differently than another U.S Vllchez F2d he and his co-defendant both cultivated marijuana

9th CIr June 23 1992 No 1-50429 U.S Pollard F.2d 7th Cir June 1992

No.91-3163

7th Circuit upholds drug quantity determined by
interested co-defendants testimony 250770 5th Circuit affirms that defendant who had

Defendants drug quantity was based In part on the bought substantial quantities of drugs could

testimony of co-defendant with an incentive to foresee additional drugs sold by conspiracy

provide evidence against the defendant The 7th 275 Defendant pled guilty to being involved in

Circuit affirmed the district courts determInation 45 kilogram marijuana transaction The district

that the co-defendants testimony supported the court refused to hold him accountable for all the

drug quantity finding no clear error The court marijuana in the conspiracy but estimated that the

also found no clear error In the district courts amount of drugs imputable to defendant was

conclusion that defendant lied at sentencing and double the amount of his 45 kilogram transaction

therefore had not accepted responsibility and also The 5th Circuit affirmed Drug ledgers indicated

upheld four-level increase for role in the offense that defendant was assigned code number and

based on evidence that defendant supplied had bought substantial quantities of cocaine over

numerous drug retailers U.S Spears F.2d period of time An Individual dealing in sizeable

7th CIr June 21992 No 89-3 154 amount of drugs ordinarily would be presumed to

recognize that the drug organization with which he

9th Circuit holds that 2779 grams of cornmeal deals extends beyond his universe of Involvement

and .10 grams cocaine was not mixture 251 U.S Thomas F.2d 5th CIr June 1992

The 9th CIrcuit concluded that the cornmeal was No 91-8581

not used to facilitate the distribution of one tenth of

gram of cocaine but the other way around i.e 9th Circuit holds that defendant reasonably

the cocaine was spread on strategic spots of the foresaw brothers heroin sales 275 Defendant

cornmeal package to trick the purchaser Into pleaded guilty to one sale of heroin and two other

buying cornmeal believing it was cocaine The sales by his brother were included as relevant

panel held that this was not mixture under 21 conduct for sentencing Approximately five months

U.S.C section 841 or U.S.S.G section 2D1.l 1c before his arrest defendant accompanied his

because the cornmeal was not used to dilute the brother to two meetings where heroin was sold to

cocaIne seized as part of the product moving an agent Shortly before his arrest he drove car to

through the chain of distribution nor pick up his brother from meeting where heroin

consumable carrier medium The case was sale was negotiated The car was registered to

remanded for resentencing U.S Robins F.2d person who had recently been arrested for selling

_9th Cir June 24 1992 No 91-50286 heroin Based on these facts the 9th CircuIt

upheld the district courts finding that defendant

7th Circuit affirms that co-defendants either personally participated in his brothers two

marijuana plants were part of defendants sales or reasonably foresaw them U.S Sanchez

manufacturing offense 260 The 7th CircuIt F.2d _9th Cir June 24 1992 No 91-30250

affirmed that marijuana plants grown by co
defendant were properly included In defendants 10th Circuit affirms that court may not depart
base offense level calculation because they were below mandatory minimum sentence for firearm

part of the same course of conduct or common offense 280330 Defendant was convicted of

scheme or plan as defendants manufacturing carrying firearm during drug trafficking crime in

offense Defendant owned business that sold violation of 18 U.S.C section 924c1 The district

equipment to cultivate marijuana and the co-defen- judge found the minimum sentence mandated by
dant was his employee Both grew marijuana at statute to be unduly harsh but found he lacked

their residences and defendant knew his co- discretion to depart below It The 10th CircuIt af

defendant grew marijuana at his residence The firmed holding that the district court lacked

evidence supported the Inference that the plants authority to depart below the mandatory minimum
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sentence U.S Mosley F.2d 10th CEr May relationship with 20-year old girl defendant

28 1992 No 90-8 100 fraudulently obtained $46.500 from her parents

administered massive doses of drugs to her used
4th Circuit amrms weapon enhancement for threats to compel her to have sçx with him and

weapon found in truck In which defendants and otherwise physically and psychologically abused

others were riding 284 Defendants were found her The 7th CircuIt affirmed vulnerable victim

guilty of drug offenses after highway patrolman enhancement under section 3A1 The victim had

discovered drugs and firearms in truck driven by told defendantthat she had been raped at age 15

co-conspirator and occupied by defendants The and victims of sexual abuse are often susceptible to

4th Circuit affirmed firearm enhancement under sexual exploitation as adults To receive the

section 2D1 1b based upon the firearms found enhancement defendant must know that victim

In the truck even though the weapons belonged to Is vulnerable But defendant must have realized

the co-conspirator and not defendants One of the that he was dealing with someone abnormally

guns was found In the same briefcase as the drugs susceptible to Intimidation and deceit

and the others fully loaded were found In the bed Vulnerability does not require that the victim have

of the same truck Even if the co-conspirator owned demonstrated physical or mental deficiency U.S

the guns defendants possessed them for Newman F.2d 7th Cir May 26 1992 No 90-

sentencing enhancement purposes U.S Rusher 3645
F.2d _4th Cir June 31992 No 1-5375

5th CircuIt says defendant who sold large

10th Circuit affirms that acquittal on firearms quantity of drugs to conspiracy leader was not

offense does not bar 2D1.1b enhancement minor partIcipant 445 The 5th Circuit rejected

284 The 10th Circuit held that defendants defendants contention thàt.he was minor partici

acquittal on charges of using or carrying firearm pant even thoug-i the volume of controlled sub-

during drug trafficking crime did not preclude an stances attributed to him was small fraction of

enhancement under section 2D1 .1b for possessing the operations total drug trade and others in the

firearm during drug trafficking crime Here the operation had more active roles Even If others were

enhancement was proper because defendant had more culpable this did not automatically quali1r

loaded handgun In his bag when he sold defendant for minor or minimal status Defendant

controlled substance to government informant had been selling large amounts of controlled

U.S Eagan F.2d 10th Cir May 28 1992 substances to the conspiracy leader for several

No 90-4158 years and regularly appeared on the drug trade

ledgers along with other distributors U.S

9th Circuit reverses where upward departure not Thomas F.2d 5th CIr June 1992 No 91-

justified by analogy 340700 Defendant was 8581

convicted of smuggling 51 illegal aliens in truck

The District court departed upward from the 7th CircuIt defers to trial courts conclusion

guideline sentence of 10 months to 30 months On that defendant was not minor participant

appeal the 9th Circuit held that departure was 445 The 7th Circuit found no clear error In the

appropriate based on the large number of aliens district courts denial of minor participant

However in deciding on the extent of the departure reduction based on the factual finding that

the district court relied on proposed guideline defendant was well-established coke dealer wlo

amendment which was later withdrawn The 9th did engage In number of coke transactions U.S

Circuit held that this was not sufficient Justification Spears F.2d 7th Cir June 1992 No 89
for the extent of the departure Because departures 3154
must be Justified by analogy to the structure of the

Guidelines the sentence was reversed U.S 10th Circuit affirms abuse of trust enhancement
Ram rez-Jlmlnez F.2d 9th Cir June 22 for military pay account technicIan 450 Defen

1992 No 91-50211 dant military pay account technician

__________________________________ fraudulently manipulated the automated pay

Adluatments Chanter system causing two different checks to be issued to

_______________________________
friend The 10th CIrcuit affirmed an abuse of

trust enhancement rejecting defendants

7th Circuit affirms that 20-year-old who had contention that his position as military pay
been raped at age 15 was vulnerable victim to account technician was no different than an

defendants fraud 410 During an eight-month ordinary bank teller Defendants section of the
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mthtary finance center was broken up into two responsibility since defendant took none of the

groups The line technicians accessed individual actions listed in the commentary to section 3E1.1
accounts Before any payment was issued changes U.S Sawyers F.2d 8th CIr April 16 1992
had to be approved by an auditor The payment No 91-1707
section then Issued the check As an auditor

defendant had greater authority and greater access 5th Circuit affirms that defendants refusal to

to the master military pay accounts than line admit leadership role was gróundi for denying
technicians Because of his expertise and special acceptance of responsibility reduction 488
training and the trust placed in him by his supervi- Defendant clearly admitted and accepted full

sors defendant was given access to both the line responsibility for the crime of conviction but denied

and payment sections so that he could act as he held leadership role In the offense suggesting
liaison between the two U.S WillIams F.2d instead that co-defendant was the unofficial

10th dr June 1992 No 91-1371 leader of the group The 5th CIrcuit held that

defendants denial of his leadership role in the

10th Circuit reverses upward departure for offense was proper ground for denying an

special skill where defendant also received acceptance of responsibility reduction defendant
3B1.3 adjustment 125450700 The 10th who is found to have had leadership role in the

Circuit reversed an upward departure based in part offense does not fully accept responsibility for

on defendants special skill as chemist since he purposes of section 3E 1.1 if despite his admission
had already received an enhancement under section of all elements of the offense of conviction he
3B 1.3 for his use of special skill in manner that nevertheless attempts to minimize his leadership

significantly facilitated the offense Special skill role U.S Shipley F.2d 5th CIr May 29
waÆ factored Into the determination Of defendants 1992 No 91-7117
base offense level and as such could not be used

second time to justl1 an upward departure U.S 8th CIrcuit denies acceptance of responsibility

Eagan F.2d 10th Cir May 28 1992 No 90- reduction because defendant continued illegal

4158 conduct after questioning by INS agents 494
Defendant previously deported alien was

8th Circuit affirms upward departure despite re- arrested on unrelated charges and admitted to INS
fiance upon some improper factors 460715 In agents that he had illegally reentered the United

departing upward the court properly relied on the States and had used false social security number

similarity of defendants prior offense and the need to obtain welfare benefits Several months later he
to deter him from further such activity However again used the false number to obtain benefits

the 8th Circuit held that it was improper to rely on jury found him guilty cf illegally entering the United

the defendants dangerous high speed chase States and using false social security number
Effective November 1990 the Sentencing The 8th Circuit affirmed the denial of reduction

Commission added section 3C1 .2 whichauthorizes for acceptance of responsibility since defendants

two-point enhancement for high speed chases continued illegal use of the social security number
but defendant had already received two level after his admissions to the INS was inconsistent

enhancement for obstruction ofJustlce The courts with genuine acceptance of rØsponsibuity U.S
reliance on defendants exploitation of trusting Unzueta-Gallarso F.2d 8th CIr June 1992
vulnerable woman who he used as pawn in his No 91-3418

drug operation did not justifr departure because

there was no support in the record for the courts iminalHlstovv 4A
finding Nevertheless although the court relied

upon some improper grounds the departure was

upheld because the district court placed no special 5th Circuit affirms that cases scheduled for

reliance upon the improper factors and only same day and time were not consolidated 504
minimal departure was involved U.S Estrada The 5th Circuit held that defendants prior state

F.2d _8th Cir June 1992 No 91-3628 drug offenses were not consolidated for trial and

sentencing and thus did not constitute related

8th Circuit affirms denial of reduction where de- cases for criminal history purposes even though
fendaæt took none of the actions listed in the cases had consecutive indictment numbers
section 3E1.1 commentary 480 The 8th Circuit were scheduled in the same court for the same day
iffirmed the district courts refusal to grant and time had plea agreexnenth which referred to

defendant reduction for acceptance àf each other and the ten year sentences for eaºh
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conviction ran concurrently There were separate convictions U.S French F.2d 6th Cir May

indictments docket numbers plea agreements and 28 1992 No 90-6222

sentences no order of consolidation and another

unrelated matter was also resolved at the same time 10th Circuit holds that prior state drug

as the two cases were handled Contrary to convlctjon was not part of Instant firearm

defendants contention informal consolidations convIction 504 The 10th Circuit rejected

cannot occur In Texas Although concurrent sen- defendants claim that his prior state drug

tences and sentencing on the same day are factors conviction was part of the instant federal firearm

to consider when evaluating whether cases are conviction even if defendant possessed the weapon

consolidated cases should not automatically be while he was dealing the drugs The proper inquiry

considered consolidated when state law is to the is not whether defendant had possession of the

contrary district court must determine for itself shotgun on the dates he was dealing drugs but

whether the crimes were in fact related U.S whether the conduct Involving the drugs was part of

Garcia F.2d 5th CIr May 28 1992 No 91- the conduct of possessing an unregistered firearm

5684 The indictment charged defendant with possessing

the firearm on December while defendants state

5th CIrcuit affirms that convictions for two conviction involved delivering methamphetamine on

heroin deliveries which occurred within nine November 16 and 20 Thus the two crimes were

days of each other were not related 504 In separable by conduct and by chronology Neither

1989 defendant pled guilty to two separate offense was dependent upon conduct associated

indictments for delivery of heroin the first delivery with the other and neither shared common

was to one undercover agent for $25 the second to element of proof Thus the conduct underlying the

another undercover officer for $19 The two sales convictions was severable and the trial court

occurred withifi nine-day period and In the same properly Included the drug conviction in defen

vicinity In the first defendant had to go elsewhere dants criminal history U.s Butler F.2d

to retrieve the heroin in the second he had it with 10th Cir June 1992 No 91-8054

him As result of these two prior controlled

substance offenses defendant was classified as 4th CIrcuit says that old convictions may be

career offender The 5th Circuit rejected grounds for departure even If not evidence of

defendants claim that the two offenses were related similar misconduct 508 Note to guideline

because they were part of common scheme or section 4A1 .2 authorizes air upward criminal

plan Defendant executed two distinct separate history departure based upon outdated sentences

deliveries of heroin Although the crimes may have that provide evidence of similar misconduct The

been temporally and geographically alike they were 4th Circuit found this did not implicitly prohibit

not part of common scheme or plan that would using dIssimilar old convictions to depart The

preclude career offender status U.S Garcia guidelines should be read to allow old convictions to

F.2d 5th Cir May 28 1992 No 91-5684 be used as reliable information to depart even lithe

convictions are not evidence of similar misconduct

6th CIrcuit upholds refusal to conduct full However the old convictions may only be used if

fledged hearing on allegedly unconstitutional they ev1nce some significantly unusual penchant

prior convIction 504 Defendants sentence was for serious criminality sufficient to remove the

enhanced because of prior convictions Defendant offender from the mine-run of other offenders U.S

alleged that the district court did not adequately Rusher F.2d 4th CIr June 1992 No 91-

address his claim that one prior conviction was 5375

unconstitutional Relying in part on commentary
added to section 4A1.2 after the defendant was 4th Circuit adopts category-by.category

sentenced to discern the meaning of the guideline approach to criminal history departures 508 At

at the time of sentencing the 6th Circuit affirmed sentencing the court asked the probation officer

citing finality cornity and federalism as reasons how far he would have to depart to Impose 120-

for disagreeing with the 4th Circuits view of the month sentence The probation officer said he

district courts obligations respecting prior would have to depart from criminal history category

convictions alleged to be invalid but not already III to VI to obtain maximum sentence of 105

adjudicated to be invalid The 6th Circuit months The court then found that defendant fell

suggested that district courts have discretion to within category VI and Imposed 105-month

determine whether to hear challenges to such prior sentence The 4th Circuit held that the district

court bypassed the criminal history categories
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entirely In Its desire to Impose particular Although the court jumped from category to III

sentence The appellate court adopted category- without discussing the possibility that category
by-category approach once the district court has might be sufficient remand was not necessary It

decided to depart upward In the criminal history was sufficiently plain from the judges opinion why
category the Judge must refer first to the next he skipped category The Canadian conviction

higher category and can move on to still- higher would have put defendant Incategory II while

category only upon finding that the next higher consideration of only one or two of the uncharged
category failed to adequately reflect the seriousness frauds easily moved defendant into category Ill

of the defendants record Judge Luttig dissented U.S Newman F.2d 7th dr May 26 1992
and expressed his belief that the majoritys No 90-3645
adoption of category-by category approach was
dictum and Invited another 4th CircuIt panel to 5th Circuit affirms that attempted burglary is
reconsider this issue U.S Rusher F.2d crime of violence for career offender purposes
4th CIr June 1992 No 91-5375 520 The 5th CIrcuit affirmed that defendants

prior conviction for attempted burglary was crime
7th Circuit affirms upward departure based on of violence for career offender purposes The
Inadequacy of criminal history score 510700 guidelines specifically designates burglary of
Defendant had lengthy criminal record and dwelling as negligible predicate offense and
avoided classification as career offender only application note of the commentary states that
because two separate assaults on separate the term crime of violence includes attempts to
occasions had previously been consolidated for commit the offenses enumerated In the guidelines
sentencing and hence treated as single The fact that the government did not rely upon note
conviction The 7th Circuit affirmed the district in making its argument below or in its brief was
courts sentencØ of 210 months The district court Irrelevant even if never cited by party an
found that defendants criminal history score did appellate court can and must consider the
not adequately reflect the seriousness of his past commentary to the guideline used by the district
criminal conduct or the ilkeithood that he would court The holding In this case was not In conifict

commit other crimes and the court found that with recent 5th Circuit case holding that
defendant was threat to the public welfare and attempted burglary did not constitute violent

safety Thus there was no error In raising felony under the Armed Career Criminal Act
defendants offense level to 30 partway between the Although the term crime of violence Is derived from
guidelines level 26 and the applicable level for the definition of violent felony the two terms are
career offender 34 U.S Spears F.2d 7th not identical U.S Guerra F.2d 5th Cu
CIr June 1992 No 89-3154 May 28 1992 No 91-5574

7th Circuit upholds departure from criminal his- 9th Circuit reaffirms that felon in possession of

tory category to III for admitted con man firearm is not crime of violence for career of-

510 The 7th CircuIt affirmed an upward departure fender purposes 520 The Ninth Circuit
from criminal history category to III for reaffirmed its decision In U.S Sahakian F.2d
defendant who confessed that he had been con 9th CIr May 26 1992 No 91-10199 whIch
man most of his life even though the district court held that under the 1989 amendments to U.S.S.G
failed to expressly consider whether departure to section 4B1.2 being felon in possession of

category II would be sufficient Defendants only firearm Is not crime of violence Sahaklan
prior sentence was Canadian fraud conviction rejected the circuits earlier contrary rule which
which was not counted in his criminal history was based on the pre-1989 guideline Therefore
because it was foreign In addition defendant had the district court erred In concluding that the
committed numerous other frauds for which he had offense of conviction I.e feloti in possession of
never been convicted Thus defendants criminal firearm was crime of violence The sentence was
history was not only misleading concerning the vacated and the case was remanded for

gravity of his criminal history and the likelihood of resentencing U.S Hufflulnes F.2d 9th Cir
recidivism but In combinatIon with his confessIon June 15 1992 No 91-50426
of his many other frauds it was perverse It

showed that defendant was not only con man but
Determining the Sentencesuccessful con man who was rarely caught and

therefore would have strong Incentive to resume
his life of crime when he was released from prison
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10th Circuit affirms consecutive terms of super- Act 18 U.S.C sectIon 3651 was lii effect before

vised release where defendant had section the VWPA was passed in 1982 The Federal

924c conviction 580650 Defendant was Probation Act did not limit restitution Nevertheless

convicted of drug charge and carrying firearm the district court treated the case as if the VWPA

during drug trafficking crime in violation of 18 applied and limited restitution to the counts of

U.S.C.924c1 In addition to term of conviction The government appealed and the 9th

imprisonment he received six year term of Circuit reversed holding that the restitution should

supervised release The 10th Circuit rejected the include all victims of the fraud U.S Hammer

claim that the six-year term of supervised release F.2d 9th Cir June 23 1992 No 90-10386

exceeded the period authorized by statute Section

5D 1.2a of the guidelines authorizes maximum 9th CircuIt holds that victim was not co

supervised release term of five years or the conspirator and therefore was entitled to

minimum which Is required by statute whichever is restitution 610 Defendant was convicted of

greater The drug statute under which defendant conspiracy to smuggle the victim into Guam for

was convicted did not list maximum Thus If de- illegal employment The 9th Circuit rejected

fendant was only convicted ofthe drug offense the defendants claim that the victim was co

sIx year term would not be authorized However conspirator Defendant and his wife employed the

defendant was also convicted of the weapons charge victim for approximately two years Her lost wages

under 18 U.S.C section 924c1 Under section were direct consequence of the defendants

5D1.1a the court was required to imposed conspiracy Under the Victim and Witness

supervised release term for the weapons conviction Protection Act 18 U.S.C section 3663 person

The court found that nothing precluded the district directly harmed by the defendants criminal activity

court from imposing consecutive term of Li properly awarded restitution for the loss caused

supervised release onthe weapons charge The court rejected defendants claim that his wife

consecutive to that which it Imposed on the drug would receive double benefit If she were not forced

conviction Congress clearly intended consecutive to also pay the amount of restitution to the victim

penalty schemes for weapons violations under U.S Sarmga F.2d 9th CIr June 22 1992

section 924c U.S Maxwell F.2d 10th No 91-10455

Cir May28 1992 No 91-4011
9th Circuit affirms restitution schedule despite

9th Circuit reaffirms that district court cannot claim of inability to pay 610 Defendant was

grant credit for time spent in custody 600 Pur- ordered to pay restitution within 30 days of

suant to 18 U.S.C. section 3585b defendant re- judgment He argued that he could not pay the

quested credit for 88 days he spent under house ar- money unless he were put on probation so he could

rest In Italy The district court denied the request obtain It The 9th CircuIt rejected this argument

On appeal the 9th Circuit noted that under U.S noting that the District Court had complete

Wilson U.S 112 .S.Ct 1315 1992 dIstrict accounting of the defendants finances which

courts no longer have jurisdiction to grant credit for contradicted his claim of poverty Defendant had

time spent In custody The Attorney General now combined assets of $162000 and he had offered to

has the power to grant credit Defendants must make the $5000 initial payment before any

begin exhaust their administrative remedies in negotiations about probationary sentence

seeking credit for time in custody The district Therefore there was sufficient evidence that the

courts denial of the defendants request for credit $5000 restitution was not contingent on proba

was affirmed U.S Checchlnt F.2d 9th dr tionary sentence It was not clear error to order

June 23 1992 No 91-50598 the payment within thirty days of judgment U.S

Sanga F.2d 9th Cir June 22 1992 No 91-

9th Circuit holds that Federal Probation Act 10455

restitution may include all the victims of the
_________________________________

fraud unlike VWPA 610 In Hughey U.S 495

U.S 411 1990 the Supreme Court held that
Departures Generally 5I

under .the Victim and Witness Protection Act of

1982 VWPA 18 U.S.C section 3663 restItution 6th Circuit rules out downward departure below

may be ordered only for losses caused by the statutory minimum 700 Defendant was

specific conduct that Is the basis of the offense of convicted of drug offense with statutory five-

conviction Here however The defendants mail year mlnhfium term but the district court departed

fraud was committed while the .Federal Probation downward to impose 36-month sentence because
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defendant had heart condition that gave hliii 50 unlikely that the judge would have applied the two
percent chance of surviving for two years The 6th level provision even if it had been brought to his
Circuit reversed noting that the court has no attention U.S Newman F.2d 7thClr May
general authority to depart below statutory 26 1992 No 90-3645
minimum Though the government did not object

to the sentence when It was imposed the Issue was 9th Circuit overturns downward departure in-
not waived the government had Instructed the tended to equalize sentences of state and federal
court of the five-year minimum prior to the defendant. 716 The 9th CircuIt held that equal-
sentencing hearing and the court had noted the Ization of the sentences received by co-defendants
minimum at sentencing U.S Smith F.2d is not permissible This ground for departure was
6th dr June 5.1992 No 1-5207 reviewed and rejected by the Sentencing

Commission The court found that the
9th Circuit says presentence reports recomrnen- circumstances that created separate federal and
dation for departure gave adequate notice state prosecutions in this case were not highly700761 The presentence report stated the unusual but were only fortuitous Equalizing the
grounds for departure and recommended that the sentences of these two co-defendants would simply
court depart upward The 9th Circuit held that this create increased disparity between federal
gave the defendant adequate notice to enable him to defendants U.S Vilchez F.2d 9th CIr
meaningfully comment on the departure U.S June 23 1992 No 91-50429
Ramlrez-Jlmlnez F.2d 9th Cir June 22
1992 No 91-50211 10th Circuit affirms different upward departures

for co-defendants 716 The district court
7th Circuit upholds government motion require- originally departed upward for three defendants
ment 712 Nc4wlthstanding the absence gov- the first defendant received 120-month sentence
ernment motion seeking downward departure the second 72-month sentence and the third
based substantial assistance the district court de- 36-month sentence The 10th Circuit on
parted downward on those grounds concluding defendants first appeal remanded for resentencing
that the government motion requirement violated so that the district court could explain the reasons
substantive and procedural due process Relying for the disproportionate sentences On
on Circuit precedent the 7th Circuit reversed U.S resentencing the first two defendants received 72-

Spears F.2d 7th CIr June 1992 No 89- month sentences while the third defendant
3154 received 36-month sentence The 10th Circuit

affirmed The third defendant was not similarly
7th CIrcuit affirms four level departure for situated to the other two because of his offense level
unlawful restraint of fraud victim 715 During and criminal history In addition there were other
an eight-month relationship with 20-year old girl mitigating factors including the third defendants
defendant misrepresented that he would give her very young age problems resulting from peer
modeling contract caused her to quit her job pressure and his continued involvement with
fraudulently obtained $46.500 from her parents mental health counseling U.S St Julian F.2d
administered massive doses of drugs to her used 10th Cir June 1992 No 91-6065
threats to compel her to have sex with him and
otherwise physically and psychologically abused 7th Circuit affirms one departure based upon
her The district court departed upward by four physical injury and another based upon
levels based on defendants unlawful restraint of his psychological injury 721 The district court
victim basing it upon the restraint provision departed upward by two based upon the physical
applicable to kidnapping cases The judge did not Injury suffered by the defendants victim and by two
mention the restraint provision in section 3A1 .3 based upon the psychological Injury suffered by the
which is applicable to any crime but only provides defendants vict1m The 7th Circuit affirmed the
two level Increase in offense level The 7th Circuit two departures since the physical and
affirmed since no one asked the judge to consider psychological harms were separate The physical
the two level departure and the failure to do so was harm caused by the administration of potent drugs
not plain error Defendants conduct did involve was distinct from the physical manifestations of

kidnapping and the unlawful restraint provision psychological injury inflicted by threats
applicable to kidnappings was therefore the natural confinement lies and rape There was no double
place to look for guidance on departure in case counting In treating these hanns as separate
where kidnapping was not charged It was highly grounds for increasing defendants offense level
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Section 2A2.2b3B authorizes four-tevel court treated the aggravating factor of the amount

enhancement for inflicting serious bodily injury In of drugs 36 ounces of cocaine base as

the course of an aggravated assault and the separate crime and calculated hypothetical

combination of bodily and psychological harm In offense level and guideline range The court then

the present case was the equivalent to such an found that sentence in the hypothetical range

injury U.S Newman F.2d 7th CIr May would be too high because it exceeded the 20-year

26 1992 No 90-3645 statutory maximum for the offense and because of

the factors in 18 U.S.C section 3553 the nature of

10th Circuit refuse to review refulal to depart the offense defendants ages the short duration of

based on defendant diminished capacity the conspiracy and the lack of history of drug

730860 The 10th CIrcuit refused to review abuse The appellate court concluded that the

defendants claim that the district court erred In degree of upward departure was reasonable and

refusing to depart downward based upon his that if it were to remand again for more

diminished mental capacity The language of articulation the district court would Impose the

section 5K2 13 Is discretionary not mandatory same sentence U.S St Jullan F.2d 10th

When district court has discretion to depart Cir June 1992 No 1-6065

downward and explicitly declines to exercise that

jurisdiction 18 U.S.C section 3742 does not grant Hearlnu 96A
jurisdiction to review that decision U.S Eagan

F.2d 10th Cir May 28 1992 No 90-4158
9th Circuit suggests higher standard of proof

10th Circuit reverses upward departure based on where sentencing factors have extremely dispro

large quantities of precursor drugs 738 The portionate effects 755 Defendant argued that

lOthCIrcuit revŁrsed an upward departure based in the preponderance of evidence standard was

part upon the large quantity of precursor drugs in insufficient because the relevant conduct

defendants possession The district judge In fixing enhancement Increased his sentence from 12-16

the amount of controlled substances to be months to 63-78 months The 9th CIrcuit

considered in determining defendants base offense suggested that due process may require higher

level estimated the potential of defendants standard of proof where the sentencing factors have

laboratory by taking into consideration the amount extremely disproportionate effects In U.S

of precursors then on hand Thus the district Klkumura 918 F.2d 1084 3rd CIr 1990 the court

court already considered the amount of precursors required defendants relevant conduct to be proved

involved in setting defendants offense level and an by clear and convincing evidence because his

upward departure based on factor that was sentence was increased by twelve fold Here how-

already considered In establishing the guideline ever the panel held that the relevant conduct en-

range in an incorrect application of the guidelines hancement was not so extreme that higher

U.S Eagan F.2d 10th Cir May 28 1992 standard of proof was necessary U.S Sanchez

No 90-4158 F.2d 9th CIr June 24 1992 No 91-30250

10th Circuit affirms upward departure which 7th Circuit upholds reliance upon testimony by

used hypothetical offense level based upon large victims psychologIst 770 The 7th Circuit

quantity of drugs 738 The district court affirmed the district courts reliance upon testimony

originally departed upward based upon the large by the psychologist of the victim of defendants

quantity of drugs in the case Defendant received fraud as to the abuse the victim suffered from

120-month sentence one co-defendant received defendant The victim herself did not testlly

72-month sentence and second co-defendant Although the psychologists testimony was hearsay

received 36-month sentence On defendants first the rules of evidence do not apply to sentencing

appeal the 10th Circuit agreed that drug quantity hearings Moreover the testimony would have been

was an appropriate basis for departing upward but admissible under the exception to the hearsay rule

found the basIs for defendants disproportionately for statements for purposes of medical diagnosis or

large sentence Inexplicable At resentencing the treatment In addition if defendant and his

district court sentenced both defendant and the counsel had really thought that the victim would

first co-defendant to 72 months and the second co- contradict the psychologists story they would have

defendant to 36 months The 10th Circuit affirmed made more serious effort to subpoena her

finding that the district court had done exactly as Instead they handed the subpoena to the victims

directed by the appellate courts first opinion The father who had previously tried to kifi defendant
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the day before sentencing without determIning 6th Circuit permits forfeiture of property valued
whether the victim even lived with her father which at $1 million for growing just over 100
she did not U.S Newman F.2d 7th Cir marijuana plants 910 Defendant contended that

May 26 1992 No 90-3645 forfeiture of his property combined with his prison

____________________________________________
sentence of five years constituted cruel and

Appeal of Sentence 18 U.S.C 3742 unusual punishment for the crime of

________________________________________ manufacturing just over 100 marIjuana plants
Assuming that criminal forfeitures under 21 U.s.c

5th Circuit rules defendant waived challenge to section 853 were subject to the Eighth Amendment
enhancement by failing to provide appellate prohibition the 6th CircuIt found that the forfeiture

court with sentencing transcript 855 The 5th was not grossly disproportionate to defendants
Circuit held that defendant waived his challenge to crime The court noted that Congress had

supervisory role enhancement by failing to authorized maximum fine of $2 million in ad-

provide the court with transcript of the sentencing dition to maximum 40-year prison term for

hearing or Justification for not doing so U.S defendants crime U.S Smith F.2d 6th
Hernandez F.2d 5th Cir June 1992 No CIr June 1992 No 91-5207
91-4502

6th Circuit applies preponderance standard to
6th Circuit refuses to consider challenge to criminal forfeiture 920 Following defendants
predicate offense first raised on appeal 855 crimInal conviction the government sought
Life Imprisonment is required under 21 U.S.C criminal forfeiture of some of defendants property
section 841b1XA if certain drug felonies are under 21 U.S.C section 853a Following
committed aftej two prior felony drug convictions precedent in other circuits the 6th CIrcuit held that
have become final The 6th Circuit refused to the forfeitability of defendants property need be
consider whether defendants predicate offenses shown only by preponderance of the evidence not
satisfied the finality requirement where defendant by proof beyond reasonable doubt The court
first raised the issue on appeal Defendant did not noted but rejected the argument that the
show good cause for the failure to raise the finality preponderance standard should apply only to

question and because defendant could still move to proceeds forfeitures U.S Smith F.2d 6th
vacate or correct the sentence failure to consider Cir June 1992.No 91-5207
the issue on appeal did not involve manifest

injustice U.S French F.2d 6th Cir May 7th Circuit holds that managers knowledge of
28 1992 No 90-6222 drug activities could not be Imputed to corpora

tion 960 corporation owned the defendant
5th Circuit gives de novo review to property and three individuals owned stock in the
determination of whether prior convictions are corporation husband and wife owned 2/3 of the
related 870 The 5th Circuit reviewed de novo the stock and their son owned the remaIning 1/3 The
question of whether prior convictions are related sons shares were gift from his parents The son
under section 4A1.2 It noted that although the lived on the property and directed its day-to-day
question was in large part one of fact previous operations while his parents lived elsewhere
cases without expressly ruling have viewed this Without the knowledge or consent of his parents
issue as an application of the guideline subject to the son began engaging in drug transactions on the
de novo review The cases have not applied property in his personal residence He never used
clearly erroneous standard Thus it was corporate funds to purchase drugs and never put
appropriate to apply the de novo standard here any drug proceeds into the corporation In
even though compelling argument could be made forfeiture action against the property the 7th
that the clearly erroneous standard was Circuit reversed summary judgment in favor of

appropriate The Court suggested that in an the government and held that the corporation was
appropriate case the Circuit should give this issue an Innocent owner The sons knowledge of his own
en banc consideration U.S ii Garcia F.2d criminal activity could not be imputed to the
5th Cir May 28 1992 No 91-5684 corporation to defeat the corporations innocent

__________________________________ owner defense Section 881aX7 focuses on the

Forfeiture cases claimants actual knowledge of the illegal actIvitles

__________________________________ not whether the claimant should have known of the

illegal actllties Thus the sons knowledge of his

own iilegal activities would not be Imputed to the
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corporation because the son was dealing drugs to 970 Defendant used his farm to grow marijuana

benefit himselL and not the corporation Judge Though defendants Interest in the farm was created

Posner dissented U.S One Parcel of Land by four deeds covering four separate tracts the

Located at 7326 Highway 45 North Three Lakes government argued that the entire farm should be

Oneida County Wisconsin F.2d 7th CIr June considered single piece of property subject to

1992 No 91-16 17 criminal forfeiture under 21 U.S.C section 853a2
if any part of the farm was used to facilitate drug

1st Circuit rejects forfeiture of property not activity Following 4th Circuit cases on civil

specifically identified in governments forfeiture the 6th CIrcuit disagreed with the

complaint 970 The governments forfeiture governments contention looking to the four

complaint described the defendant property as 384- separate deeds creating defendants Interests to

390 West Broadway but made no mention of an define what constituted single piece of property

abutting parcel known as 309 Athens St which Relying on state law about when an interest is

claimant purchased from different seller Over created the court declared irrelevant that

year after forfeiture order was entered against the defendants ex-wife had conveyed her interest in the

Broadway property the district court granted the four tracts in single qultclaim deed Judge Guy

governments motion to expand the forfeiture order dissented on this issue U.S Smith F.2d

to include the Athens property The 1st CIrcuit 6th Cir June 1992 No 91-5207

reversed ruling that the governments complaint ________________________________
did not describe the Athens property with sufficient Amended in1on
particularity The exacting particularity standard

applicable to forfeiture actions is not merely

procedural technicality but is significant legal U.S Acosta F.2d 2nd Cir May 13 1992
rule designed to curb excesses of government amended _F.2d _May 28 1992 No 91-1527

power Here the governments complaint sought ___________________________________
to forfeit the Broadway property and nothing more TABLE OF CASES
The claimant was entitled to rely on what the

___________________________________
complaint indicated U.S One Parcel of Real

Property with the Building Appurtenances and Kinder U.S U.S 112 S.Ct May 26

Improvements Known as 384-390 West Broadway 1992 No 1-6658 WhIte dissenting

South Boston Mass F.2d 1st Cir May 28 from denial of certiorari Pg
1992 No 91-2 141 U.S Acosta F.2d 2nd Cir May 13 1992

amended Pg 14

6th Circuit addresses forfeiture of property that U.S Butler F.2d 10th CIr June 1992

facilitates marijuana growing on adjacent No 91-8054

property 970 Defendant owned four contiguous U.S Checchinl F.2d 9th CIr June 23
tracts of property He grew marijuana on one of the 1992 No 91-50598 10

tracts The 6th Circuit permitted forfeiture of an U.S Eagan F.2d 10th Cir May 28 1992

adjacent tract because the corn field that hid the No 90-4158 Pg 11

marijuana extended to the adjacent tract However U.S Estrada F.2d 8th CIr June 1992

it rejected the governments argument that the tract No 91-3628 Pg
on which residence was located should be U.S French F.2d 6th CIr May 28 1.992

forfeited because defendant used the residence to No 90-6222 Pg 12

guard the marijuana and to conceal the entire U.S Garcia F.2d 5th CIr May 28 1992

operation by making the farm appear to be No 91-5684 Pg 13

legitimate use of the land The record contained thS Guerra F.2d 5th CIr May 28 1992

no evidence that defendant had actually used the No 1-5574 Pg
residence to guard the marijuana and the court U.S Hammer F.2d 9th Cir June 23 1992

found no error in the district courts conclusion No 90-10386 Pg 10

that the mere presence of residence did not U.S Hernandez F.2d 5th CIr June

sufficiently facilitate the offense to permit 1992 No 91-4502 Pg 12

forfeiture U.S Smith F.2d 6th CIr June U.S Hufihines F.2d 9th Cir June 15

1992 No 91-5207 1992 No 91-50426 Pg
U.S Kim F.2d 5th Cir June 1992 No

6th Circuit defines forfeitable property by 91 -7O30 Pg
reference to recorded instruments state law
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U.S Marsh F.2d 5th Cir June 1992
No 91-1459 Pg

U.S Martinez F.2d 9th CIr June 23 1992
No 90-30354 Pg

U.S Maxwell F.2d 10th CIr May 28 1992
No.91-4011 Pg 19

U.S Mosley F.2d 10th CIr May 28 1992
No 90-8100 Pg.5

U.S Newman F.2d 7th CIr May 26 1992
No 90-3645 Pg 69 1112

U.S ODell F.2d 10th Cir June 1992
No 91-5082 Pg

U.S One Parcel of Land Located at 7326 Highway
45 North Three Lakes Oneida County
Wisconsin F.2d 7th Cir June 1992
No.91-1617 Pg.13

U.S One Parcel of Real Property with the Build

ing Appurtenances and Improvements
Known as 384-390 West Broadway South

Boston Mass F.2d 1st dr May 28
1992No.91-2141 Pg.13

U.S Penn F.2d 2nd CIr May 27 1992 No
91-1721

U.S Pollard F.2d 7th CIr June 1992
No.91-3163 Pg.5

U.S Ramirez-Jtminez F.2d 9th CIr June
22 1992 No 91-50211 Pg 10

U.S Robins F.2d 9th Cir June 24 1992
No.91-50286 Pg.5

U.S Rusher F.2d 4th CIr June 1992
No.91-5375 Pg 4.68

U.S Sanchez F.2d 9th CIr June 24 1992
No 91-30250 Pg 12

U.S Sanga F.2d 9th Cir June 22 1992
No 91-10455 Pg 10

U.S Sawyers F.2d 8th Cir April 16 1992
No.91-1707 Pg.7

U.S Shipley F.2d 5th Cir May 29 1992
No.91-7117 Pg.7

U.S Smith F.2d 6th CIr June 1992 No
91-5207 Pg 10 13 14

U.S Spears F.2d 7th Cir June 1992
No 89-3154 Pg 10

U.S St Jullan F.2d 10th Cir June
1992No.91-6065 Pg 1112

U.S Templeman F.2d 8th Cir May 27
1992 No 91-3750 Pg

U.S Thomas F.2d 5th Cir June 1992
No 91-8581 Pg 5.6

U.S Unzueta-Gallarso F.2d 8th CIr June
1992 No 91-3418

U.S Vilchez F.2d 9th dir June 23 1992

Pg.5.11
U.S Williams F.2d 10th Cir June 1992

No.91-1371 Pg.36
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